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*. This JOURNAL has the largest circulation of any Medical Journal in Canada.

BUSH MEDICAL COLLEGE,
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

For Annual, Spring Course, or Post Graduate Announcement, address the Secretary,

JAMES H. ETHERIDGE, M.D.,
(Mention the " Laneet" li cerresponding.) 1634 Michigan Avenue.

The Inobriates' Home, Fort Hamilto; NIT
INCORPORATED 1866.

A Hospital for the treatment of Alcoholism and the Opium Habit.
Visiting Physician, LEWIS D. MASON, M.D.; Consulting Physician, T. L. MASON, M.D.

The building is situated in a park of twenty-six acres, overlooking and commanding fine views of the Narrows,and the apper and lower bay of New York liarbor. The accommodations, table, attendance and nursing are of thebest character and suited to first-class patients.
For manner and terms of admission, apply to J. A. BLANCHARD, M.D., Superintendent at the Institution,Fort liamilton (L.1.), New York.

Gothic Street, Northampton, Mass.
ENLARGED, 1876.

A. R~IT M'EDDICAL 3OM~ED FO~R IINTV-A.LII"Dg.
Charierad by Commonweah' of Massachusetts.

Lnnacy and Nervous Diseases, Ailments of Women. This veteran establishment-located in a beautiful town oftwelvethousand inhabitants, on the Canala and New York express railway, Connecticut River R.R., with gas, public waterfrom mountain streams, free pu >lic library, opera house, paved walks, charming scenery, a protected inland location andclimate, choice society, and at a distance from New York permitting a visit and return, either way, the same day-hasbeen of late further equipped and improved. Steam heat has been introduced. The proprietor and founder is confidentthat it is now better suited than ever before to sati.fy the eminent physicians who have honored it with their recommenda.tions, as weil as the class of invalids to whom coinfort or luxury are indispensable. Progressive, selected studies, in cer-tain mental cases a specialty. Original methods in managing and treating alcohol and narcotic habitués.
Reference, by kind permission, te Charles O'Reilly, Esq., M.D., Toronto.

A. W. TH OM à ON, A. M., M. D., (Harv.) Formerly of Northampton Lunatic Hospital. Ex-President
Hampshire Medical Society.

BELMONT RET REA Te The Diseasesof FemalOs.
PRIVATE HOSPITAL J. W. ROSEBRUGHP M.D.9

FOR INSANE AND INEBRIATES. Of HamJlton, av bE consu.td

HIS Private Hospital for the Insane, established in IN REGARD TO THE DISEASE8 OF FEUALE8
1864, has still vacancies for a few patients. In no At the Office of

other institution in America are patients treated with greater Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh, z2z Church Street,care and comfort. Apply to ,0 .,1el Tr,
%X. W AKE lm A lu,

Quebec.
On Thursday, January 2,th, and subsequently

on the last Thursday of every month.
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OLUBLE PLLS AND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.Perfection in Form and Finish.The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharna.

copoeia, and ather recognized formulas, induced us, some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labara-tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pills, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excelence are unequaled.We desire to call the attention of physicians and others to the following points:

S. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.
;f. No Pills are deficient in weight.

4. The Pills are Coated while soft.
-$R There ia but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no subcoating of resi6.~~n Thtoaig ssotinta the Pil ----------- ----- rnous character.Si. The Coating is so thin that the Pis are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protec_the Pills from atmospheric influences ; and effectually covers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pil easytec b

swallowed.

7. The Coating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mas.
8. Their solubility is nt impaired by age.
9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materials are perfectly distributed.80. The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of th-- - t-h.e mnass and its efficient therapeutic action

oarticular attention s Called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, and
ather powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having thesemdcnsi hssaesccurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recogn ed. f v se medicines in this shaandWe also offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR ad other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administered in almoPt any required proportions. We have taken every precautioa to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in thisas in other particulars, they can be implicitly pelied

N.B.-We have made arngements with Messs LW. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.pN. W most favourable terras. . Lymans, Clare & Co., of Montreal, whereby they can supply them
In.Corresponding with Advertiase Pl*aa mentUio TH E CANADA LANCET,«à
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NEW BOOKS FOR THE PROFESSION.

Willing & Williamson
Will mail any work in this list, on receipt of

the price, postpaid.
BARTHOLOW'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, cloth

" leather

STEPHEN SMITH'S MANUAL OF OPERATIVE SURGERY, cloth

NETTLESHIP'S GUIDE TO DISEASES OF THE EYE, cloth

JACOBI ON DIPHTHERIA, cloth .. ..

BEARD ON NERVOUS EXHAUSTION

HARILLAND HALL'S DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: A Manual of the Comparative
Semeiology of the more important Diseases ; 2nd edition, with exten-
sive additions .. ... ... ...

LOMBE ATTHILL'S CLINICAL LECTURES ON DISEASES PECULIAR TO WOMEN;
5th edition, revised and enlarged ..

MACMUNN'S THE SPECTROSCOPE IN MEDICINE, with coloured plates
SCHAFER'S PRACTICAL HISTOLOGY . *

ROBINSON ON NASAL CATARRH..

ATKINSON'S THERAPEUTICS oF GYNeCOLOGY AND OBSTETRICS, comprising theMedical, Dietetic, and Hygienic Treatment of Diseases of Women, asset forth by distinguished contemporary specialists

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS; 8th edition

EMMETT'S PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF GYNECOLOGY; cloth

94 i f " leather ..
6 oo

.1 ... 9 50

GANT'S SURGERY ; new edition, 2 vols

PHYSICIANS' VISITINGÀLISTS FOR 1881.

2 O0

3 00

4 50

5 00

A complete reference~Catalogue Of English, Armerican, and Canadian Medical Works, givingdates of last edition, etc., may be had on application¶

Willing & Williamson,
7 and 9 KINQ STREET EAST, TORONTrO.
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MALTINE IN PULMONARY PHTIISIS,

The great value ef MALTINE in all wastingdiseases, and especiany ln PulmonarY affections,la becoming more and more apparent to the Medical Profession.

Since we Issued our pamphlet on Maltine one year ago, we have received nearly one thou-sand commendatory letters from the Medicaî Profession from most parts f the worid, a largeportion of which speak enthusiastically of it in Puimonary affections.

Any physician who will test MALTIN E, Plain, in comparison with Cod Liver Oil, in a caseof Pulmonary Phthiss, wil fnd that it wili increase weight and build up the system far moreapid y. There are, however, many cases where the compounds with Hypophosphites, Phos-phates, Peptones, Malto-Yerbine, and Pepsin and Pancreatine are strongly indicated.

After full trial of the diferent Oils and Extract of Malt preparatiens, in bath hospital ad privai. practice, I flnd MALTIrE mailapplicable to the largest number of patients, and superior to any remedy of its clae. Thoaretically, we would expect this preparation,whlc has become freticauy opcinal, to be of great value in chronin conditions of wate and mal-nutrition, expeciatly as exemplioied lnphti is. Being rih in Diastas umnoids and phosphates, according ta careful analysis, it aid in digesting farinacyus food, while intisU It la a brain, nerve and muscle producer. WM. PORTEL, A.M., M.D., St. Lotuis. No.
123 Lund8dotone Road, Notting Bilt, W., London, October 16th, 1880.1 have ued MrLaiNte with Cod Liver with the happet resulte in a case of tuberculosis attended with tubercularperitonitis, in whichwas tmperature f the patient rose ta 106 15and pesistently remained above 100 for upwards of two mouths. The only medicine takenWee LTqeo with Cod Liver Oi, and an occasional dose of Carbonate of Bismuth, to check diarrhea. She gradually improved and made ajerfect recovery. I Sud MÀITB with Cod Liver Ou la more readily taken and more easily amsimilated than Cod Liver Oil in any other

x»iuEDx NAs, M.D.

Bridge Heuse, Revesby, Boston, Lincolnshire.1%e trial af YOUr MALTINe f made luthe cae of a lady auffering from phthisis pulmonalis has heen most satisfactory. Her left lung had
beau iu the lest stage of disease for some time, and ber temperature rauged for many montha between 101* and 104'. After taking theMÂLJE for a few days the temperature came down to 100°, and ta-day it Stands below 99 which amakes me feel sanguine that the disease isehecked. 

THomAs HUNTER, L.RC.P.

Zen"ngton Diâsn8a-y, Lonaon, Nov 4h, 1879.We are uaing your MALTnIE among eur patients, and find great bene/st from it, especia1Iy in cases of phthisos.
DR. CHIPPENDALE, Resident edical Officer.

The Breches, Northwold, July 181 A, 1879.1 find that my patients can readily digest your MALTINE with Cod Liver Ol wlthout cauOing ay unpleasant after-fetliyg. 1 have fulSonfidence in the virtue it possesses to sustain the system during prolonged diseaes of a tubercular or atropie nature.
FaRDERIcK Joy, L.R.C.P., M.R.C.s.

Paoy. L. P. YANDELL, ln LouisvilleMedical A e-s, Jan. 3rd, k80 :-MALTINE le one of the moat valuais! reinediesever introduced ta theMedical Profession. Wherever a constructive is indited, MLT18N will be found excellofth lu pulmouary phthisis and other crofulousdiseases, in chronic syphilis, and in the various cachectic c<mditions, it ls invaluable.

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ din haeueMorMATNirprtincnmhrctc o he., Feb. 16th, 1880.
haveused your M r MLTN preparations in ry practice for the past year and consider them far superior to the Extract of Malt. I have

ued your MaltaYerbine lu my own cae of severe bronchitis that has troubled me for the past fiye years. 1t hai done me more good than
anything -have ever trJed. 

J. TRIPP, M.D.
Leight on, A la., eb. 18th, 1880.I am more pleased with your MALTINE preparations every day that I use them. I donit know how I could dispen1e with them l, someases I have under my care at this time. In one case espeelally, the MALTINE with Cat Li ter O has had a mot marked effett, agreeing wtthe patien,'s stomach, without the least trouble, after other preparationL f Cod Liver Ol had been tried lu vain. J. M. KUms, Mm e

New Richmond, Wis., Aug. 14th, 1880.After having niven sevesal f your elegant MALTIN preparations thorough trial I have found none hem to disappoint me. I considerIt Invaluable ana asà indispensable ta the profeà.son as opium or quinine. 
F. W EPLET, M. D.

lu order ta test the comparative mente Of MALTINE nd the various extracts of Malt in the market, I pnrchased from different druggiete
SAmples Of MLT[N ad of the mnat froquently prescibed Extract of Malt, and have subjected them to chemical analysis.

As tise resuit of these examination., 1 Sund that MALTINE con1taîns froîn half as nîncis again ta three limes the quanîity of Phosphates, andfron three to fourteen times as much Diastase and othes Albuminoids asany of the Extracts of Malt examined.
PaoF. WALTsa S. HAINEs M. D.,Professor of Chemilstry and Tozicology, Rush Medical College, Chicago.

lu comparison with the alooholic Malt Extracte, yOux Ms TNE is about ten times as valuable, a a fiesh former; tram sve toten timee asaluable, as a heat producer; and at leative times a valuable, as a starci dgesting agent,

Professor of Practical Chemistry to the Pharmacct Socie y of Grtea Briain



NE,M ALTI
JA CONCENTRATED EXTRACT OF

MALTED WHEAT, OATS, AND BARLEY.
In its preparation the temperature employed does not exceed 150 de Fahr the nutritive and dig-estive agents unimpaired. Ext ra«cts of M .it g. md fr., therey roeammg allGerman process, which directs that thie mnash be heated to 212 deg maderom Baerey oagln byheAlbuminoids, and almnost wholly destroying the starch digestive pr ncipe Dsasreeycaultn.h

LIST OF MAL TINE PR
MALTINE (Plain).
MALTINE with lops.
MALTINE with Alteratives.
MALTINE with Beef and Iron.
MALTINE with Cod Liver Oil.
MALTINE with Cod Liver 011 and Pancreatine.
MALTINE with Hypophosphites.
MALTINE with Phosphorus Comp.
MALTINE with Peptones.

EP1-ARA IO 1Nb
i MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.

MALTINE with Phosphates.
MALTI N E with Phosphates Iron and Quinia.MALTINE with Phosphates Iron, Quinia and Stryohnla.MALTINE Ferrated.
MALTINE WINE.I MALTINE WINE with Pepsin aud Pancreatine.
MALTO-YERBINE.
MALTO-VIBURNIN.

MEDICAL ENDORSEMENTS
We append. y permission, a few names of the many prominent Members of the Medical Profession Who areprescribing our Maltine Preparations:

J. K. BAUDUYhî w D, . ., St. Louis8 M.oPhysician to St. Vincent's Insane A sylum, and Prof.Nervous Diseases and Clinical Medicine, MissouriMedical College.
WX. PORTER, A. M., M. D., St. Louis, Mo.
E. S. DUNSTER. M. D., Ann Harbor, MichProf. ns. and Dis. Women anà Children Universityand ln Dartmouth College..
TIHOMAS H. ANDREWS, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.Demonstrator of Anatomy, Jefferson kedical College.
B. F. HAMNEL, M. D., Philadelphia, Pa.,Supt. Hospital of the University of Penn.
F. R. PALIER. M. D.. Louisville, Ky.,Prf. or l'hysiology and Personal Diagnosis, Univers-

ity of Louzisville.
HUNTER McGUIRE. M. D., Richmond, Va,

Prof. of Sutrgery, Med. Col. of Virginia.
F, A. MARDEN, M. D.. Milwau;kee. Wie.,

Supt. and Phyician, Milwaukee County Hospital.
L. P. YANDELL. M. D.. L.oui-ville. Ky.•

Prof. of Clinical Medicine and Diseases of Children,University. Louisville.
JOHN. A. LARRABEE, M. D.. Louisville Ky.,Professor of Materia Medca and Therapeutic, andClinical Lectiîrcr on Diseases of Chidren in the Hos-pital College of Medicine.
R. OGDEN DOREwUS, M.D.. LL.D., New York,Professor of Chenistry and Toxicology, Bellevue boa-pital Medical College ; Professor of Chemistry andhysics, College of the City of New York.
WALTER S. HAINES, M. D.. Chicago, Il. -

Professor o! Cheistry and Toxicology, Rush Medi-cal College, Chicago.
E. F. INGALLS, A. M.. M. s. Chicao, ill.,Cioical Professor of Deases of Chest and Throat,Woman'is Medîcal College. esadThot

il. F. BIGGAR, M. D.,
Prof. of Sur£!ical and Medical Diseases of Vo. .Homoeopathic lospital CoEege, Cleveland, C)DR. DOBELL, London, England,
Consulting Physician to Royal Hospital for Di>easesof the Cheat.

DR. T. F. GRIMSDALE, Liverpool, England.
Consulting Physician, Ladie& C harity and Lyin•Hospital.

WX. ROBE'RTS, M.D., F.R.C.P., F.R.S., Manchester, Enland
Prof. of Clinical Medicine owens' College Schooi of
Medicneà Phsician Manchester Royal Iflrni ty andLunatie Iompital.

J. C. THOROWGOOD, M.D., F.R.C.P., London, England,Physician City of London Hospital for Chest Discases ; Physician West London Hospital.W. C. PLAYFAIR, M. D., F.R.C.P., London, England,Prof. of Obstetrie Medicine in King's College, andPh ician for the Diseases of Women and Childrento K'ng's college Hospital.
W. H. WALSHE, M.D., P.R.C.P., Brompton, England,Consulting Physician Consu mption Hospital, Brom-ton, and to the University College Hospital.
A. WINN WILLIAMS, M.D.. M.R.C.S., London, England,

Physician Samaritan Free Hospital for Diseases ofWomen and Children.
A. C. MACRAE, M.D.. Calcutta. Ind.,

Dep. Insp. -Gen. Hosp. Indian Service, late PresSurg., Ca cutta.
EDWARD SHOPPEE, M. D., L. R.C. P., M.R.C.S., London, England.LENNOX BROWN, F.R.C.S.. London, England,Senior Surgeon, Central Throat and Ear Hospital.J. CARRICK MURRAY, M. D.. Newcastle-on-Tyne, England,

Physician to the N. C. H. for Discases of Chest.
J. A. GRANT, M. D., F.R.C.S., Ottawa, Canada.
A. A. MEUNIER. M.D., Montreal, Canada,Prof. Victoria University.

MALTINE is precilrbed by the most eminent members of the Merlical Profession in the United Sùpreat Britain India, China and the English Colonies, and is largely used for patients at the principal Hospitalspreference to any of the Extracts of M1alt.
We will furnish gratuitOusly a one pound botte of any of the Maltine Preparations to Physicians who will pa)the express charges. Send for our 28 page Pamnphlet on Maltine for further particulars. Address,

ArtrREED & CARNIfC ,
182 FULTON STREET,LOlWDEN & CO T

., oronto. New York.
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THE MOST PERFECT NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE,

VINu SANTE
aLEmuTrEE.)

Taken with meals, it stimulates the appetite and assists digestion. I contains, in the mst assimilable forms, THOSEHYPOPHOSP HITES which are se> valuable for their invigerating, tonic, and
restomtive pPoperties, combined with iron.

Vin-Sante -Spaking, grateful, 'ic'o" e- Vin-Sante-To Tourists and Travellers -esohilarating. 
refreshing and invigorating bev'r'ge

Vin-Sante - B quercelle for Vin-Sante -May be mixed, if required, withBall, Pcnic, Bnques, tc.Wmne, Spirits or Beer.

Vin-Sante -Most valuable to ConvalescentV in Champagne bottler,and Invaliis. S Vin-Sante- lapur ge in Chamdp small.

Foa SALE BY DRUGGISTS. GROCERS AND VINE MERCHANTs EVERYWHERE.
At the INTERNATIONAL FOOD EXHIBITION, held in London, Eng., October, 1880, the

Only Prize Medal for Aeraied Beverages was aw2rded to Vin-Sante.
MANUFACTURED BY

The rin-Sante and JVon-.1coholic Beverage Co (Limited),
LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.

Montserrat Lime - Fruit Juice
AND COEIDIALs.

ALL GUARANTEED FREE FROM ALCOHOL.

THE MONTSERR4T LIME-FRUIT JUICE
aU sa.IN IMPERIAL PINTS AND QUARTS.

This is the pure Lime Fruit Juice clarified by subsidence, obtained by light presure from the carefully selected np.fruits, grown under European superintendence, on the Olveston Piantvtions, Mont.errat, W. I., the property of the com-y. Taken with water and sweetened to taste, it makes a most refreshiing sumîmer beverage. Lime Fruit luice is thebt remedy known for Scurvy, Scrofula, and all Skin Diseases; also Gout, Rhtumatism, ani the like, and is*most valu-able for Dyspepsia, Indigestion. etc.
The London Lancet, in an article under date July, 1879, says: "We counsel the public to drink Lime Juice wheneverand wherever they list. Lime Juice is, particularly in the summer, a far more wholesome drink than any form of Alcohol,and diluted with water, is about the pleasantest beverage that cai be taken."

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA CHAMPAGNE
an elegantly prepared aerated beverage, possessing a fine aroma, equal to most delicate champagne, and forming a mos

refreshing non-alcoholic thirst-quencher.

MONTSERRAT LIMETTA, or Pure Lime-Fruit Juice Cordial.
with either Water, Soda-Water, or Sulis-Water, a most refreshing Sunmer Beverage.

C AU TION.-Care should be taken to see that the Trade Mark, as above, is on the Capsule ai well as Label of eachbottle, as there are numerous imitations.

SOLE OONSIGNEES:
Evans, Sons & Co., Liverpool, England. TORON TO AGEN CY,Evans, Lescher & Webb, London, England.
M. Sagden Evans & Co., Montreal, Canada.

For the United States of America and Dominiou of Canad& i 19 F R O N T-s T. W EST.
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McGILL UNI VESITT, MONTREAL.

FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

sUMMER sEssioN, 1882_

T HE Seventh regular Summer session of the Medical Faculty of McGill University wil begin on the 17th of April,

and contiue twelve weeks. The classes are chiefly practical and demonstrative and are designed to supplementand extend the teaching of the regular winter courses. The experience of the past sessions has been very encouraging,
both in regard to the numbers in attendance, and the diligence with which the classes have been followed ; and theFaculty hopes that the students will endeavor to take one or more of these extra sessions, the fees for which have beenplaced so low as to be almost nominal. The special advantages of attendance upon a summer session are-i. The benefit
derived from the practical and demonstrative classes. 2. Dresserships and clinical clerkships are more easily obtained at
the Ho.pitals, and the student has more time at his disposal to follow up the cases. 3. Cases of midwifry are obtainedin greater numbers at the Lying-in-Hospital. 4. Systematic study can be carried out more effectuaîîy than at home.

The advantages offered by the City of Montreal for the practical study of Medicine and Surgery are unequalled inthe Dominion. In the wards of the General Hospital there is always, and more particularly in the summer monhswhen navigation is open, a large collection of interesting medical and surgical cases. In the out-door depart ment, thereis a daily attendance of between 75 and oo patients, which afford excellent instruction in minor surgery, routine medi-cal practice, and diseases of children. The Eye and Ear Department will afford an opportunity of studying practicay
and under skilled direction, these important branches.

At the University Dispensary there will be this year, in addition to the Demonstrations on Gynecology, Demonstra.tions on D.seases of Children and Diseases of the Skin.
Dresserships and clinical clerkships can be obtained on application to the physicians and surgeons in attendance atthe Hospital.
The Faculty has made arrangement for the following courses
Clinical Instruction-at bed

side in General Hospital
Diseases of Women,
Symptomatology, - -
The Urine in Health and
Practical Gynecology,
Practical Obstetrics,
Ophthalmic and Aurai Su
Diseases of the Skin,
Operative and Minor Surg
Prescriptions and Prescril
Diseases of the Throat,
Diseases of Children,
Morbid Anatomy,
Museum Instruction,

SURGERY, G. E. FENWICK, M.D.
- MEDICINE, W. OSLER, M.D., M.R.CP., LOND.

-D. C. McCALLUM, M.D., MP.C.S., ENG.
SGEORGE ROSS, A.M., M.D.

Disease, -G. P. GIRDWOOD, M.D., M.R.C.S, ENG.
.D. C. MCCALLU AND WM. GARDINER, M.D.

-.RTUR A. BROWNE, B.A., M.D.
rgery, -FRANK BULLER, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.- - T. G. RODDICK, M.D.

ery, - F. J. SHEPHERD, M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.
ing, . -R. L. MACDONNELL, B.A., M.D., M.RC.S., ENG.

GEORGE W. MAJOR, B.A,, M.D.
-A. D. BLACKADER, B.A., M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.
- -FAW. OSLER, M.D., M.R.C.P., LOND.

- W. SUTHERLAND, M.D.. L.R.C.P., LOND.
All students desirous of attending the above courses are expected to register their names with the Registrar of theFaculty, and to pay a fee of $zo, when a ticket will be issued admitting bearer to the lectures. Enregistration and pay-

nient of the fee is compulsory upon all students, whether attending one or more o the classes. The fees will be
devoted to the extension and improvent of the Library and Museum, to which all students can obtain access. A printedcertificate of attendance wilI be issued at the close of t.he Session.

The following special courses will be given :
Practical Chermistry. G. P. GIRDWOOD, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng. Fee, $12.
course on the Microscope in Medicine. By WM. OSLER, M.D. Fee,'$15.

For Summer Session Announcement containing fuller details, or for information about the Winter Session, apply to

WM. OSLER, M.D., Registrar,
1351 St. Catherine St., Montreai.
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PUTTNER'S E- MULSION'- COD LI VER DIL,
-- WITH-

HYPHOPHOSPHITES, &C.
By C E. PUTTNER, Ph.M., Instructor of Pharmacyy

The inventor, in presenting this preparation to the Medical Profession and the public at lar -eance, based Mecal me of t use as evinced during some years in the Lower Provinces and its unqualiacd endorsati ccen ur b er ,~f th e M ed cal Isi n c th hi h es st n di g, ho h av e w at chied its im îaed iate a n d g ra tify in g effects. ht h a n b een u sed in ail th 's
Public Institutions, Hospitals and Dispensaries with unvarying good resuims, and it is n gr too inuch to squ that ifs use nd ora alIn proof thereof it is recommended by: ,ticial.
Non. D. Mc. N. Parker M.D., &c., Consulting Physician, &c., Hospital Halifax. Ed. Jenning, M.D., Surgeon, P. & C. Hospital Halifax

Ge@. L. Sinclair, M.D., Assistant Physician, Mount Hope Insane Hospital, and Prof. of AnatGmy, Halifax Mdedical College. C. D. Rigby,
MWD., Surgeon to the Dispensa-y. T. Trenaxuan, M.D.. Physicial, Halifax Dispensari. W. B. Moore, M.D., C.M., Kentviîle, lae Surgeon
P. & C. Hospital, Halifax. W, B. Brine, M.D.«, Port Hi]], P.E.I. W. B. SisyJter, MD., L.R.C.S., Eng., &c., Prof. of ObsLttrcs, Halifax
Medical College, and Consulting urge1osP.&C. Hospital. W. S. Muir, M.D., C.M., L.R.S., P.&C., &c., Truro, N.S. Arch'd Lawsonc.l, M. S &c , Physian Lo en Hospital, and Professor of Surgery, Halifax Medical College. J. A. Campbell, MD., C.M., Physi-lan to Hal. Dispensay. S. Jacobs, Dominion Health Officer, Lunenburg, N.S. W. Calder M D Bridgewater, N.S. H. L.Akinson, M.D., CM., ouse Surgeon Gen p Hospital, Halifax. Geo. Lawson, P.H.D., L.L.D., F.I.C., Prof, of Chemistry, Dalhousie
University, Halifax, and many others.

WILL PLEA E SPE<'IFY

Sold everywhere. Price 50 Cents.

ELIXIR FERRI ET CALCIS PHOSPH. CO.LACTOPI.OSPHATES prepared from th formula of DR. DUSART, of ParisCompound Elixir of Phosphates and Caliaya--Â Chemical 0ood and Nutritive Tonic.. gant preparation combines with a sound Sherry wine percolated through Wild Cherry Bark and Aromatics,T in the form of an agreeable Cordial, 2grs. Lacto-P/zospAane of lton, e .'r. ofo WAlkaod of C alisaya Bark, Quinia,Quiuidia, Cinckonia, andfifteen drops offree Phosphoric Acid to each ha/f oukce,In the varsous forms of Dyspepsia, resulting in impoverished blood and depraved nutrition, in convalescing from the
Zymotic Fevers, Typhus, Typhoi, Diptheria, Small-pox, Scarlatina, Measies, in nervous prostration from mental and
physical exertion, dissipation and vicous habits, in chlorotic annmic women, in the strumous diathesis in adults and
children, in malarial diseases, after a course of quinia, to restore nutrition, in spermatorrhea, impotence and loss of sexual
orgasm, it is a combination df gre efficacy and reliability, and being veiy acceptable to the most fastidious, it may betaken for an indefinite period wihout becoming repugnant to the patient. When Strychnine is indicated the Liquor
Strychnine of the U. S. Dispensatory may be added, each fluid drachm of the solution, to a pound bottie, making the 64thof a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir, a combination of a wide range of usefulness.The chemical working of the formula is peculiar to the originator, and the varous imitations and substitutes offeedby druggists will not fill its place.

DosE.For an adult, one tablespoonful three times a day, after eating ; from seven to twelve years of age one
dessertspoonful from two to seven, one teaspoonful.

Prepared by T. B. WHEELER, M.D., MONTREAL, D C.

D. W. KOLBE &SON, >Kanufacturers of SURGICAL and ORTHOPEDICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, ARTIFICIAL LIMBS, TRUSSES, ABDOMINAL

ORTERS4, ELASTIC STOCKINGS, &c. PIOL Ma apediePrulo, rouIn1207 ARCH STREET, PiILADELPHIA &
Late of 15 S. Ninth St. i O produne

JW CATALOGUE LIST FREE ON APPLICATION.1u u j piol________________________________________ Md denur tb.. atsi
17 Dmret "W~ il~

MEeICAL OPENING.
$3.5P proprty and the good-will of a $4,00 practice in an in- a50 miles Virom e To iån a first-class agricultural section, less than voPU50 miles lroml Toronto, for sale. Two lots,. large bouse, office, »«&--o».'> moeeelstables, etc., etc. Only .1,000 or $1,206down, balance on tise. No bonus required, only value of property. , cpnmeN

Address " LANCET" OFFICE, TORONTO.

for Mansetrual dlaordduu: il voIlet,>
thihe Phosi ansd Prevmate or romovupei e thug& It in wltbut danger, Bu the trade jues. uder the nazeOr St lu6"nterated; aan.ng olbus awhiab plylo"gn shoald reiset a aàm an' -1%in liquid, et an ambse coler

Thsl he hracser et thaï e[omolle6 the dlacovems et tbis abl>8eae7 whieh bas besn uthi e in

" t" P"ana BU*", I RU de

rna le d aesiug, durlag @ dayu et
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NTew Hypodermnio Syringes!
D

A

'The cuts (two-thirds the actual size) represent a New llhpodermic S% rinee of our Manufartire. With the exception of tb. needies, ileof ii rona Silver, a material chosen as possessing, next to steel, the grealest rigidity and ubilit white fre fro iablity to oxydatlion.Tie bi r is forieil by a process peculiar to ourselves, securing iniforiity of calibre without soldîeýcd Joint or seaf. fo is pilated iside idoutsi. • aith nieikel. The piston is packed in the double parachute formii, wilth leather prepared expr'ssi for te purpose. pt wiin be fouti toretaii its elastivity, to operate smoothly, to resist ail tendenicy of fluid to pasa above, as of air below it. A urely-esgraved sale upon thepiston-rod indicates mumins, thirty being the capacity of the Sy ringe.
S ringes Nos. 2, 3 and 4 have also a screw thread upon the pistou-rod, and a traverse nut, thereby favorisg the utmost nicety in thegraduation of doses.
No. 3, Compact, bas hollow piston-rod to recelve one needle, also a protecting cover and fluid retainer; it may be carried in the PocketIn8trument or Viai Case, or without any case.
No. 4, Compact, is like No. 8, with the addition of a second needle, .arred upon the Syringe In the usual place, protected by a aetalshiel.Nos. 1 andi 2 are put up In n eat morocco.coverel case, wîth vial.
Two sizes of neetiles are furnished with each instrument, Nos. 1 2 and 4; one only with No. 8. The, art o! reflned steel, carefully teniper.ed, and thoroithly plated with gold; they are of amall diameter and large relative calibre, sharpened te sus an aige as ee1 ofer eater-ance to penetration, and therefore cause least pain. At the point of umion with the sc.ket theî arc r.f r witg ais oiltr coferis o!rman silver, Lbhereby overcoming the tendency to become broken at this place. They are colin' tci %; i rei, ba o ra oen o threa r

Prices: No. 1, $3.50. No. 2, $4.00. Postage, .03." No. 3, $250. No. 4, 53-5. " -

Th e ringes are so thoroughiy and strongly made as to b free from theannoying acddentcommon to a et Hypodermic$yringest andvo beiLeve tisai for conveience, durability, ansd nlcety of construction, Lhey bave no superior.

OTHER HYPODERMIC SYRINCES.
No. 7, g'ia.harrei, graduation engraved on barrel, with crew nut en piston, nlckel-plated mountings, two best steel gilt Postaglîetili'.s, in neat case ..... ...... 

.. -1 f 0No. 9, glass, graduiation engraved an d number à on plston.rod vits screw ut, îwo hes i git nedies lu n ca'' 'e.. 3'()· .02No. 7 or No. 9, with two steel unplated needles, either ..- rd..h.cewnu. wobststelgit. edlsinne.......at .c00No. 10, glass. Luer's (French), graduation as No. 9, one gold " " " steel neifles, ' l'ver "' ou' - ti gs, ve-- et- 0line i morocco case.. .. .... .. ,dera
No. 11, glass c% linder, fenestrated, nickl-p"1 " "*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..12.00 .oe

As repreot in the nst, Lhe glas cylinder le encaed in a metal mounting, fenestrated to show the graduations foriî..'s [lic instrumniit usay readily be takeon &part for cleaning, andi, for t1ictse wlîo lîrc;ftr glass, la recoin rieeius1unded for its non-liability to breakage. Price, with wo best steel glt needies, lu seat case ............. p. 0
&A Any of the above will be sent by rurn- mail on receipt of price and postage.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES OF ALL KINDS PROMPTLY REPAIRED.
Our new Illustrated Catalogue of urz1cal Instruments, also a new pamphlet os Inhalation of Atûcizd Liquida, bydistmîgîliheti nîcîieal authority, with Esany valua e formnu as, will be forw wrdd, p newpail, on itlhaltiono
Atosanizers ad Articles f r Antseptic Surery, Aspirators, Climeual 'iihermîmcter, El;stic 1lse, Electrical Instruments, Invalids'Artiled, Mafiki; Model , Sketos8 pes . r. aquelin a Thermo-Cautory; Pessaries, litîbber Ui inals; Sayre's Splinits, and apparattis forsvery en; Wenrg' Sk tons Sphygmogras, Splints, Transfusions Apparatus; Vaccine Virus from our own stableS; Veterinary la-etruments; Waidenburg's PneulnatIc ppae.r ac. ,

WSee our other Advertisements in successive numsnbers of THE LANOET.

CODMAN & SiHURTLEFF,
Makers&ImportersofSuperior Surgical Instruments,

13 & 15 TREMONT STREET, BOZTON, MASU,
lu corresponding with Advertisers please mention THE CANADA LANCET,
21
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F". Q. OTTO et BOrs,
Drescher's Patent, Pocket Electro-Magnetic Machines,

PATENTED NOV. 4tI,1879.

No. 1. No. 2.These new and powerful portable machines resenle in style ambd appearance the Fremch bGaifie" instruments, but are far mbuperor,
embodying important improvements, whereby an electric current of much greater inten.ty and longer duatin i prbut a fth f seaorchar than in any instrument extant. n a oduced w he »aeNo. 1 -With one hattery Ceil. Fitted in a neat mahogany case, $5.00. No. 2.-With two Battery Cells. This fine instrument la[nlae In a polished mahogany case. similar iii style to that of No. 1. $7.50.

Nao. 5.

No. 3.-A superior Two-CeUl Machine. Hand.
amelY mouited in a double.lîd case, here illus-

trated, and fitted with extra electrodes, *9.00.

MANUFACTURED ONLY bY

F. G. Otto & Sons
64 CHATHAIM ST.,

New York Citv.

Mau.pcturprs of Surgical 1.nxtrUiuments anädOrthopedic Appliances.

Order the Best of American Manufacture.

Planten's Capsules.*
Known as Reliable 50 years for

General Excellence in
Manufacture.

E. Planten & Son, 224 Wiliam St., New York.
S. note p. 64, Profs. VAs BoaN & KEYES on Urinary Organs.

SOFT andl'C PSU L E3 3l"i..d
HARD CAP ULES. u a1 ai d.' Barnes' Latest Pattern of

( Order by Numbeur only.)t t
j Boxus100 each.

MU e *» Recent changes and alterations having been made inpattern of these instruments, which will be found ofmaterial advantage, theundermentioned firm invite the prc-ion to examine the same at their office.Suitable to administer Quinine and other nauseous medicine, with-out tante or smell. It prevents irritation of the mouth or throat, andat the same time avoids injury to the teeth. 100 by mail, 60 cents. The Price is $5.oo; Nickel Plated,.QSu osior 1

the
very
fes-

ppJ ylJ apsues, 3 SiZe3,
For Reotal Kedication, Box 100, 50 Cents by Mail,

We also have Capsules adapted for giving medteines to Horses orCattîs, 2 Sies, (Otnce and Hal-Ouneer, for liquida er solids. Box10 Capeules,elther size, by mail, 56 Cents.
N.B.-We make aIl kinds of Capsules to order. New Articles, andQapsuling ef Private Formulas.

Sold by ail Drugjsts. Samples Free.
frspecify 9n S» 9rgera, ï-u TL'NIT ÇiPSli.FA

50c. extra.

Manufactured by

J. ST EVENS & SON,
SURGICAL INSTRUMENT MAURS.

Gower Street, 1 40 Wellngton st. E.,- LONDON, ENG. OtQRnt..,

y#, R, l.eet. . a 7, cmatiest.

9

ç p
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M~~ E AD Sr

ADHESlVE PLASTERi
SEABURY &JOHNSON -_phs ar.eî pl b te o re the npce nr thetodinary Emp. Adhesive, or account of its supeor ualîty aundch ns. jit 35 pliable, waeproof, non-lrrtating, very strong, and extra adhesive. It is lot affeted by heat orcold, Iu rdo n honeat cotton cloth and neyer cracks or pels off ; salicylic acid is incorporated wlth it, whlchmakea it ti . It s indispensable where strength and firn adhesion are required, as ln ounter-extenion, orin the treatment of a broken clavicle. It bas been adopted by the New York, Bllevue, snd other large hospîtals,anid by rnany of our leading surgeons.Z

Furnished in rolls 5 yards long, by 14 inches wide.c id 1 d 4 7j ciC
Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 1 cts., 5 yards 40 cts per~yard.

BELLADONNA PLASE
SEABURY 8<JOHNSON. P

IN RUBBER COMBINATIONa tests cn "Pref, t. o. Dorernus, of Bellevue Hospital Med. College, and J. P. Battershall, Ph. D., analytical chernists, NewYork, to determine the comparatice quantities of atropine in Belladonna Plaster, prepared by the different Ameri-cen manufacturers, disclosed in each case that our article contains a greater proportion of the active prlnciple ofeladonna than any other nufactured. Sabhplee o the various manufactures, including our own for this tetwere procured in open market by the aboya named chemies themmelves. lu the preparatlon ofthis article, wý 'incorporate the best alcoholic extract o! Belladonna only, with the rubber base. It i. paked in elegaut ti caeaq(one yard iu each case). wb ch cau be forwarded by mua 1 to any, part n! the oountry.

Price, by mail post-pald, $1.00,

iBLISIERING PLASTER I!

SEABURY & JOHNSON li e
UN RUBBER COMBINATION * cO · 'c'es : fly (best selected Russian), with the rubber hase which constitutee, we believe, the most reliable cantharidal plasterknown. It is superior to the cerate, and other'cantharidal preparations, the value of which is frequently greatlyimpaur pecular ecess, e heat in u reparing them, which volatilises or drives off an active principle o! the fiy.Im rpare byth oecessveo heat i used. rpru

Price, by mail, per yard. $1.00.

MAU S TARD PL ASTER
SEAB3URY 8ç JOHNSONc

I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j u~coT U .urH bprio Q l ui u uà.L c»ôe; ""08be rernoved without soillng the -Un Alwayu r reliable.p
ALL THE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTAINED OF CANADIAN DRUGGISTS AT PRICES MENTIONED.

SWAY. S SPE.IFY SEABTRY & JQHNSON'S J
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SAWORtY & MV00RE'S SEOUATIES,
PANCREATIO EMULSION or MEDICINAL FOOD, in Consumption and Wasting, wi iiwas taikeprece(ence of Cod t iver Oil, by reason of its introducing the Stable Solid Fats into the system instead of theevanescent fluid fats or oils.

No Oily Emulsions of any kind, not even Cod-Liver Oil itself, can supply the kind of Fat necessary for soundand vigorous huinan life. In addition to this, all the Oily Emulsions are liable to rancidity, and most of them arehghly oectio aie in consequence of the Saponification, and ultimate Putrefaction, produced by the Chemical Agentsusft/ i,:stead of Pancre'-cl 7uice, so la

PANCREATIC EMULSION, or MEDICINAL FOOD, is the most re'iable form of nutriment for counteractingaIl tendencies to Phthisis and other wasting Diseases. It presents to the Lacteals, Fat in essentially the saine cond-tion for assimilation and absorption as in the vigorous human frame, and the agent of the important change is theîîatural secretion of the Pancreas.

PHOSPHORISED 00-LIVER CIL. Originated hy SAVOR\' & MOORE. The advantage of this preparationover the imitations of C ie the ability to administer a SUFFICIENT dose of Phosphorus wthout the admixtureofa LARGE quantity of Cod-Liver Qi]. Supplied in bulk or srnall bottles.

IIHOSPHIORUS PILIL, r -32nd of a grain, or any other strength required, non-resinous and perfectly soluble.
fANOtEATIED (Digstivs> eOD-LIVER OIL. By combining the Pancreatic Juice with the Oil, the digestionof the latter ks easiy and rapidly effected, nausea is prevented, and the heneficial properties of the Oif are increased.

PEPTODYN, for i ndigestion, a Ccmbination of the whole of the DigestiVe Seortions-Pe ,Pancreatine, Diastase, or Ptyalin. etC., forming an invaluable remcdy in the treatment of aul form 01Dyspepsia and all diseases arising from imperfect nutrition.

SAVORY & MOORE, 143 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.
20 AND ALL CHEMISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

THE IMPROVED BODY BRACE.

THE BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

OF Q

Mechanical Support < Z.
ABDOMINAL AND SPINALSHUDRADLN RC. Has the unqualified endorseîneîît of (>ver five thous-p ýS . -

and of the leading i.edical men of 
ais 

country and E-1FiT. 8. Europe, and has been adopted by them in'their
prctice

PRACTITIONERS >4
report to the Medical Journals and to us that cases of e

Hernia, Spinal Deformities and o

Uterine Displacement.
which have gone through the whole catalogue of
other Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Supporters,
Pessaries and Trusses,

Yield Readily to our System of Support. 0

AN EXPERIENCED PHYSICIAN IN ATTEND-

0 D bANCE FOR CONSULTATION.

BanningTruss& Brace Go.
B 704 BROADWAY, No. 19 TuF INITRovpD BYVOLVîNo

SPINAL PROF, for sharp atigular curva-New York City. Pott sase' of the spine.
Recent and imîportanit iîpro-eiei:ts iniNO OTHER OFFICE OP ADDRESS. this have led b its adoption by the mout
u rnd for our Decriptie Pamphlet. ,ort 'sas



* * * *. * * Sugar-coated Pilla are more soluble than

gelatine-coated or compressed pills.-Prof. 'Remington's paper read before

American Pharmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

SUGA-COÂTIDPLS Âfl UNUIS,
FR01 OMM&IAI AU~f OTHR RECPE.

MANUAoTURMO BY

WILLIAM R. WARNER & CO.
1228 IÂRXET STREET, PRLJAELPHIL

WARNER & Co's Pilla are unequalled for their niedicinal qualities, as the best materials
enter into their composition, and the utmost care is used in their manufacture. 'An ex-
perience of twenty-two years, with careful attention and study, bas enabled us to achieve
results otherwise unattainable.

We claim the art of Sugar-Coating, which avoids drying the mass so hard as to render
it insoluble and inert.

Skilful preparation and the scientific method of manufacture, which we do not hesitate
to call our own; are recognized in the acknowledged success attained. We wish particu-
larly to state that our Pilla will produce the effect expected, and our desire is that Physi-
cians shall be able to realize this in their practice; hence the necessity for specifying our
make when ordering or prescribing.

We would particularly invite your kind attention to our make of

PILLS OF SOLUBLE BI-SULPHATE OF QUININE,
made from pure material, in sizes containing J, 1, 2, 3 and 5 grains each, sold at the same
price as the Pilla of the Sulphate of Quinine. This salt which we are now extensively
manufacturing, is by virtue of its greater solubility, offered as an important improvement
on the Sulphate.

The following list of' Sugar-Coated Pilla comprises a variety of combinations of great
value, prepared for Pysicians prescriptions.

PER
FORMULE AND THERAPEUTICS. 100

NEDICAL PEOPERTIES. Doe., Eoh.
Chinoidin. 2vrs. 1U oE .P Cp g. 1 ••------.. AntiperJodic. 2 to 4 0 7.

S i. . Sl { f* ot, 2 g-. Stm1atimngDurgarve. to 8 40
COMP. (Pli. Gent C .) ............... Tonic, Purgative. 2 to 4c
ET ASSAFmTID. Assaft, t i gis.......... Purgative, AntispasmodIc. 2 to 5 4cPtilv. Saponis 1½1 grs.)

Pulv. A oesocot: gr.
ET FERRI, FEni Su grF i -.......----- Tonic, Purgative. 1 to 8 d

Elt %!u ïgr. j
C LePi. Somachîe .............. Stimulating Purgative. 1 to 2 NET MYRRHýE. (ulv. Aioes Socot, 2 grs.'e,8 

ue gU. S. P. . Myrrhe 1 gr. .............. Cathartic Emmnagogne 6lrnei stfgxnat, 5j gr. )
M ET NUC. VOMICA, Pu N ••••--.. Tonic, Purgative. 1 to 2

ALTERATIVE, Puv. pei, W gr.Alaer t Impre noon.Pul 1: } r .......... e...h....ncy i 13
AMMON. BROMID, gr..... . ..................... Sedative, ARerative, Resolvent, 1

I Spon HIpanANDERSON'S SCOTS. Fruc ocynth. ............ Catharti. 2 to &

ANTHELN Tr, { s. 1ti gr..----------------- Anthemmtic. 1ito2 1

PULLB ENT Ty MATIL ON RECEIPT OF LUT PRIGC.
Ordere fbr Qusnm.aee gule to a ZIberal mde#ouu.

Soldby KERRY WATSON & CO.
EONTaEAL.



Warner & Co.'s Sugar-Coated Pills. 1XEDICAL PROPEETIME. Doses, Eah
&NTI-BILIOUS, (Vegetable) •PV. Ext. Coloc. C. 2% gr. . holagogue Catharte 2 t8 SuC Podopyn1in, . r.{ O P dohylm igr l----- 

hoaggu Cthrte.2.o 
5

ANTI-CHILL, Ferri Ferrocyan i gr.OL Pip. Nig. 1 gr. - -------- Antperiodi Applicable to ob. 1 to 2 100Arse c, 1-2 gr. stirate intermittents.
{trychnia, 1-4 gr.

ANT-DYEEPIC . elladonna, 1-10 gr.ÂNTI.DYSPEPTIC, Putv. Iee 1100 . ....1-1 ...... Applicable where Deb lity and 1 to 2 1 OSMass Hydaag, 2 gru. I Impalred Digestion extat.
Ext. col. 00., 2 ruANTIMONII OOMP., U. [See Pil. Calomel Comp..........- Alteratve. 1 to 40(Ext.Nu Vom ' Sgr.APERIENT, Ya, 1;:- Aperient Tont. 1 to 2 85. - - ---------------- - . eren S ti t.ASSAFoeTIDýE, U. S . P .......................................... .Nerve Stimulant.1te3 4

" COMP - n----. ............... Nerve stimulant. 2 t 4 40{ Ferri Sul ph. Exie. 1gr. -------... Toutc and Nerve Stimulant. 2 to 5 40
Asl.ætiet, 1 gr.BASMAUFTID, ETRHEI eu e, -r .............. Tot , 'axHlve, Nerve Stimu- 2 to 4 71

BIMTSubeairbf-.: ......................................... Sedative,Antipiodi. 1 te 5 76
BISMUTH,8 3 -r ---------------.... ---------------........ SedativeA tpride 1 to ô 75

BISMUTH et Ignatimo, Blaniith Sub.Car . 4 -.. Sedative. 2toS 75
ExN..Ignata Amara. grr ..-------. Sedadive, Antiperode, Tonte. 1 to 2 150

et Nuc. Vomica, Bismuth Sub. Carb. 4 gru .eAL E Nue. Vomica, 34 gr.-.. Sedative,Toni. 1to2 150CALOMEL, % gr ...................................... Alterative. 1 t a 40
" 1 gr - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- ----- 1 10 8- 406 r. ................................... u. 11t08 60" - 3 ra -----------------------Puroeatlve.1to8 C

-Calomel-Cathartie. 1 t 0Comp. (Plummer's) 3 gra. Oxyuph Antimony,. Alterative, Anti-Rheumatic. 1 to 40

ET OPII f Calomel, 2 r. 1(Opium, 1 gr. ------- • ........- Cathart, Anodyne. 1 s
Calomel, r.'
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determine whether the lesion has its seat in the in-THE CANA A LANCET ternal ear, the nerve or the auditory centres. Now
an ophthalmoscopic examination will permit us to

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF determine certain encephalic lesions, and we can

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE. often determine whether the cause of the trouble
is central, perepheral or mixed. In the affections

VOL. XIV. TORONTO, APRIL, 1882. No. S. of the tympanum, it is stili necessary to practice
ophthalmoscopic examinations at whatever stage
they may be seen, for even in the absence of all

OF THE USE OF THE OPHTHALMO- symptoms, there may already have taken place aSCOPE IN DISEASES 0F THE EAR. propagation to the nervous centres This obtains
(Translatedfrom the Progrès Médical of 2rstjan.) in suppurative, acute or chronic otitis, and even for

catarrh, simple, acute or chronic, which may, as we
have instances, produce intra-cranial complications.

The organ of hearing is only accessible in its In revealing to us meningitis and thrombosis from
peripheral portion to direct exploration. Whilst their commencement, the ophthalmoscope permits
the ophthalmoscope permits us to study the fundus us again to determine the indications for trephi-
of the eye, the internal ear enveloped in its bony ning. The lesions of the fundus of the eye aug-
case, remains concealed from the aurist who can ment or diminish with those of the meninges, the
only diagnose lesions by indirect means or by eli- progress of meningeal lesions will be revealed by
mination. Nothing permits us to hope that these that of lesions of the retina (Allbut, Kipp, Zaufal,)
unfavourable conditions of a purely anatomical na- and again it is by the state of the retina that we
ture, can ever change, and if we wish to arrive at are enabled to judge of the amelioration of encep-
a knowledge of the exact nature of the diseases of halic lesions due to trephining. When inflamma-
the internal ear, we must have recourse to indirect tion of the tympanum is continued to the menin-
means. For some time past the ophthalmologists ges, the ophthalmascopic lesions appear at first in
and aurists, Knapp, Moos, Kipp, Allbut, have en- the corresponding eye, but they nevertheless affect
deavoured to recognize the condition of the audi- both eyes, and sometimes are more marked in the
tory nerve, from that of the optic, but up to the pre- eye opposite. The same after trephining, it is on
sent the result of ophthalmoscopic examination has the corresponding eye the amelioration commences
established no fixity of data in observations of dis- to be produced, but it manifests itself also on the
eases of the ear. We may then profit by the im- other eye. A curious circumstance is that in al
portant communication made on this subject by the cases studied by Zaufal, where a miid suppura-
Professor Zaufal to the Medical Society of Prague, tive otitis with or without caries had produced
by calling the attention of the readers of the " Pro- meningitis and thrombosis, constantly were found
grès Médical " to this subject. In the cases of very marked alterations of the fundus of the eye
nervous deafness, so frequent a form in young (stasis, neuro-retinitis, strangulation, etc.) contrary
women and in which noises predominate, with a to that which occurs in other forms of meningitis,
loss of osseous perception and a negative state of principaily in cerebro-spinal meningitis. To more
the apparatus of transmission, it is very important fully understand ail the importance of this new ele-
to know to what immediate cause is due the func- ment of diagnosis, we cite a case reported by Zau-
tional trouble, and the state of the retina will indi- fui: "A young man 16 years of age, very vigorous
cate that of the lamina spiralis of the axis or modi- was attacked with miid suppurative otitis of the
olus of the cochlea, especially from the point of left ear with perforation of the membrana tympani
view of the circulation. The same applies for sud- and cervical adenitis. No method of treatment
den deafness of syphilitic origin, when a rapid exu- had proved of any avail, and for some time his gen-
dation takes place in the internal ear, and for cere- erai condition was bad. There was night fever
bral traumatisms followed by deafness, etc. When and anorexia ; on going down stairs the patient
the troubles observed have not 'their cause in the had experienced vertigo, and irrigation of the ear
middle or external ear, it is often very difficuit to commenced to produce giddiness. Nothing to be
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observed at mastoid process, but percussion state of our knowledge, to specify the lesion pro-produced vertigo. Ophthalmoscopic examination duced by this irritation, in consequence of havingshowed the fundus of the eye to be of a dark red, from anatomical examination only negative results.the redness augmenting towards the papilla of We shall, in the meantime, admit that these altera-which it covers a large part on the internal side. tions exist, because we cannot comprehend aArteries normal, veins very dilated and sinuous ; functional modification without an organic one-
papillæ badly defined, of a dark red within ; on a modification of very low relief in certain cases,the right papilla near to the point of exit of the more profound in others, the nature of whichcentral vessels, hemorrhage covering all the cen- evades us for the moment, just as the nature oftral part. Diagnosis : venous hyperæmia, extension the anatomical substratum of infantile paralysis,to the meninges. Trephining was performed. The of muscular autopsy, and of locomotor ataxianext morning no more vertigo on percussion or on escaped our predecessors. "Whenever no mi-irrigation. Patient feels well, no fever, appetite croscopic alteration is found," says Vulpian, " it isreturned. The fourth day the internal part of the permitted to us to reserve a doubt, for the histo-papilla is still very red, nevertheless the veins are logy of the nervous system is yet but young, andnotably narrower and the fundus of the eye much certain modifications of the anatomical elementspaler. The hæmorrhagic extravasation is smaller of the nervous centre may easily evade our meansand the borders indistinct. On the 8th day sud- of investigation." It is, therefore, very probableden elevation of temperature to 41° cent. (=Fah. that a modification of the cerebro-spinal axis may
105-4.) Ophthalmoscopic examination indicating exist in the facts we are about to state. This irri-no modification, all idea of new intra cranial lesion tation, we have said, is carried over by two orderswas ruled out; accidental complication was the of phenomena : convulsive and paralytic. Beforeview entertained. It was in fact a septic fever entering into the clinical study of these facts, it iswhich subsided, and the cure was complete." This well to enquire as to what experimental physiologybrief résumé permits us to form an idea of the :m- may be able to teach us in relation to the subject.portance that the ophthalmoscope will acquire in In this order of ideas and facts, the most not-the study of diseases of the ear. Let us hope that able have been brought under view by Brown-thanks to it, the affections of the internal ear will Sequard in his experiments on the epilepsy ofbe completely differentiated, the one from the cobayes. After finding that these animals became

other, studied and treated in a manner really epileptic after section of the cords of the medulla,scientific. and above all, of its posterior cords, this physio-
logist demonstrated that the same result could be

LESIONS OF THE CENTRAL NERVOUS obtained by irritation of certain peripheral nerves;
SYSTEM, OF PERIPHERAL ORIGIN. BY thus the stretching, crushing, or section of the
CH. TALAMON, REVIEW BY DR. A. sciatic, or the popliteus internus, as also the irri-
LEONE. tation of the visceral nerves, acted. Brown-Sequ-

ard, in fact, succeeded in rendering epileptic some(Translated from " il Pisani Gazzetta Sicula, Palermo.) cobayes on which he had cut the grand sympathetic

BY JOSEPH WORKMAN, M.D., TORONTO. in the abdomen. Facts of the sae sort have
been observed by Vulpian, and by Hayem on

(Gontinuedfro page 198s) rabbits, cats, dogs,and other animas of the mammi-
CHAPTER ot ve fera. Brown-Sequard brings in the vaso-motor

nerves to explain the production of this artificia0f sone symplons or phenomena observed, following epilepsy. Prof. Vupian, however, has combatedirritation of the net ves on the perthery. this theory in his lectures on the vaso-motor ap-
We shall bring together in this chapter a large paratus. ' 'Why," asks this author, " desire abso-number of scattered facts, in which a centripetal utely that the construction of the cerebral vesselsirritation, acting on the nervous centres, is carried should play so important a part in the productionacross either with phenomena of excitation, or of of this epilepsy, when the anatomical elements ofparalysis, without our beig abte in the present the encephalon can be modified directly b the



irritation coming from the periphery ?" And truly that reported by Dr. Nott: a man whose leg had
we would say the same ; because, if the periphera been amputated was taken with atrocious pains in
irritation be capable of modifying the vaso-motor the limb operated on, a short time after the opera-
centres, that is not for us a valid reason for the tion; amputation was performed a littie higher,
denial of its capability also to modify, and much and afterwards an inch of the sciatic nerve was
more actively, the nervous cells with which the excised (?) in the popliteal hollow-no relief. It
cord conductive of the irritation is in direct con- was necessary to amputate the thigh; this time
tinuity. This hypothesis is the more rational ; it without good resuit. Dr. Nott then cut off an
is that which has been proposed by Handfield inch of the sciatic below the pyramidal muscle.
Jones, in England, Jaccoud, in France, and Wier This piece of the sciatic was the first that appear-
Mitchell, in America, and it has been adopted by ed to the naked eye sound; but microscopic ex-
Charcot in his lectures on urinary paraplegia. In amination was not made. This last operation
the experiments of Brown-Sequard in the artificial gave a partial amelioration. Analogous phenomena
epilepsy of cobayes, the phenomena of excitation are also observed following traumatisms the most
occupy the first position, but in the sate experi- various. In the treatise of Swan numerous ex-
ments it was likewise observed that intense irrita- amples of these neuralgias are found; facial neur-
tion of the centripetal nervous fibres sometimes algia from dental caries is a type of it. Mitchell
determines a weakening of the nervous action in relates many examples of this sort, and in all the
the part of the medulla corresponding to the in- cases he attributed the persistence of the neuralgia
sertion of the nerves irritated. This fact also has to an ascending neuritis. Vulpian, on the con-
been confirmed for us: ist, by the observations of trary, thinks these neuralgias frequently have
Herzen, Lewisson, and Comhaire, who availed of another mechanism, and that they depend on a
mechanical stimuli on various species of animals; modification of the grey substance of the medul-
2nd, by Vulpian, who effected his studies by means lary centre. This hypothesis of Vulpian has the
of faradization on rabbits : 3rd, by the celebrated met of explaining other facts, of which it is dif-
observation of G. Echeveraia on man. ficult to render a reason, as, when the neuralgia is

Hitherto we have what has beegi taught by ex- reflected upon the nerves of the sound side; thus
perimental pathology. In ali these experimental in one of the observations published by Hutchin-
facts it is necessary to note with Vulpian, that, son, after a wound of the cubital nerves and the
with the exception of the artificial epilepsy of co- median of one side, the pain was localized in the
bayes, the phenomena produced by centripetal irri- hand of the opposite side. Pirogoif, as cited by
taeion are always of short duration; a fct not Mitchell, relates an analogous fact of a wound of the
observed in man, in whom, as we shal see, they right brachial plexus. Ollivier has communicated
are, on the contrary more or less persistent. s1 to the society of biology an interesting observa-
the clinical facts we are about to state, we shal tion of this sort of reflex neuralgia. A woman
firs speak of the phenomena of exciability, and received a blow which bruised the fifth intercostal
afterwards of those of inexcitabiliG.y, or dePression. space. After a few months she felt in this region

A. Phenowena of excitab hiy.-Among the var- occasional sharp pains, and se-e months after-
ious clinical manifestations derived from the irrita- wards shooting pains, with formication and prick-
tion of the nerves of the periphery, we shail select ings on the right side of the neck, in the clavicu-
those which seem to be denived more direcaly from lar region, and along the arnm and forearm down to
the modification carried tm the central system. the ring finger and the inner ha f of the middle
And here again we shaa take as our basis of the finger. These pains disappeared in a few days
description, the nervous phenomena observed on under the influence of subcutaneous injections of
persons who had undergone amputations. These morphia. Now this fact canne be explained un-
nervous phenomena are of two ordersr; the one less by admitting with Ollivier, that the contusion
local, the other distant. The first have been de- of the fiuth intercostal nerve had determined in
scribed and well studied by Mitchell, under the the ce s of oigin of this nerve, a morbid excita-

tion, whtch was propagated to the proximate cels,naine of the neuralgia and chora lof stumps. The and carried, by means of the sensorium, to the
most notable example of this sort of neuralgia is periphery of the nerves proceeding from b it.
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Besides neuralgias as local manifestations of tem. We have fot spoken, nor shah we speak, of
irritation of peripheral nerves, Mitchell speaks tetanus, nor of hysteria, neuroses which form inof the chorea of persons who had undergone am- themselves a very complex question. We shah
putations, as another phenomenon of excitation. limit ourselves to speaking of cases of epilepsy
" The muscles of stumps," he says, " especially in observed in man, following amputations or trauma-
cases of arm amputations, are always in such a tisrn, analogously to our remarks on the epilepsy of
state that the emotions and the changes of weather, cobayes. Mitchell saw, in a person whose hand had
determine in them spasmodic contractions," and been amputated, muscular spasms produced in the
he sustains this opinion by two examples ; the extremity of the part cut, which ended in true epi-first of which was an amputation of the left arm; leptic accesses. The median and cubital nerves
after a certain time spasmodic contractions in the were trebled in volume and as hard as tendons.
stump occurred every time the individual attempt- Examples of cases following traumatism have
ed to move it; at the same time slight stretchings been very numerous: in 41 observations of peri-in the muscles of the face on the left side were pheral epilepsy, collected by Brown-Sequard in
observed. In the second example, amputation of 1869, many appertained to traumatism, and more
the forearm at its lowest third, three months after especially to lesion of the sciatic nerve, or of its
the operation spasmodic movements of the stump, branches, and to lesions of the elbow and the hand.not only in the forearm, but in the muscles of the The most corroborative observations in this relation
arm were seen ; the forearm was the prey to a are those published by Billroth in 1872, by Schaf-
continual agitation, both night and day, without I ter in 1873, and above all those by Magnan, of
any truce. These movements began to reach the which we shah now give a very fine example. In
shoulder, the muscles of the trunk, and of the February, 1862, a man who neyer had epilepsy,
neck (on the right side). In this case Mitchell is received a kick of a horse on the posterior part of
in accord with Vulpian, in regarding these move- his le/t heel. The contused wound produced by
ments as due to some nervous lesion, originally this injury cicatrized in a few days. In the courselimited to the stump, which had afterwards deter- of the month of March he several times experienced
mined a central irritation that was manifested in a sensation of cold, which went from the wounded
reflex spasms. Vulpian adds that the morbid heel, with cramps, to the malleolus. On the i ith
modification is located in the grey substance ; he of April the sensation of cold, which he compared
says, " this modification is different from that of to a drop of cold water running between the skin
neuralgia, only by its nature or its seat, but in and the flesh, went from the heel to the malleolus,
certain cases it may co-exist with it," and this and was followed by strong cramp and convulsive
opinion has been confirmed by Mitchell, who shakes; these shakes reached the thigh, afterwards
says that " it is not rare to find individuals in whom the arm of the same side, and the patient lost con-
the spasmodic movements are accompanied by sciousness; he feli, bit his tongue, and urinated;
violcnt neuralgic paroxysms." Langstaff gives an an instant after, he rose stupified and stooped, and
example of this. The tendency of these nervous without any memory of what had taken place alter
phenonena to radiate into neighbouring parts, has his faIt. On the I4th of May he had a fresh at-
been demonstrated in two examples by Mitchell, tack,and from that time forward numerous accesses,
in which the motor excitation extended from the at intervals of shorter or longer duration. '[is
nerves of the arm to the facial nerve in one case, patient was apprised, from 24 to 48 hours before-
and to the nerves of the neck and trunk in the hand, of an approaching attack, by an aura in form
other, that is, from the cells of origin of the facial, of the sensation of cold water running from theto those of the nerves of the neck and the trunk. cicatrix on the heel. Sometimes the convulsions

We have said that the nervous phenornena devel- were generalized without loss of intelligence, in
oped after irritation of the nerves at the periphery, this case the initial phenomenon was always theare, some local, and others distant from the lesed aura in the left heel, followed by disturbances in
point. We saw then what those phenomena were, the leg, the thigh and the arm; afterwards he feltwhich take place also in parts distant, or better to a sense of constriction in the throat, oppressionsay, which are extended itto the whole nervous sys- and difficulty in the respiration ; lastly, the arm
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u o ti rignt side were seized by tonic and
clonic convulsions, and the attack ceased without
loss of consciousness. This case very clearly
demonstrates the route of the centripetal irritation,
now extending itself simply to the medulla and to
the bulb, and then advancing to the encephalic
centre, carrying thence the loss of consciousness.

Larrey relates the case of a soldier, in whom
accesses of epilepsy were.produced after an opera-
tion at the bend of the elbow, in which the internal
cutaneous nerve was wounded. The patient felt
a keen pain at the 1 evel of the cicatrix, followed
by a sensation of cold, which ran through the tract
of the nerve ; convulsions immediately succeeded.
Several small moxas along the course of the nerve,and applications of a little potassa on the same
parts, caused the accesses to disappear. S. Wilcks,
in his Letures on the Diseases of the Nervous Sys-
tem, relates a short analogous observance of a case
of wound on a finger. Other examples of the same
sort, with phenomena of choreic form, are known.
Prof. Wier-Mitchell gives a very fine example, cited
from Dr. Packard, in which the chorea had its
origin from a traumatic lesion of the nervous fila-
ments of the thumb. Malden cured a chorea by
extraction of a carious tooth. Charcot, in his lec-
tures On Diseases of the Nervous System, has related
the history of a lady who, by falling from a carriage,
suffered a contusion on the left thigh. After some
time she felt in the injured limb a sharp pain, along
the course of the sciatic nerve, and shortly after a
tremor ià the whole leg. At first this tremor was
transient, but it became afterwards permanent, and
extended to the whole limb.

B. Phenomnena of dePression.--These phenomena
may take place, now in a member corresponding to
the irritated nerve, again on the opposite side, or
yet in a member, or a group of muscles, more or
less distant from the injured part. Here are exam-
ples :-Larrey, in his memoirs of military surgery,
relates that in the Syrian campaign the slightest
wounds were very frequently followed by complete
paralysis of the corresponding limb. He explains
this paralysis as proceeding from lesions of some
superficial branches of the cervical pair, under the
influence of the asthenic and stupifying qualities of
the climate of Syria in the hot season, in which
these accidents took place. Brown-Sequard relates
a case of paralysis of both arms, following a dis-
placement of the ulna; the paralysis ceased with

the cessation of the traumatic pathological condi-
tion, and did not again appear. Boyer relates
another case similar : the reduction of a luxation
of the left ulna was followed by paralysis of the
forearm, and some time after by paralysis of the
corresponding lower limb. Wier-Mitchell pub-
lishes many cases of paralysis in regions distant
froin the lesed parts, and he associates the facts
with cases of cerebral irritation consecutive to
traumatism; he explains them as a species of local
determination from the nervous commotion' re-
ceived. Many other authors cite examples of the
same class,-as Marshall Hall, Kennedy, Rochè,
and Goyot. We shall record only the observations
of Rochè, as the most striking: a student of medi-
cine, after the extraction of two molar teeth from
the upper jaw, was seized with atrocious pains and
con uisions in all his members, and finally with
complete paralysis of the left arm ; speech was
lost, but his intelligence was perfect. After a
quarter of an hour, he felt a formication in the
paralysed member, and in an hour the functions
of the arm were completely re-established ; he
recovered speech at the same time.

ARSENICAL POISONING.

BY A. C. BOWERMAN, M.B., BLOOMFIELD, ONT.e

(Continuedfrom page 203).

Arseniuretted hydrogen gas, containing one grain
of arsenic to the cubic inch, is a most deadly poi-
son, and at a moderate heat arsenical compounds
pass into a gaseous state; while Dr. Tidy tells us
that volatility and virulency usually go together.
Now if our walls are hung with paper containing
from 14 to 17 grains of arsenic to the square foot,
or even a much smaller quantity, the amount of
this noxious gas set free in a room exposed to a
midsummer's heat, or even to that of our common
wood or coal fires, must be sufficient to produce
many of the symptoms of arsenical poisoning ; for
we have already seen that many evil effects arise
from the use of arsenically colored lamp shades-
as the metal is decomposed by the light and heat
of the flame. How easily the symptoms thus pro-
duced might be masked by other less characteristic
ailments; and how readily one might thus overlook
* Read before the Quinté and Cataraqui Medical Aea'tion, Feb. 1, '82
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this grave cause of a most alarming condition in
our lack of proper sanitary precautions !

An eminent English authority (Groves) says,
"The frequent occurrence of arsenical poisoning
from paper hangings is very generally overlooked
by medical men, many even when it is pointed out
will not believe in it. This arises no doubt in
most instances from the symptoms which are pro-
duced being so various and having such a strong
resemblance to symptoms arising from totally dis-
tinct causes." It is a fact to be remembered, as
observed by Bartholow, " that in consequence of
the high degree of inflammation which arsenic ex-
cites when applied externally in sufficient strength,
absorption does not follow its local use ; but weak
applications may excite dangerous symptoms by
diffusion into the blood." It is likewise a physio-
logical condition of the blood to offer an alkaline
reaction, and being separated from the surface by
a thin endermic membrane only, an osmotic flow
is readily produced through this menbrane-from
without inwards, whenever an acidulated applica-
tion is made to the integument-(and arsenious
acid offers a feebly acid reaction in solution). The
facilities for the absorption of this noxious element
are thus seen to be all that can be desired in the
way of activity and certainty. Bartholow, in his
Therapeutics, says, " Symptoms of poisoning follow
the inhalation of arsenical fumes. Numerous in-
stances have occurred in which wall-papers colored
with arsenical pigments have poisoned the occu-
pants of an apartment. Garments colored with
aniline dyes fixed by arsenical mordants, have
induced local ulceration and systemic symptoms,
from absorption of arsenic. Applications to a
large portion of even unbroken integument have
in numerous instances excited dangerous symp-
toms and produced fatal results."

I have previously noticed that the inhalation of
arseniuretted hydrogen gas is attended with most
disastrous consequences. Quoting from Mr. Carr,
I find that Dr. Fleck, from confirmatory experi-
ments, concludes " that there can no longer be any
doubt of the possible presence of arseniuretted
hydrogen gas in the air of a room hung with paper
which is colored with arsenical green; that the
evolution of gas takes place on account of the
joint action of moisture, etc., of organic matter
(especially such substances as are used in fixing
the paper to the wall); and that wherever free

arsenious.acid is in contact with organic substances,
the evolution of gas is possible. The danger is
therefore not confined to green, but may arise
from any color which contains arsenic." Prof.
Roscoe says, " Hydrogen is evolved during the
growth of mould and certain fungi, and it is possi-
ble that if arsenic compounds are present where
such growths are going on, arseniuretted hydrogen
may be evolved. This (he says) may perhaps
explain the evil effects noticed when arsenized
wall-papers are employed." It might not be amiss
to bear in mind that, according to so valuable an
authority as Roberts Bartholow, " recovery from
the effects of acute arsenical poisoning is rarely
complete." Once having recognized this fact, I
think it would not be long before every article
suspected to contain arsenic would be excluded
from domestic use.

A well marked difference is known to exist be-
tween the symptoms produced by arsenic taken
per orem, and those arising from its action in the
form of gas or dust. As pointed out by Bartholow,
the administration of arsenic in even medicinal
doses is not unattended with danger, in conse-
quence of the individual idiosyncrasies to the
action of this metal. The following cases, under
my own limited observation, will serve to illustrate
the extreme susceptibility of some persons to the
administration of pharmaceutical preparations of
arsenic.

A. B., æt. 28, male, delicate and of sedentary
habits ; troubled with an obstinate pityriàsis, was
ordered the following prescription :

R-Elix. ferri et calisaya, 3iij.
Fowler's sol. of arsenic, 3ij.-M.

SIG.-A teaspoonful three times daily, after eatng.
The above preparation of Liq. Arsen., I think,

was made after the U. S. P., conseqnently each
drachm contained .about a y; grain of arsenious
acid. One grain was therefore the total quantity
put into the prescription, and although the whole
quantity was not taken, yet the result was nearly
fatal. The medicine was first taken on Tuesday,
after dinner, again after tea, and again on Wed-
nesday, after breakfast. Not being content with
this, the patient, in his eagerness to accomplish a
cure, took a dose during the interval more than
was ordered, thus taking five or six doses daily.
For some days previous to the exhibition of this
remedy, the man had been suffering from an acute
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bronchitis with considerable expectoration. Bar-
tholow says, "Arsenic stimulates the cerebral
functions and induces a feeling of well-being, and
in some subjects, decided mental exhilaration."
On Wednesday our patient experienced great ex-
hilaration, amounting almost to intoxication ; but
on Wednesday night a severe constricting head-
ache supervened, with restlessness, sleep disturbed
by nausea, great tenderness over epigastrium, with
occasional colicy pains. On Thursday the remedy
was continued irregularly, the cough had become
loud, harsh, and had a metallic ring; voice grating
and expectoration very difficult. The tongue was
covered with a white coating, except the tip and
edges; the face presented a pinched expression ;
eyes sensitive to light ; eyelids swollen at the inner
angle; constricting headache; considerable nausea
and want of appetite. Severe pain in the back
obtained from the first ; palpitation of the heart
became excessively painful. Frequent retching
prevented much sleep on Thursday night, while
all the above symptoms became more exaggerated
on Friday, when a settled condition of melancholy
prostrated the patient. Cold chills now came on,with sighing, yawning and frequent hiccough.
Nothing was taken but some mucilaginous drink,
and the cause faintly suspected. About 3 a.m. of
Saturday, however, the patient awoke in great dis-
tress, as if apprehending some calamity. The
physician on visiting him, found his condition as
above described and with the face now puffed out
like a blister, eyes nearly closed, violent and most
painful palpitation, nausea, griping pain in the
abdomen, pain in the back, etc. The patient
remarked a peculiar flash, as of an electrical spark,
in the outer side of the right eye ; this remained
and gave considerable annoyance for some weeks
after abatement of the oth'er symptoms. Stimu-
lants, diaphoretics, etc., with mucilaginous drinks
were administered freely and continued through
Saturday and Sunday, when all the alarming symp-
toms abated. On Monday evening patient left his
bed, still however complaining of great prostration.
In the above case so near a fatal termination, less
than a grain of arsenious acid was taken, in not
less than 15 or 16 doses, and spreading over a
period of about 72 hours. It is now manifestly
impossible, in view of the above, to accurately esti-
mate the individual susceptibilities of people to
the action of this remedy, until we have prescribed

and carefully watched against any untoward results,
when the administration may be i.mmediately dis-
continued.

The second case coming under my notice was
that of a boy, æt. 4, suffering from chronic eczema
since early infancy. I have good authority for
saying that he had been taking Fowler's Sol. of
Arsenic for about four weeks, but in what doses I
do not know. The medicine was ordered by a
physician some miles distant, and the child had
only been seen by the doctor twice since the
remedy was begun. Nothing unusual was remarked
by the mother, except frequent nausea, until the
period of which I am speaking, when, after eating
immoderately of currants and raspberries, the child
was seized with vomiting, intense thirst, fever and
great abdominal pain. These symptoms having
been attributed to the excessive ingestion of unripe
fruit, an enema was ordered, which had the effect
of removing a great quantity of impacted fæcal
matter, composed largely of the seeds of the fruits
eaten. Much relief was given by this course, but
only of temporary duration. Vomiting was with
difficulty arrested for short intervals. The specific
cause in this case was not even suspected by me,
until the vomited matters assumed a bluish-green
color not unlike solution of sulphate of copper.
Dr. Ingersoll of Picton was now called and diag-
nosed the case, beyond doubt, as due to arsenical
poisoning. A fatal result seemed inevitable, and
all efforts to the contrary were unavailing, the child
dying in the utmost conceivable agony about 36
hours after my first visit.

I submit to the judgment of the gentlemen pre-
sent, whether in this case the administration of
arsenic would have been injurious, had not the
excretions been suspended by the ingestion in
immoderate quantities of unripe fruit, and thus
preventing the elimination of the metal by the
natural outlets ?

A third case, of a middle-aged lady, cancerous
diathesis (as diagnosed by a Rome, N.Y., special-
ist). She always speaks of the cancer-humor
(whatever that is) affecting her in most unaccount-
able ways; and under the advice and attention of
this same specialist, she takes considerable quanti-
ties of his celebrated " Cancer Remedy," which I
am told contains arsenic. These " cancer cures"
are not unfrequently met with, and I am informed
that most of them contain arsenic as an ingredient
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in their composition. These are generally pre
pared from secretly held formule of suppose
value, and I believe are most diligently dandle
before the eyes of victims to every sort of humor
by those gentlemen prematurely delivered into ou
honorable ranks, and who advertise themselveý
after the following manner, viz.:-

Dr. -, Physician, Surgeon, Accoucheur, Cor
oner for the Co. of - , (Specialty, the Treatmen
of Cancer and ail diseases originating from impuri
ties of the blood).

It was after a dose of some one of these nostrums
that our patient found herseif in a condition closely
bordering on that sort of permanent relief seldom
desired Qn the part of our patrons. As only a sin
gle dose had been taken, the result fortunately was
not fatal. Now until it is thoroughly understood
that arsenic forms so prominent a factor as it does,
in the preparation of a multitude of articles of daily
use, the deleterious effects of its inhalation and
absorption, in even small quantities, must continue
to be overlooked, and as a consequence be pas-
sively permitted to still obtain. Mr. Carr says,
"The question whether one is poisoned by dust or

is a matter of interest to the medical profes-
sion, but it is of little consequence to the public."
And likewise he says, " The consideration of ar-
senical poisoning at once raises the question of
freedom of action. Perfect liberty consists in free-
dom for every man to do that which is right in his
own eyes ; but it certainly is not a justifiable use
of freedom for manufacturers to saturate our walls,
furniture or clothing with subtle poisons, which, by
impregnating the air we breathe, frequently produce
serious illness and often have led to loss of life."
The manufacturer takes advantage of the purcha-
ser's ignorance and thus effects a sale of goods that
he well knows would be shunned by every intelli-
gent person, were he to append to his wares a label
to the effect that they were goods highly impreg-
nated with arsenic or any other subtle poison.

From this standpoint the matter becomes a ques-
tion of great public importance, and to eradicate
the evil the necessity is equally important, of secur-
ing requisite legislation to this effect; for while we
encourage immigration, should we not by every
legitimate means in our power, endeavor to protect
the lives of those people who are becoming citizens
of our Dominion, and not by neglect be guilty of
impairing or destroying their own and their chil-

dren's health and thus striking a fatal blow at the
1 very root of our anticipated national future, when
1 all this can be remedied by the prohibition of poi.

sonous materials designed for domestic use? The
r Prussian, French and Bavarian governments forbid
s the manufacture and sale of wall-papers colored

with arsenical pigments. Much effort has been
made in Great Britain to obtain similar legislation,

t but the only good result has been to render the
- sale of small quantities of unadulterated arsenic

very difficult, while the manufacturers of wall-papers
boast of using tons of the crude article per week.
As it generally, I believe, falls within the province

i of the medical profession to institute the initiatory
proceedings in every department in which the public
health is concerned, I submit that it can scarcely
be considered out of place that this question should
originate in a medical association, and its merits
be discussed by those best qualified to estimate
the importance of its consideration.

In conclusion, Mr. President, I ask, would it
not be wise, in view of the authorities from whom
I have quoted, to urge the adoption of legislative
acts to render illegal the manufacture or sale within
the Dominion, of any poisonous materials of what-
ever form, unless it be distinctly stated to the in-
tending purchaser that the articles used or exposed
for sale are of a highly dangerous character ? Con-
sidering that in nearly every case my authority has
been English, and that a very large per centage of
manufactured goods-including wall-papers--are
imported from England, the necessity for an en-
quiry into this question is by no means lessened ;
and I respectfully suggest that this subject be
brought to the notice of Parliament, in connection
with the movement for the promotion of better
sanitary regulations throughout our provinces.

FROST BITE NECESSITATING DOUBLE
AMPUTATION.

BY JAMES GRANGE, M.D.,

Physician and Surgeon to the Royal Cariboo Hospital,
Barkerville, B. C.

S. F. A., aged 39. Had been drinking some in
the morning of Monday, Nov. 14 th, Taking some
brandy with him, he started for the Horse Fly
Country from the Forks of Queensville early in
the day, by way of Beaver Lake trail. When about
eleven miles out lie was wholly overcome with
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drink, and falling asleep he did not return to con- pain, appetite pretty good, evacuations naturalsciousness till aroused by a passing Chinaman on sleep not much interrupted, pulse 84, line of de-Wednesday, about two o'clock p.m., having slept marcation beginning to form a little below theabout fifty hours on the snow covered ground middle of the tibiæ, feet cold and of a very lividwithout coverng or shelter, the thermometer indi- colour.
cating more than ten degrees below zero at the I expressed the opinion that the feet would haveForks, a valley probably five hundred feet lower. to be amputated ; but as a different opinion hadThe Chinaman, not being able to get him along, been given by a party here professing considerablehurried on to the Forks for help. medical skill, though he had never heard a lectureMeantime thepoor man being exceedingly thirsty on medicine (for we have empirics here as well asmade his way to a brook about fifty yards distant. in other parts of the Dominion), I was unable toIn this effort he first discovered that his feet were get the consent of the patient till Dec. 6th. Byboth fro2en. One elbow was slightly frozen, but this time nature had done so much towards ampu-his hands had almost wholiy escaped as he had tation, and the patient was suiffering so much lossthrust them in his bosom. Having taken a large that all opposition was withdrawn. Having pro-draught of water he felt very weak and chilly, and cured the best assistance I could I proceededwas obliged to lie down again a short time. Then with the amputations. The patient, though aseeing his horse a little way off (for the faithful large man of superior physical powers, went underanimal had not left his master, a circumstance not the influence of chloroform without any difficulty.uncommon in this sparsely peopled region), he Large warm flax seed poultices had been applied,undertook to saddle him, but his strength failed enveloping the feet and reaching nearly to the kneeand he was obliged to lie down till help came and changed twice daily, and the parts had beenfrom the Forks, which arrived about six o'clock. washed with carbolized water at each dressing.He was first given a little brandy, then a fire was The parts above the line of demarcation were notkindled and he was warmed, keeping his feet from swollen and appeared perfectly healthy, so Ithe heat. Hot tea and some food were given him formed the flaps from a point about three inchesbut he could take very little. He was then placed above the line. The operation was not done veryon horseback, and after a weary ride of four hours quickly. All being completed, I noticed that itreached the Forks at about three o'clock Thursday lacked about ten minutes of an hour since themorning. The frost was then extracted by placing patient began to inhale the chloroform. Soon

the feet in ice-cold water, and rubbing them with after the operation the pulse fell to 62 ; adminis-the hand. The attendants say the parts were tered stimulants. Reaction set in in about two
frozen solid to near the middle of the leg. Five hours. During the next two days the pulse reach-
hours were spent in removing the frost. After ed 116, after which it gradually fell to So. The
resting till Saturday morning, he started on horse- wounds were carefully washed with carbolized
back, some friends accompanying him, for the water and dressed with cloths dipped in the same.
Hospital, making Keithley Creek twenty-two miles The dressings were wet twice daily with the same
the first day, Sunday made Snow-Shoe Creek, antiseptic, and not remîoved till the eighth day
twelve miles, Monday made Antler Creek, sixteen when the wounds were found united by the first
miles over the mountain, the snow reaching to the intention. I think it very remarkable that so seri-
horses sides, Tuesday reached Barkerville, fourteen ous an operation should be followed by no un-
miles. toward event, after such terrible exposure and so

The difficulty of making this journey will be much delay before operating.
more fully realized when it is understood that this
region of country is composed of very uneven THE next meeting of the International Medical
rgondt of ilntr o cCongress will be held in 1884, in Copenhagen,ground, steep bprs to climb and deep valleys to Denmark, under the presidency ot Prof. Panum.cross over most part of the trai. On his arrivai A HOSPITAL and Accident Ambulance Servicehe was admitted to the hospit•, NOV. 22nd. The has been established in London, England, throughpatient had endured the journey much better than the exertions of Dr. Benjamin Howard, of Newwas expected. Was quite cheerful, in very little 1 York.
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ENCYSTED DROPSY OF THE PERITO- ground it is hard to say, that the disease is more

NEUM-WITH CASES. common in the male than in the female. He also
speaks of it as an extremely rare pathological con-

BY J. KNOWSLEY THORNTON, M.B., C.M., ETC. dition. Dr. West, in his work on Diseases of
Surgeon to Samaritan Free Hospital for Women, London. Women, says: "I am aware of no means by which
(RePorted for the CANADA LANCET, by Allan Baines, M. B., such cases are to be discriminated from cases of

L.R.C.P., ctc., London.) ovarian dropsy; as far as I know, their nature has
The main parts of the paper are taken from scarcely ever been detected during the lifetire of

notes read by Mr. Thornton at the meeting of the the patient." Peaslee, in his chapter on the dif-
Harveian Society, January, 1882, with some few ferential diagnosis of ovarian and other abdominal
clinical notes by Dr. Baines, who witnessed the
progress and operation of the cases. Encysted
dropsy of the peritoneum is a very rare disease,
and very little is to be found about it either in the
general or special medical text books. The fact
that two cases have occurred in Mr. Thornton's
hospital practice in the last three months, shows,
however, that it is a disease which we must be pre-
pared to meet with occasionally, and diagnose
from other abdominal enlargements. This dif-
ferential diagnosis is very important for the proper
treatment of the case, and at the same time it is
extremely difficult. It is doubtful if any other
form of abdominal enlargement offers the same
difficulties. Before proceeding to consider these
particular cases and the lessons we may learn from
them, we may briefly refer to such cases noticed
by others, and to such general information on the
differential diagnosis as the text-books afford. Mr.
Spencer Wells, in his work on diseases of the
ovaries, records one case at pages 134 and 465 ;
on the former page he gives some particulars of
the case, and on the latter he tabulates it among
the incomplete ovariotomies. Mr. Wells diagnosed
ovarian cyst, and tapped the patient without dis-
covering the error, and when she refilled, pro-
ceeded to perform ovariotomy. The incision re-
vealed a cystoid cavity formed by floor of pelvis,
matted intestines, and parietal peritoneuin. The
uterus and ovaries were in this cavity, the former
roughened and the latter large. The cavity was
sponged out and the incision closed. The patient
was well two years afterwards. One of Mr. Thorn-
ton's cases will be seen to closely resemble this.
Mr. Wells states that McDowell and Henry Smith,
of the United States, have each recorded a similar
case, and Peaslee in his work on ovarian tumors,
states that Boinet had met with two cases in men
and one in a woman. Peaslee himself had seen a
case in each sex, and says, on what authority or

enlargements, devotes a special section to the con-
sideration of encysted dropsy of the peritoneum.
He says that it is preceded and produced by peri-
tonitis. The fluid lies above (in front of) the in-
testines, the latter being bound down by adhesions,
and sometimes extends over the whole anterior
aspect of the abdomen, being divided into several
divisions, while in other cases it is bound down
by narrow limits. The abdomen is not prominent
but flat. In this last statement he is partly wrong
as Mr. Thornton's first case proves, and he goes
on to give a tabular statement of the differences
between encysted dropsy and ovarian cyst, in what
he calls the third stage, under thirteen, which will
not be reproduced, as ten out of the thirteen are
incorrect or partly so-tabular statements as a
rule being very unreliable and misleading. Peaslee
is a most indefatigable collector of information,
and of large experience, but is greatly inclined to
generalize from insufficient data. The number of
cases that have been as yet carefully recorded,
render it impossible to give with any accuracy the
distinguishing features of the disease. The de-
tails of Mr. Thornton's two cases are as follows,
but before giving them it would be better to call
attention to the fact, that the condition we are con-
sidering is entirely different from the much com-
moner condition in which partial collections of
fluid may occur in the peritoneum as a result of
the presence of malignant disease in some of the
organs which it clothes. In some of the brief allu-
sions which may be found regarding encysted
dropsy, this distinction does not seem clear, and
the observations are therefore of little value, and
probably not worth referring to except as a note
of warning.

E. S., æt. 45, married 21 years, and mother of
seven children, entered the Samaritan Hospital
under Mr. Thornton's care, in October, 1881. She
had been sent in by Dr. Bradbury, of Cambridge,
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vho believed her to be suffering from ovarian
tumor. The only notes Dr. Bradbury could give
concerning her early history were : "I only saw
her once, and then there was no kidney mischief
or at least no albuminuria. I thought her a case
suitable for ovariotomy." Family history.-Father
died of old age; mother of cancer of breast, æt.
50 ; brothers and sisters healthy. Own history.-
[las always been healthy ; illness commenced two
years ago with violent attack of retching, pyrosis
and headache. Increase of size was first noticed
at midsummer, 1881. The swelling was in the
left iliac region, and was accompanied by a good
deal of pain. Increase of size was rapid and con-
tinuous up to the date of admission. Menstruation
used to be very regular monthly up to the date of
admission. During the last three months it has
been every two weeks and free for a week. The
bowels have been loose. After the death of the
patient, Dr. Bradbury referred Mr. Thornton to

œdematous that accurate examination was difficult,
but there was clearly a large collection of fluid
chiefly to the left side, and completely surrounded
by distended intestines, both flanks and the epi-
gastriun being clear. There appeared to be a
slight wave of free peritoneal fluid in front of the
intestines at the upper part of the abdomen. The
vulva was so edematous that vaginal examination
was also difficult, but the uterus was found pressed
down, os patulous and granular, cavity 3 y inches;
uterus mobile, no evidence of close connection
with tumor, urine scanty and loaded with urates
sp. gr. 1030, acid reaction, no albumen ; tongue
flabby and fissured; appetite good; much troubled
by flatulence; bowels loose; both legs and feet
very œdematous ; left especially so. The patient
was bright and cheery and able to move about
briskly, and was very helpful in the ward to the
other patients. Mr. Thornton was in much doubt
as to the nature of the case, but was inclined to

Dr. Ransom, of Canbridge, under whose care the regard it as one of colloid (semi-malignait) with
patient had been during the early part of her 11i- intestinal adhesions ail round it ; circumstances
ness, and he kindly furnished the following notes: delayed operation longer than he had intended,

"I first saw Mrs. S. in February, 188o-she and on October 28th le found her in bed and
then was suffering from severe headache, vertigo corplaining of great pain in the abdomen. On
and vomiting; there was slight œdema of the feet ;exarnination the shape had entirely altered; there
urine albuminous and loaded with casts ; eyesight was evidence of much free fluid in the peritoneurn,
becoming defective. There was a previous history and the odema of the parietes had sensibly de-
of ague. I considered the case one of uræmic creased. The abdomen was resonant in front, and
poisoning from considerably advanced renal dis- very tender; pulse 120; tenp. ran up rapidiy to
ease. I also found during my examination of her, 104*2; next day to 104-8. Mr. Thornton treated
a swelling on the left side, projecting underneath e case as one of rupture o cyst into peritoneurn.
the costal border, forwards and downwards into The temperature gradually care down and the
the abdomen, about as large as a lemon, dull and pain subsided. On the morning of November
not tender, which I thought was the enlarged 2nd the patient did not look at ail in a promising
spleen. In January, 1881, I saw her again; she condition. Puise 24, ter). only 996, lo\ver than
was suffering from very severe pain in the left side it had been. On enquiry found she bal been
over the before-noted swelling; had had diarrhœa, vomiting, and that the urine had becorne very
cold chills and vomiting. Temperature 11. scanty and of a dark nahogany color Later in
The urine contained only a trace of albumen. I the day finding that ordinary treatment had net
thought the case one of inflammation of the peri- relieved the kidneys, and that suppression vas
toneum or spleen, or both, .from enlargement of almost complete and patient comatose, Mr. Thorn-
the latter. She got much better, and under the ton tapped the peritoneum and drew Off 21 pints
use of arsenic the swelling lessened. In Septem- of semi-purulent fluid which appeared very like a
ber following she called on me, believing herslf mixture of ovarian and ascitic fluid. The tapping
t, be pregnant. I correctedhthis impression, and gave great relief, and with constant poulticing over
gave her a diuretic mixture 'and never saw ber the loins and miik diet, she steadily improved
again. State on admission.-Much emaciated- though vomiting of large quantities of biiious fluid
facies markedly that of an adeanced ovarian case was troubiesome when reaction first set in after the
-abdomen greatly distended, the parietes so tapping. During the whole o this attack the urine
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was free from albumen but loaded with granular
casts. A few days after the attack, when the kid-
neys were beginning to act better, there was blood
in some quantity in the urine, and from this time
she went back. The mind was frequently clouded
and pulse and temperature very uncertain, varying
from day to day and hour to hour ; the urine
scanty, high-colored, and albuminous, and di-
arrhoea alternated with constipation. There was
no rapid reaccumulation of fluid after tapping, but
tympanitic distension was great and the patient
was much troubled by its pressure on heart and
lungs. She gradually passed into a low typhoid
condition, and died on the 21st November, rather
more than three weeks after the sudden rupture.
Mr. Allan Doran made a post mortem and ftund
uterus and ovaries fairly healthy, the latter free,
the former bound to the sigmoid flexure by an
old and strong band of adhesion ; the intestines,
omentum, etc., were much matted. and the fluid
had been confined at first by these adhesions to
the pilvic and hypogastric regions. The rigit
kidney was of normal size, but in the early stage
of granular degeneration ; the left kidney was prac-
tically destroyed ; the spleen was large, 12 oz.
the p irietIl peritoneum was unusually thickened
and injected ; there were nearly two gallons of
orange-colored turbid fluid in the peritoneal cavity.

Mr. Thornton's second case, exactly a week
after the death of the first, having been transferred
to his care by his colleague, Dr. Percy Boulton, as
a case of broad ligament cyst.

A. B., single, age 17, not emaciated, but anemic
and delicate-looking, was admitted November 28,
1881. Father, mother, two brothers and five sisters,
all alive and very heaithy; has never had any serious
illness herself; menstruation in every way regular.

Five months back first noticed increase of size,
and the increase being markedly more rapid during
the last two months ; was not ill at first, but two
or three months back had sudden attack of pain
in left side with difficulty of breathing, and was
unable to lie down for three days. The doctor
who was called in said that the water had gone to
her lungs and heart.

Condition.-The abdomen is unusually flat for
a case of cystic disease, but is if anything slightly
more prominent at the lower third and to the right
side. Fluctuation quite distinct and not so de-
fined at upper part as usual there is also a greater
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source of resistance in manipulating than there
would be with free fluid. The upper part of the
abdomen is clear and the fluctuant area cannot be
displaced or a clear note elicited by deep percus-
sion. When lying well over on left side the dull
area on right flank remains decreased, but still
can be brought back along crest of ilium into right
loin. The left flank is clear when she lies on her
back.

The previous case being still fresh before us,
and the patient's appearance suggestive of tuber-
cular mischief, the examination was made very
carefully and every detail fully weighed so as to
inake a determined diagnosis between encysted
peritoneal fluid and a flaccid broad ligament cyst,
but a satisfactory conclusion was not arrived at;

.however, the opinion arrived at was, that it was a
flaccid cyst, for the following reasons :-

i. The change in position of patient did vary
the area of dullness more than is often seen in
cases of flaccid cyst.

2. Deep pressure around the margins of the
fluid did not so displace it as to enable one to get
a clear note.

3. When turned on left side the dull area still
remained in right flank along crest of ilium, and
far back into right loin.

Mr. Thornton being still doubtful of diagnosis,
pointed out to those present what he considered
the doubtful points.

A small incision having been made, and the
peritoneum being opened, it was seen at once to
be in a diseased condition, and appeared to be
in same state as that described by Mr. Spencer
Wells, the uterus and ovaries projecting far into
the lower part being coated with a soft black yel-
low lymph which also coated the walls of the cavity
and in some places hung from them in large mem-
branes. The cavity having been carefully sponged
out, (after draining off about twenty pints of turbid
fluid) and all lymph that could be detached re-
moved, the incision was closed, no drainage tube
being used. As antiseptics were used, any fluid
reaccumulating would be harmless, and the spong-
ing with carbolic acid, it was hoped would cause
sufficient irritation to set up healthy action in the
peritoneum, so that any small quantity of fluid be-
ing poured out soon after the operation, would be
reabsorbed.

Mr. Wells' case shows that the same result may
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be obtained without Listerism, but one might have cyst. It w
hesitated to close the cavity entirely, without a tion in thi
drainage tube, had any doubt been felt as to its have been
asepticity. Fear was felt that the intestines fall- ultimately
ing in to fill up this cavity, might have become further up(
kinked, the abdominal walls and peritoneal cavity helped or
having been fairly distended with the fluid, (seven must have
pints), but this proved a groundless fear. She had before we
not the least trouble with her flatus, the bowels Peaslee fel
acted well on the seventh day after an enema. position to
She was up and walking about on the 14 th day, of the peri
and left the hospital the 2oth day after the opera- with healt
tion. The highest temperature was ioo-8° on the dominal se
afternoon of the second day, and the highest pulse clearing o
112 on evening of the first day. There was at solution o
first a depression where the fluid had been, but for drainaï
this gradually disappeared and the abdomen' was pect unant
resonant everywhere on the day she left the hos- such case
pital, and no indication whatever could be found opinion fa
of any reaccumulation; most probably the adhe- non-antise
sions which bound the coils of intestines together so decide
and to the peritoneum would gradually yield ta bound to
the pressure from above, and that as the intestines nous suife
descended to fill the space left by the removal of terism.
the fluid, the lymph which bound them together the resuit
would become gradually reabsorbed and disappear. ritan Hos

Mr. Thornton concludes by saying: With re- a single c
gard to the cause of this encysted dropsy of the 44 ovariot
peritoneum, I think we may accept Peaslee's state- tients fron
ment, that it always follows, and is the result of tumors.
peritonitis. I should be inclined to say local peri-
tonitis. When we go farther back and seek for
the causes of peritonitis we have a much larger
field opened to us. The first of my cases shows
that the condition may arise in a patient with ad-
vanced kidney disease. We know how subject
such patients are to inflammation and effusion SIR-1

from serous membranes, and I think it not at ail which ass

unlikely that the tumor first detected by Dr. Ran- sanity, an
som was, as he supposed, an enlarged spleen, and to carefull

from the irritation caused by this or from actual thereby gi

inflammation of its peritoneal covering the effusion value of m

first took place. vas lately
It is quite clear from the post mortem that the in the Gu

fluid was confined at first much as it was in the Insanit
second case, but more to one side, the left, and careful st

reaching higher in the abdomen. The breaking oftentime

apart of the adherent intestines allowed it to be- being pu

come generally diffused, and led to the condition could be
which ss closely resembled rupture of an ovarian brethren

as fortunate I had not attempted opera-
s case, for the result would probably
to hasten the uræmic condition, which
proved fatal. I do not propose to dwell
on the conditions in either case which
hindered diagnosis, because I think we
many more accurately recorded cases
can hope to avoid the errors into which
1. I think, however, that we are in a
say that in any case of encysted dropsy

toneum, diagnosed as such in a patient
iy kidneys, the proper treatment is ab-
ction, removal of the fluid, and carefully
ut of the sac and sponging with a mild
f iodine, and I would add that provision
ge is not needed. It is hopeless to ex-
mity as to the value of antiseptics in
s ; but for myself I can say that my
rmed after my large experience of both
ptic and antiseptic abdominal section is
dly in favour of the latter that I feel
give my patients the immunity from va-
rings and discomforts afforded by Lis-
These views have not been shaken by
s of my ovariotomies. Ac the Sama-
pital in the past year I have not drained
ase, and I have had only two deaths in
omies, and both occurred in young pa-

whom I had removed solid malignant

EDICO-LEGAL EXPERTS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LAÀCIET.

or years past, almost the only hope to
issins and their counsel clung, was in-
d it becomes us as professional scientists
y investigate this subject, that we may
ive an opinion, the veracity, or scientific
hich, will not be questioned, such as

witnessed in the testimony of experts

iteau trial.
y being a subject that requires the most

udy and minute investigation, is apt

s to be slighted, while college study is
rsued, and while clinical observation

made, hence many of our professional
receive their degree without a proper
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knowledge of this important subject. Why wonder
then that only expert testimony is taken into ac-
count, in our so-called-Tribunals of Justice-
when we are fully cognizant of the fact, that only
a few, have made insanity a special subject of
study, and have had opportunities of clinical re-
search. But it is questionable, whether the evi-
dence given by the " so-styled" experts is always
in accord with the true condition of the patient.
They often have only a limited time in which to
base their opinion. They often only see the pa-
tient once, and the evidence given by them will
depend chiefly on the condition in which the pa-
tient was at the time of the examination. True,
it could not be otherwise, but when a doubt exists
in the mind of the examiner, repeated examina-
tions should be made, and .greater satisfaction
and unanimity of opinion would exist, if this was
made a general rule before evidence is given. All
observers of the insane, have noticed the so-called
fits of temporary insanity in those under their
charge. These fits may only occur once or twice
yearly, and may last from a week to a month or
longer at a time. Just what causes these fits at
times, is not definitely known ; but that they do
occur is undisputed. A medical examination
made during one of these fits, would naturally be
opposite to that taken when no such "spell"
exists, and the great variance in regard to me-
dical testimony given in court, is to be found often
in the varied eondition of the patient at different
times of examination.

No physician who has followed the testimony
of the medical experts in the Guiteau trial, will
say that the evidence given, was of such a nature,
that no room for doubt existed, or that the testi-
mony given from a medico-legal aspect, was at
all conclusive. Nay, more, it has to no inconsi-
derable degree lessened the value of expert testi-
mony in the public mind ; and has been the cause
of intense mortification to the profession.

It may be said, and truly, that Judge Porter,
and public sentiment, found Guiteau guilty, irre-
spective of' medical testimony ; yet, there are
not a few in the medical profession who fully share
in the belief that Guiteau was acting under a de-
lusion when he shot the President.

I am, &c.,
Standish, Mich., P. STUART. M. D.

Feb. 13th, 1882.

OVARIOTOMY BY SPECIALISTS.

To the Editor of Tu CANADA LANCBT.

SIR,-I notice in the February issue of the
LANCET, an article from the pen of Dr. McLean,
of Ann Arbor, Mich., on Ovariotomy, in which the
Dr. states that within a period of nine months he
had performed ten ovariotomies, and of the ten,
ten recovered. I think the doctor must be draw-
ing upon his imaginition, for sone of his facts-
as I am aware that in one case where he operated
within the last nine months, the patient died
shortly after the operation. I do not wish to in-
sinuate that it was owing to any want of dexterity
on the part of the doctor ; but I take exception to
the general tone of his article. It might be ex-
cusable did it emanate from a man of half a cen-
tury's experience in the field of obstetric surgery,
but coming as it does from comparatively a young
surgeon, it partakes too much of the character of
egotism, and is calculated to deter rather than en-
courage young surgeons who may be just as am-
bitious as Dr. McLean, to do good.

The Dr. states that the operation requires so
much experience and dexterity that it should be
confined to specialists. Here I must beg to differ
with him ; the operation is as easily performed as
even many of our minor operations, the chief end
of the battle is in the character of the case and the
after treatment. The late Professor Syme, of
Edinburgh, the man by whom Dr. McLean used
to swear, states that the success is chiefly owing
to "The more accurate discrimination of cases."
And in this connection permit me to observe that
in a practice of eighteen years, some of the most
lamentable failures I have met with, have been left
behind as tokens, by so-called experts and spe.
cialists ; in fact life is often sacrificed as the result
of dexterity. I think it should be the duty of
every surgeon who neets with success, to encour-
age others, rather than deter them. Patients are
not always able to go to specialists, or to pay
$I,ooo for an operation, when they might have it
as safely and as carefully (if not so dexterously)
performed by their family doctor.

I am, yours truly,
SURGEON.

[In the abstract of Dr. McLean's paner referred
to by our correspondent, " ten" recoveries was a
misprint for seven.]-Ed. LANCET.
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commonly used," he says,-" I have tried it again
ELECTRICITY IN SPASMODIC STATES. and again, in every available form, but have never

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET. seen it do any good," (p. 102). Now, surely there

is here a sufficient " hint " as to " Dr. Reynolds'

eSteemed crspnotnen r. Al M. Rosebrugh, atreal estimate of the value of electricity in spasmo-

muchent Porrermindt, m r lyM. to ster, hat dic diseases," which it is suggested I omitted to

theportons ofrmt t e ere y of Dr. J. Russe convey. I preferred to accept the practical results
those portions of the lectures of Dr. J. RussellofD.Pyld'eprncfthusoflcri

Reynldsfro whch r. Rsebughquoesap-of Dr. R eynolds' experience, of the use of electri-
Reynolds from whic Dr. Rosebrugh quotes, ap- city in spasmodic states, rather than the fugitive

pear to me, to express, not so much the personal reputation it had acquired ; to which this eminent

views of that author, as to indicate current opinions teacher appeared to refer in his earlier remarks.

as to the conditions in which electricity " may " be The question at issue, after all, is one which the

useful. In the absence of some such explanation, intelligent readers of the LANCET can very readily

Dr. Reynolds' book might seem very contradictory. solve for themselves, and I have no doubts as to
Dr. eynlds bok mghtseemver cotraictry'the ultimate verdict.

For example, on page 66 he tells the reader that Yours respectfully,

certain effects " may " be produced by electrical THOMAs W. POOLE, M.1.

treatment ; among others, you " may stop " the LINDSAY, March 6th, 1882.

spasm of torticollis, &c. In a future page, he gives

the result of his own extensive experience, and
I t rtic for th, time bein ou cann T AT D A'rrL'pTkc

says :- n o ,7 g, yi
put the head straight either by a strong battery
current, passed through the contracting muscles, or

by faradization of the other side, the muscles of SIR,-I have read with much interest the series

which are often weak ; but directly you cease the of articles on Electricity, by Dr. A. M. Rosebrugh,

application, the head goes back again to its abnormal as they appeared in the LANCET, and in my

position. I have obtained similar negative results opinion he has done the profession a lasting ser-

in cases of both writers' cramp and histrionic vice in thus bringing before us this powerful, yet

spasm," (p. 102). Now, to have told us previously comparatively untried remedy, in such a plain and

that we ImayT" apply electricity in these cases, is practical manner.

not to say much in its favor, with results like these If Dr. Rosebrugh, with his well-known mechani-

as its practical outcome. Observe, that in the cal turn of mmnd, or some one else, could now give

above quotation, both forms of electricity were us a simple, reliable, and a convenently portable

used, and the method of application varied, so that battery, he would confer a great boon upon the
profession. The ordinary batteries are so com-

there is but litt e chance of any better success in plicated in their construction, and io cable to get

the hands of others. out of order, that they require a practical electri-

It is true, that other writers report vgood re- cian to keep the d in a state of efficiency. I would
ema y t n suggest that there is ample field for usefulness in

sultsay muchin is fvrewt reu that ths the direction indicated, worthy of the attention of

agent may be used with madvantage"; but these are the best minds, who have the ability for devising

not cures ; and we a know that enthusiastic in- such instruments.

troducers of new therapeutic agents generally cre- Respectfully yours,

dit thern with curative powers which further expe- Hamilton March 6 882 W. PHILP, M. D.

rience shows to be illusory. Such indirect evidence

as that electririty i may" be used, etc., and that MEMBRANous DYSMENORRHis-

it Imay" relieve, etc.,-a form of expression R. ChloraI hydrate.

which occurs from sixteen to twenty times in Dr. Potassi bromi.........aa. 31.

Rosebrugh's quo tations, is not t g be compared to Morphe sulph........gr. iss.

the positive testimony, the result of extensive ex- Syrupi aurantii corticîs. iii.

perience, under favorable conditions, deliberately M. Sig.-A dessertspoofful in a wineglassful of

recorded by Dr. Reynolds, in which, writing of the water every four hours while wl paln.-L)r. G.

" forms of spasmi in which electricity has been most T nomas.
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Ofeêifig. care of the local board of health was freely dis-
cussed. As this Board has no funds available forMICHIGAN STATE BOARD 0F HEALTH. such a purpose, the subject was referred to the(RePorted for the CANADA LANiCT.) President, Secretary, and Dr. Lyster, to conferThe regular quarter y meeting of this Board was with the National Board of Health, and take suchheld January ioth, 1882, in Lansing. The Secre- action as is possible.tary presented his quarterly report. The quarter A report by Hon. LeRoy Parker, relative tohad been a very busy one, owing to the numerous duties of health oficers in verifying diagnosis ofoutbreaks if diphtheria, scarlet fever, and small-pox contagious diseases was read and ordered to bein the State, which had required much correspond printed in the annual report. Mr. Parker reportedence and the sending out of many documents. The the following: In Gaines Township, Genesee,compilation and issuing of the weekly bulletin of Co., a child of Mr. B's. died of what a doctorhealth in the State is now so systematized as not called malarial fever, and did not report the caseto take as much time as at first. It is published to the board of health, though it seems prob-in probably 2rq newspapers in Michigan. In re- able that it was really diphtheria. A neighborsponse to a request, 57 health officers of villages and wife, Mr. and Mrs. B. assisted in preparinghave begun to make weeky reports of diseases. the corpse for burial. About the same time aThe Board re-affirrned the demand for these re- child of Mr. S. died from "sore throat," not re-ports ro health oficers of cities. To each place ported as " dangerous to the public health," andin the State where diphtheria, scarlet fever, or some of the children of Mr. B. attended the fune-small-pox was reported present, a letter was written ral. Soon after Mrs. B. was taken sick with diph-to tue health authorities giving ful instructions and theria, and in turn 13 out of 14 members of thesuggestions oe to prevent the spread of the dis- family had it, and 7 out of [o children died. Theease. Documents containing elaborate and parti- board of health promptly isolated this householdcular directions have been sent for free distribution but the attending physician's error in diagnosis, orthroughout the vicinity. Each oficer was requested failure to report the first case was fatal to the hopesto make a special report on the epidenic under of that family. In this connection the boardhis care, and some of the reports show how, by de- adopted the following preamble and resolutionstermined action, to stamp out a contagious disease. Whereas, It is often difficult to recognize mildThe number of communications written during the cases of diphtheria, or to distinguish such casesquarter was 1,459. The number of diphtheria from a simple pharyngitis or laryngitis, and,documents distrbuted was 29,000; of scarlet fever Whereas, such mild cases of diphtheria oftendocuments, 5,d0e; of general rules for restriction communicate a dangerous and fatal form of diph-of contagious diseases, 6 ,ooo ; reprints of weekly theria;-

bulletins, 7,000. Papers showing the necessity for Resolved, That it is the duty of physicians andinspection and disinfection of immigrants, their householders in reporting diseases dangerous toclothing, baggage, etc., and especially for a system the public health, and of local health authoritiesof surveillance to their destinations, a statement in their efforts to restrict such diseases, in everywas made by the Secretary, of the introduction of case to give the public safety the benefit of thetyphius fever in Benzie County, by Norwegian im- doubt;
migrants. The disease made its appearance over Resolved, That suspected cases of dangerous6o days after the arrival of the immigrants, and diseases should be repurted and precautienaryspread quite freely (not being reported at the time measures should be taken.or treated as a contagious disease by the local The Secretary presented a report of local boardsauthorities) causing many cases of illness, and at of health, showing much good work done duringleast three deaths. The importance of inspection the past season in the restriction of contagiousof immigrants at Port Huron and of keeping those diseases. le read letters showing the action ofbelieved to be hable to spread communicable dis- local boards of health with contagious diseases,eases under surveillance until their destination is one from J. R. Thomas, M.D., Heath Oficer ofreached, and then placing them in the watchful Bay City, relative to diphtheria ; one from W. G.
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HYDROLEINE OR HYDRATED
A THERAPEUTIC AGENT

WASTING DISEASES.

OIL AS
IN

BY W. H. BENTLEY, M.D., LL.D.,
VALLEY OAK, KY.

From New Remedies, September, z«881.
In October, 188o, I read an advertisement

of Hydroleine in some medical journal. The
formula being given, I was somewhat favorably
impressed, and procured two pamphlets: One
on " The Digestion and Assimilation of Fats in
the Human Body," and the other on " The
Effects of Hydrated Oil in Consumption and
Wasting Diseases." They are ably written, and
afforded an interesting study. Their doctrines
are so reasonable, that I got up faith enough to
have my druggist order a sufficient supply to
thoroughly test the merits of the preparation.

I was ready to catch at anything to take the
place of cod-liver oil. In my hands it has proved
an utter and abominable failure in ninety-five
per cent. of all my cases in which I have pre-
scribed it since I have been engaged in country
practice, and it never benefitted more than forty
per cent. of my city patients.

The inland people, who seldom eat fish, can
rarely digest cod-liver oil. Almost every week
I am consulted hy some victim of the cod oil
mania, who has swallowed the contents of from
one to twenty-five bottles, and who has been
growing leaner, paler and weaker all the while,
until'from a state of only slight indisposition,
these patients have become mere "living skele-
tons." Nearly all complain of rancid eructations,
and an unbearable fishy taste in their mouth,
from one dose to another. They not only fail to
digest the cod oil, but this failure overloads the
digestive organs to such an extent that diges-
tion and assimilation of all food becomes an
impossibility, the patient languishes and pines
and finally dies of litera. starvation. In the com-
paratively small number with whom I have
found cod-liver oil to agree, it has proved very
gratifying in its results. In my practice, by far
the largest number receiving benefit from it
have been children. Those who have, previous
to their illness, been accustomed, to some extent,
to a " fish diet," will be more likely to digest the
oil, and more notably so in cold climates. Still
the innumerable efforts that have been made in
the shape of "pure cod-liver oil," " palatable
cod-liver oil," "cod-liver oil with pepsin," "cod-
liver oil with pancreatin," " cod-liver oil emul-
sions," etc., and so on, ad infinituin, attest the
fact that the great desideraturn after all is to
render cod-liver oil capable of retention by the
stomach, and digestible when it is retained.

As Hydroleine is partially digested oil, and
this partial digestion is brought about by a com-
bination of factors suggested by actual physio-
logical experiments, these facts commend it to
my confidence, and a trial of the preparation in
seven typical cases convinces me that it possesses

a high degree of merit, and I feel that it is a
duty incumbent upon me to call the attention
of my medical brethren to the subject.

The first case in which I prescribed it was
that of a married lady 28 years of age, a blonde,
and the mother of four children, the eldest 9 and
the youngest i year old. From the birth of
this last child she dated her illness, for she made
a tardy convalescence, remaining unable to walk
for a month. Soon after she began to grow
weaker, and soon resumed her bed, which she
had not left to any extent since, not at any time
being able to sit up longer than fifteen or twenty
minutes. During all this time she was under
charge of a skillful physician. He had tried
many remedies to check the rapid emaciation ;
among these were several different brands of
malt extract, cod-liver oil, and various mixtures
of the oil. None of the oils and their mixtures
agreed with her. In March, I was called and
prescribed Hydroleine, a bottle of which I deliv-
ered at the time, directing her to commence with
teaspoonful doses, to be gradually increased to
twice the amount. It agreed with her finely,
and by the time the finrst bottle was used she was
greatly improved. She procured and used two
additional bottles, and, at this writing, June z5 th,is considered well.

The above case was one of general and per-
sisting emaciation, unaccompanied by any cough
or perceptible thoracic trouble. The ensuingcase was one of diagnosed

TUBERCULAR PHTHISIS.

The patient a married lady, æt. 32, had been
married about 14 years, and was the moti'er of
six children, the youngest two years of age.
several of her sisters had died of the above men-
tioned disease. Her medical adviser prescribed
cod-liver oil, and she had taken a full dozen bot-
ties with plenty of whiskey. The oil had not
been digested, athough it had been retained by
the stomach. Her cough had grown constantly
worse, and she grew rapidly weaker, week by
week. I prescribed Hydroleine for her, and she
commenced to take it in April, about the 15 th.
It agreed with ber finely. She rapidly gained
weight and strength, her cough was relieved and
has now nearly ceased. She has used nearly
four bottles, and continues to use it, though ap-
parently well.

I have prescribed it in three other cases, in
two of which the results have been equally grati.
fying, but in the other case it produced nausea
and greasy eructations. .

From these trials I am led to think quite
favorably of the hydrated oil, and I am led to
believe that although it may not agree with all,
it will be found of great and permanent benefit
to a very large per cent. of consumption and
other " wasting " diseases, and that it is des-
tined, at no distant day, to very largely supplant
the undigested oils.

HAZEN MORSE, 57 Front Street East,
TORONTO,

SOLE AGENT FOR CANADA,
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TUBERCULOSIS RESULTING FROM
FICIENT NUTRITION.

(From The Medical Record, New York.)
Various as are the opinions regarding

treatment of consumption, all writers conci
the belief that whatever measure is aJoý
the strength of the patient must be husba
with the greatest care, and the most effi
means employed to supply the system with
element which the symptoms indicate as b
required to keep up the vitality'while such co
of treatment is being pursued as is consid
suitable. The most striking indication of
presence of this dreadful disease is rapid lo
weight. The patient himself, prone as he
disregardtpremonitory warnings of this insid
malady, cannot but observe an extraordi
difference in the appearance of his form, as
the face, then the trunk and, lastly, the li
become soft and flabby, and the once well-fi
garments hang loosely about him, his
seeming to melt away, so rapid is the chang

E MACIATION. .
A natural course of reasoning as to the c

and effect of emaciation under these circ
stances has developed the (act that the abno
consumption of the tissues is the resul
nature's efforts to supply the waste, througl
blood from the fatty tissues of the body with
requisite amount of material whose oxida
is the source of heat and nerve force, the nai
supply, through the assimilation of food, ha
failed in consequence of an unhealthy condi
of the pancreatic secretions causing an ins
cien.tsupply of chyle, or a failure on the pa
the lacteal tubes, through fever or some ca
to absorb sufficient nutriment.

TUBERCLE.
As the attack upon the tissues ot the 1

progresses, not only fatty tissue is absorbed
the circulation from unnatural sources, cau
loss of strength, but particles of albumi
tissue are carried by the blood and being
posited in channels where the system has,
provision for throwing them off, form des
matious centres of disease which, in their t
throw off infectious matter to be absorbed
the general system. The immense exten
delicate mucous surface in the respiratory
sages of the lungs exposed to the content
the minute blood-vessels which permeate i
entire texture, offers the greatest and r
susceptible field for the reposition of a l
amount of this effete albuminoid tissue.
deposit forms the tubercle whose establishr
in the lung is the beginning of that train of
cumstances which characterizes the progres
that fatal malady-consumption. Thus i
seen that tuberculosis is either due to the
fective action of the pancreaticjuice on the
elements of the food, orato the non-absorp
of the chyle.into the bldad.

ASSIMILATION OF FATS.
Fatty matter, when introduced to,

stomnach, undergoes little change hy th ac
of the gastric juice, but passes, together )

DE- the chyme or digested fibrinous and albuminous
matter, to the duodenum, wheie it comes into
contract with the pancreaticjuice, and is thcreby

the transformed i'nto chyle, which is a very delicate
ur in saponaceous mulsion or suspension of the
~ted, oleaginous portion of fat. It is when in tiis
nded condition only that fat is capable of absorption
cient by the lacteals, thence passing directly to the
that venous blood which is supplied to the lungs
eing through the right cavity of the heart; the lungs
'urse then absorb from th;t blood the hydrocarbons or
lered fatty portion, and return the nitrogenous portion
the to the heart, to form theglobulin of arterial blood

ss of before passing into the circulation.
is to This fanction of partly saponifyîng and part]y emulsify-
ious ing fats is enjoyed by no other secretion of the alimentary

canal but the pancreatie juice, unless we take into con-nary sideration the action of the saliva, vhich is somewhat of
first that nature; but as the food in most instances is subject-
mbs ed to the action of the saliva in the mouth for so short a
tting time, this feature in the economy is almost inappreciable.
flesh TREATMENT.

e. The close relations of non-assimilations of the fatty ele-
ments of food to wasting diseases, and especially to con-
sumption, is understood, and reasonl would indicate that

ause if by any artificial means the absorption of fat could be
:um- assisted by supplying, as chyle, a proper anount of ole-
rmal ginous or fatty matter, a nutritive progrc->z would be
t of established which would modify the unhealthy actionof the pancreas, and flot only rejieve the body from the
i the depleting effects of the disorder, but afford an opportunity
i the for treatment and recovery. With the assistance of a
htion t1wrough knowledge of the chemical process which fat
tural undergoes from the time of its introduction into theduodenum. to absorption, a preparation has been intro-ving duced and extensively used by the profession in England
tion with hîghly successful results, indicated by the very flatter-
uffi. ing commendations of it from many physicians who, having
rt of given the treatment of pulmonary disorders their specialattention, are peculiarly qualified to attest its eflicacy.Luse, HYDROLEINE.

This preparation, to which the distinctive name of
hydroleine (hydrated oil) has l>ecn given, is not a simple

)ody emulsion of cod-liver oil, but a permanent and perfect
into saponaceous emulsion of oil, in combinaton Nvith pan-
singcreatin soluble in water, the saponification producing a
noid cream-like preparation, possessing all the necessarynodqualities of chyle, including extreme delicacy and soIn-de- bility, wvhereby a ready and perfect assimilation is

de afforded.
qua- FORMULA 0V HYDROLEINE.

urn, Each dose of two teaspoonfuls, equal to i2o drops,
into contacns:
t of Pure oil....................... So m (drops)

Distilled water . . I i we in.......... 3t5pa tSoluble pancreatin il.............5 grains.
s of Soda ........ ................
:heir Boric azid ..................... j
nost H1yocholic acid ................. 1-20"

arge DOSi.-Two teaspoonfuls alone, or mixed with thice
the quantit of soft water, ine or whiskey, to be taknthrce daily wîth meas.

nent The use of the socalled emulsions of codliver olcir during tha extremely sensitive condition of the digestive
S of organs always accompanying consumption does not usu-
S in ally afford beneficial results. Those of the professiom in

euthis country whojhave under their care ases of consmp.
tion, diabetes, chlorosis, tright's disease, hysteria, and.

fatty in short, any disease where a loss of appetite is followed
eion by a rapid breakingdown of the tissues of the body i its

effort to support th combustion supplying animal heat,
are urged to give this preparation a trial. It is supplied
by the agent for Canada, Hazen Morse, No 5 Frontthe Street East, Toronto, who will forvard literature relatirtg

tion to the subject upod applicaon.
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That many of the diseases from which man- The value of these different ingredients and
kind suffer during infant and aduit life are the difficulty of procuring them of the right
caused by malnutrition, there can be no doubt; quality led Hazen Morse, 57 Front Street East,
and the extent to which non-assimilation of the Toronto, to experiment with various combi-
life-giving properties of food interferes with re- nations during seven years' employment in the
covery from severe illness, baffling the best manufacture of Pepsine on a large scale and with
directed efforts of the physician, points the the assistance ofeeveral prominent physicians
necefsity for an agent or combination of agents le was finallyenabled topresentto the profession
sufficiently potent to replace the deficient the foliowing formula.
principle and aid nature in renewing the degen-
erated tissues.

Realizing this need, the science of chemistry Sacchar
produced pepsine. Richard Tuson, F. C. S. Pepsine........... G
Professor of Chemistry, London, England, in Acid Pancratie...... 5
the Lancet Aug. 13, 1870, speaks of this remedy Exsiccated Extract ofMalt equal to
as follows: " Since the introduction of Corvisart one teaspoonful ofLiquid Extract
ard Boudault's poudre nutrimentive into medi- of Malt.....................
cine, in the year 1854, Pepsine, obtained from
the stomach of the pig, calf or sheep, in a state
of greater or less impurity has been extensively Said formula has been registered at Ottawaprescribed in Dyspepsia and certain other under the distinctive name Maltopepsyn, thus
affections. According to the testimony of some giving the physician a guarantee of always pro-
authorities of high standing, long experience in curing the same standard preparation and pre-
the use of this agent fully justifies Corvisart's venting their being imposed upon by imitations
predictions relative to its therapeutic value, of inferior quality, and at the same time putting
which were based on physiological reasoning. it at as îow a figure (fifty'cents for i J ozs.) as

There are other authorities who express possible for such a formula to be compounded
doubts as to the efficacy of Pepsine. This from the ingredients of the best possible mari-
difference of opinion undoubtedly arises from the ufacture.
circumstance that pharmaceutists. supply Maltopepsyn has digestive power ten times
medical men with various preparations, all bear- greater than the best Pepsine in the market, as
ing the same specific name of Pepsine, but it digests Fibrinand Caseine, emulsifies the fat of
differing very considerably in their digestive food taken into the stomach, thus rendering it
powers and other qualities. In fact, I find those assimilable, converts starch into glucose, in fact it
who speak favorably of its employment in the combines airthe agents that act upon food, from
treatment of disease have prescribed that pre- mastication to its conversion into chyle, digesting
pared by the best makers, while those who ex-al aliment use by mankind while Pepsine acts
press a doubtful opinion have been in the habit only on plastic food. Maltopepsyn also com-
of prescribing those varieties or makes, which bines with the above the nutritive qualities
the experiments of myself and others have of Extract of Malt, and the brain and nerve
proved to be practically without any digestive strengthening powers ofthe Acid Phosphates.
activity, i. e. worthless. Under these circum-
stances it is absolutely necessary for the prac- It las been found that a free acid, like Hydr,-
titioner to be certain of the make of Pepsine he chloric, does not combine well with a Sac-
uses. Pure Pepsine, thoroughly triturated with clarated Mixture, and renders it hable to de-
finely powered sugar of milk (saccharated composition, I therefore de not use it in my
pepsine)formula. It can be easily prescribed in solution,resints) (iludutdyprdc h e say 2o drops of acid to 4 ouiices of water) oneresults.

Experience in diseases of the stomach, dys- haîf-ounce with each dose, in cases where its use
pepsia, etc. has demonstrated in many cases, is indicated.
the lack of other agents required to promote a For infants, however, Maltopepsyn will be
healthy digestion beside Pepsine, namely Pan- found to yield the most satisfactory results, and
creatine and Diastase or veg. Ptyalin. Pan- the acid should be dispensed with. The ne-
creatine the active principle of the sweet-bread cessity for the absence of acid which would tend
or pancreas possesses the wonderful power of to produce harmfui resuits, will be recognized,
emulsifying the fats and oils of food, rendering when it is considered that even the slight acidity
them easily assimilated by the system not Of Most cow's nilk, when used as food for in-
affected by pepsine in the slightest degree. fants, is sufficient to disagree with them.
Diastase or veg Ptyalin,' as obtained from With regard to the proper time for its admin-
nalted barley in the dry extract of malt, rep- istration, as before or after taking of food,
resents the saliva, and has the remarkable prop- opinions vary, but reason would suggest thaterty of converting the insoluble starchy portions about haîf an hour before eating willafford the
of food into the soluble glucose, thus rendering ferment a sufficient trne to comi2 with thethe indigestible and innutritious article starch existing condition of the stomaclî, and produce
into the nutritive and easily assimilated food the most natural effect upon tie foud.
glucose.
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OPINIONS OF MEDICAL MEN.

46 St. Joseph St., TORONTO, Aug. I9, I88I.
I have tried both Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine

in a large number of cases and have found very
great benefit from their use. Maltopepsyn is
one of the best remedies of its kind that I have
ever prescribed when artificial aid is required for
digestion. Hydroleine I have found to be one
of the best, if not the best of its class. It is
readily taken, is easily assimilated, does not pro-
duce nausea or disgust, and nourishes the body
to a very marked degree. In all wasting dis-
eases I have found it to be most satisfactory. I
would strongly recommend both of these prepar-
ations to my professional brethren.

JAS. H. RICHARDSON, M.D.,
M.R.C.S., England.

MONTREAL, Sept. 7, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I have given a very fair trial to

your preparations Maltopepsyn and Hydroleine.
I found Hydroleine invaluable in all wasting
diseases, where cod liver oil and other tonics are
generally employed, and especially in treating
some cases of chronic diseases of the skin.

Maltopepàyn has been used successfully in two
cases of Dyspepsia.

Yours truly,
GASPARD ARCHAMBAULT, M.D.,

Physician to the Hotel Dieu and Professor of
Dermatology at the Medical and Surgical
School.

MONTREAL, Sept. 12, 188I.
Dear Sir.-I think I have employed Hydro-

leine since its first introduction here, and it has
given far more satisfaction in my hands than
any ether Cod Liver Oil preparation, in cases of
emaciation with cough and threatened consump-
tion its use has invariablv been followed by
benefit and in many cases results. have been
truly remarkable. Increase in weight, improved
secretions and better spirits usually follows its
proper administration. In chronic diarrhoa I
have found it very serviceable and for many con-
valescents it is invaluable.

Yours truly, W. B. BURLAND, M.D.
. MONTREAL, Sept. 28, I88I.

Dear Sir.-I have used Hydroleine very freely
and find it a very good tonic in all wasting dis-
eases, principally those of the pulmonary organs.

Yours truly,
P. G. MOUNT, M.D.

Physician to the Reformatory Jail, Montreal.
690 Dorchester Street, MONTREAL, Sep. 29, 1881.

Sir.-I have much pleasure in adding my own
to the mass of testimony you have already ac-
quired in favor of Hydroleine, with the results of
which I have never been disappointed. Its ad-
ministration has frequently been attended with
an increase in the patient's weight far out of
proportion to the quantity of oil taken.

Yours truly,
A. LAPTHORN SMITH, M.D.

M.R.C.S., England, F.O.S. Lond.,
Physician Montreal Dispensary.

531 Wellington Street, MONTREAL, Sep. 19, 1881.
Dear Sir.-What I have seen of [ydroleine

is certainly to its advantage. In the first placr
you do not, as is done to my knowledge i
other preparations, endeavor to cover up defi
ciencies of the oil by adding strong aronatic oils
to the mixture, and again, I consider the formula
more likely to secure a finer emulsion by reduc-
ing the size of the globules than is poss4ble under
other methods.

Yours truly,
CASEY A. WOOD, M.D.

MONTREAL, Sept. 7, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I have much pleasure in testifying

to the excellence of your Maltopepsyn in cases of
indigestion and the diarrhoa and the vomiting
of children. Beyond question it is the most
successful remedy we possess in the above class
of cases, particularly so in young children, doing
away entirely with the very objectionable habit
of administering very powerful astringents, in-
cluding opium. Your preparation in these cases
is prompt in its action and above all harmless.

Yours very truly,
JOHN T. FINNIE, M.D.
MONTREAL, Sept. 19, 188î.

Dear Sir.-Having occasion to prescribe
Maltopepsyn often, it is with the greatest plea-
sure that I inform you of its entire satisfaction
to the relief and cure of all those troubles which
accompany dyspepsia, gastralgia, pyrosis and
flatulency; it has also cured costiveness. In all
these complaints I am well pleased with the use
of this wonderful remedy.

Yours very truly,
J. C. DANSEREAU, M.D.

126 Bleury St., MONTREAL, Sept. 12. I88î.
Dear Sir.-I have used Maltopepsyn in a

great number of cases with beneficial results
and think that it is a very valuable preparation.

Yours triuly,
R. A. KENNEDY, M.D.

NEw DURHAM, ONT, Oct. 1, 1881.
Dear Sir.-I prescribed Hydroleine to a pa-

tient afflicted with tuberculosis. She is wonder-
fully emaciated ; nevertheless, from the use of
the one bottle she has gained ii lbs., her cough
has become less frequent, and she expressed a
great desire to continue the use of the remedy.
I write you for 4 (four) bottles to be sent
immediately.

Yours very resp.ectfully,
A. McCURDY, M.D.

UPPER BEDFORD, QUE., Sept. 28, 1881.
Dear Sir.-For the past 12 months I have

used lydroleine (Hydrated Oil) in all my cases
presenting either a scrofulus or tubercular diathe-
sis, and have found it answered better than any
other preparation of cod liver oil. Notably with
children (of all ages) do I find its particular
value.

In suitable cases your Maltopepsyn has never
failed me, and in certain cases of long standing
dyspepsia, its use I found indispensable.

Yours truly,
DAVID A. HART, M.D,
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Elliott, M.D., Health Officer of Pontiac, relative I think it must be apparent to you ail that weto scarlet fever ; and one from Foster Pratt, M.D., have to deal here with some disease of the liver,Health Officer of Kalamazoo, relative to sinall-pox. whicli is most pronounced in its left lobe. So far
The Secretary also read a résumé of work of other as the history of the case is concerned, we havetate SBoraraso eal an rém sowod oother t little or nothing to guide us. The most searchingState Boa rds of Health, and it showed that ty- inquiries of the resident physician give us no ante-phoid fever was very widely prevalent, that small- cedent disease. Dr. Kelly has taken pains topox was very prevalent in the northern and north- discover, if possible, some previous malady, be-western states, and that intermittent fever was cause he knows as you know that the liver is
presentatConn.,e , and RhodinteIend fseldom the seat of primary malady. Although it is
present in Conn., Mass., and Rhode Island. such. a big organ and lias such a multitude ofThe next regular quarterly meeting of the Board functions to perform, disease seldoms begin in it
will be held on the i th of April. The Sanitary And wile this is true of its acute, it is much moreConvention was held at Ann Arbor on the 28th remarkably true of its chronic affections. Iof February. appeal to the history of the degenerations, thesyphilitic, the fatty, the amyloid, the malarial,

common conditions attended with enlargement ofthe liver, and you will remember of ail these affec-AOtions that they show their first expressions, or theirABSCESS 0F THE LIVER. first causes elsewhere. Hence the extremie im-
portance of a history in a disease, real or suspected,The following interestig clinic by Professor of the liver.Whittaker, is taken from the Lancet and Gi i, Now, the only possible prodrome in the historyCincinnati. 
of this case is childbed, a perfectly physiologicalDr. Kelly, the resident physician, who has had condition, but we fix upon it nevertheless as theummediate charge of the case will read us the only clue we have to explain the abnormal statehistory of it :-Mrs. G., æt. 32, married for two of the liver. So far as the statements of theyears; has had one child, which died about five patient are concerned they mislead rather thanmonths ago, aged nine months. Family history lead us to a comprehension of her conditions.good. Personal history, so far as patient knows, For this patient came to the house to-day with ais also good. Indeed, judging from the history, statement that she had " water on the chest."the patient has enjoyed unusually good health. But upon examination there was found nothingParturition and puerperium were perfectly normal. wrong with the lungs; nothing wrong with theThe patient bas not hnenstruated for nearly two heart. Upon further examination, however, thereyears. After the death of her child, about five was found something wrong in the region of themonths ago, she began to lose flesh and strength. liver. There was this protrusion in the epigas-This bas continued progressively until she is now trium ; a round smooth protrusion, indicating anbed-ridden. She bas a slight cough and complains enlargement of the left lobe of the liver. 'I hereof shortness of breatb. Even when quietly rest- has been in the history of this case some slighting in bed, she must retain a semi-recumbent pos- ædema of the feet, but that bas disappeared.ture in order to breathe easily and freely. Her You might think from this muc of the historyappetite is fair, her bowels regular. She is very that we had to deal with a case of amyloid degener-much emaciated. The abdomen at tbe upper ation. On this supposition, the first inquiry yon

portion is abnormally distended, as also at the would make would be for phthisis, because one-lower portion. Palpation shows the enlargement half of all the cases of amyloid degeneration, areat the upper portion to depend upon a solid body due to phthisis. Then you would inquire for ain the epigastrium and left hypochondrium. The bone disease, for necrosis of the bone is one of theenlargement below depends upon an accumulation most frequent causes of it. Next you would in-of serum. There is here decided fluctuation. inquire for syphilis ; none of which conditions haveAbove there is found a solid body jutting out from pre-existed here. Given a tumor of smooth out-the free border of the ribs on the left side, and line over the liver. with oedema of legs and youdownwards nearly to a level with the umbilicus. might naturallv suppose, 1 say, that you had amy-The epigastrium is filled by a smooth round body loid disease but you would fot accept such a viewwhich is exquisitely tender to the touch. Percus- unless you could find the cause of it.sion gives fixed dulness over the hepatic region, Weil, I came to the bedside of this patient justextending from a line above the nipple in the epi- before I came to you, rather prejudiced in thegastric region downward. The dulness in the belief that I ad to deal with a case of amyloidlower abdomen varies with the position of the degeneration, probably from one of the causespatient. The heart and lungs are normal. Pulse mentioned, possibly from malarial cause, ande12; temperature 99-5°. Urine normal except in possibly from no discoverable cause, as such casesexcess of urates.



do unquestionably exist. But, it must be apparent without finding evidence of fatty change. But a
to you upon very superficial examination that there fatty liver is fot tender to the touch. Lt is in no
is a decided protrusion of the epigastrium ; this is way attended with manifestations of febrile excite-
as you see a globular enlargement of the left lobe ment. Moreover there is no history of phthisis
of the liver, and when I now put my hand upon here, for the organs of the chest have been pro-
the hepatic region, four, perhaps five, inches from nounced normal. No one would for a moment
the margin of the ribs, 1 find this hard mass, which think that this patient bas cancer of the liver.
I of course recognize to be the liver. It reaches Here is a patient who was perfectly well before
down to two and a half inches above the umbili- parturition, was confined, nursed ber child and got
cus. As I trace around this tumor, I can dis- up perfectly well and remained so for several
tinguish a sulcus which divides the right lobe from montbs before this affection of the liver came on.
the left. The left lobe reaches down to a line And, moreover, a carcinoma of the liver does not
near midway between the ensiforrn cartilage and enlarge it uniformly, but there are nodules giving
the umbilicus. The right lobe reaches over to the it an irregular outline. We should have also a
left to the parasternal line. The tumor has distinct discoloration of the surface. Then the patient is
edges, but it has a doughy feel. It causes pain to too young to be subject to this disease Cancer
the patient when I make pressure upon it. Now, of the liver, too, is nearly always a secondary pro-
if we go down lower, in the abdominal cavity, you duct, but there have been no primary manifesta-
observe that the umbilicus is protruded ; that the tations here. 0f course, we exelude echinococcus.
hypogastrium is also raised. I find in the iliac There could be no echinococcus here for we would
regions also a doughy feel which is due to the then feel large, irregular, nodular masses, in which
accumulation of fluid; that is, I get a distinct we might detect fluctuation. Specific disease we
fluctuation. exclude because it is nfot, as a rule, attended with

We have here now an enlargement of the liver any enlargement of the organ, but, on the con-
with a previous history of odema of the feet. trary, usually with contraction. Could it be
There is with this also, a consmderable degree of cirrhosis? Vou know this disease enlarges the
emaciation, best shown about the chest, where the liver in its first stages. But cirrhosis comes on, as
ri'bs are promnnent and the intercostal spaces are rule from alcoholism and there bas been to
wetl marked. There is in addition to this a con- such history is this case. Sometimes there is 
siderable elevation of the temperature, to about history of alcoholism. Could this then be one of
1010 ; the pulse is also somewhat rapid. running ithuse rare cases in which cirrhosis comes on after
iA5 per minute. What, then, might this enlarge- the puerperal bed? it has come on too rapidly for
ment of the liver be ? Well, I said I caee to this such a view. There has been no bile in the urine
case rather prejudiced in iavor of amyloid degener- -no excess of urates ; the urine is perfectly clear.
ation. For while it is the rule that amyloid i Weil, now, it seems to me that we have examined
degeneration is preceded by a history of suppura- nearly al the diseases of the liver except abscess.
tion, yet we do have it occurring where there is no We have come to this conclusion by exclusion,
such history. As a rule we have a suppuration of' and we will come to it, also, by direct examination.
three or four months duration. There is another We have the enlargement, the elevation of temp-
fact wlrich we know clinically, that amyloid de- erature, and, what we may lay especial stress upon,
generation does flot affect any one organ, but the tenderness. But how shapl we verify it to be
several organs. The liver, spleen, kidneys and an abscess? The abscess is usually found if the
intestines are the organs of predilection. There right lobe of the liver ; but here the main amount
is perhaps no affection wic enlarges the liver to of tumefaction f if the left lobe. Lt does not en-
such a degree as amyloid change. But an amylid large the liver in al its dimensions. Lt usually
liver, while it gives a dough feel and decided works some way to the surface. We know that an
resistance does not give tenderness on pressure. abscess of the liver sometimes discharges itself
rpe ought also to find some evidence of amyloid into the pleural cavity, and occasioally into the
change in the kidneys, but the urine is normal. peritoneal sac, or upon the surface. Now, how
Now we find tbat this woman bas just a few montbs can we make the diagnosis absolutely certain with-
ago gone throug with puerperium. Could there out the presence of pus? By aspiratin. Wel,
have been any suppuration during that period? 1 took the precaution just before came in to
There is no evidence of it, mg far as we car see. insert my bypodermic neede, and L drew out this
Since then we have no Wistory of suppuration in syringeful of the yellowish fluid you see. No
this case, and no manifestation of its change else- other evidence could give us proof like that. Ln
where, we are forced to exclude amyloid degener- old times it used to be a difficuit thing to diagnos-
adgon. et could not be a fatty degeneration, for ticate an abscess of the liver. Now, when if
this is a disease which comes on in bigh-livers or doubt, we introduce the needle of the hypodermic
after suppuration, especially in the tungs. Lt is rare syringe carried with us. No language could por-
to cut into the liver oftne who has died of phthisis tray e distinctly what is the matter with this
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patient as that spoken by this little instrument. It
takes but five seconds to let it speak. By this
means we could have recognized an accumulation
of fluid of any kind: blood, serum, echinococcus
fluid ; and, having our diagnosis, know the treat-
ment at once. Chapters upon chapters, written
about the diagnosis of abscess of the liver we skip
altogether, becauie the diagnosis is so easy by
means of aspiration.

Nov we know what is the matter in this case
absolutely, and we know just what to do for it.
And I would do it here before you but the patient
objects. That objection may prove fatal to the
patient. The abscess may break into the perito-
neal cavity and set up a fatal inflammation before
morning. Now pus, wherever it is located must
be evacuated -ubifpus, ibi incisi,--where ver there
is pus there must be an incision. The pus must,
of course, be discharged. If let alone it will
burst either into the pleural cavity, the peritoneal
cavity, the bronchii, the pericardium, or upon the
surface. If it burst in the lungs or upon the sur-
face, the patient may come through ail right ; but
if the adhesive inflammation between the liver
and the abdominal wals be not sufficient, and
there exists a mere crevice between the liver and
the walls, the pus will take that course, and kili the
patient with peritonitis. In ol times they cut
down upon these abcesses-that is, they burned
down through the abdominal wall so as to cause
an adhesive inflammation, then cut through. Now,
however, we aspirate it, and draw off the fluid
almost without causing pain. Well, the cavity
may fill up again. Suppose it does ; we will then
wash it out trequently, and, if necessary, inject
some irritating material to prevent the reformation
of the pus. I use the compound solution of
iodine. There is not much color to this fluid, and
it looks as if the cavity was filled with clear and
laudable pus. This makes it ail the more favor-
able for the patient, though the sac will fill agaii.
The abscess is no doubt surrounded by a thick
wall of pyogenic membrane without anfractu-
osities.

Now, suppose we had not found the depot of
pus; still there would be no harm done. The
little operation causes no more pain than a hypo-
dermic injection. I introduced this needle before
I came in without the patient feeling it at ail. But
because you did not find the pus you could not be
sure there was no abscess. I once aspirated a
man in this amphitheatre five times and failed to
get any pus. The man died, and upon post mortem
examination, I found that the needle of the aspira-
tor had once gone into the pyogenic membrane
within a line of the pus cavity. As a rule, you
will hit it ; but you will, as a rule, if you aspirate
five times and get no pus, be correct in your con-
clusion that there is no abscess. You also see how
little time there is to waste in a case of this kind,

and how important it is to make a diagnosis ; and
yet how often this is not done. I have seen a
patient with a pleurisy, who was treated months for
other diseases, where you could recognize an accu-
mulation of fluid in the chest cavity by simply
puttng your hand on the chest ; and noticing the
absence of al fremitus, I put in the hypodermic
needle, drew it out full of fluid and made a
diagnosis in ten seconds ; so can any of you. I
have, I suppose, aspirated five abscesses of the
liver in this amphitheatre. There is very little
danger in aspiration, and yet I once met with an
accident right here : A thrombus suddenly formed
and the patient died on the table. That was not a
case of abscess of the liver, however, but of the
lungs. Our pathologist, Dr. Walker, tells me of
two fatal cases he knows of where the pus trickled
out from the wound of aspiration and produced a
fatal peritonitis. Such an accident could only
happen through the use of too large a tube. You
can pump out thick matter through a very fine
tube.

CARCINOMA OF THE BREAST.

By DR. S. W. GRoss, Philadelphia. (New York Academy-
of Medicine, Jan. 19th, 1882. Medical Record report).

The conviction is steadily gaining ground that
carcinoma of the breast is curable, and that it is
primarily a local affection and not an expression
of constitutional taint, discrasia or diathesis.

In favor of these views are Virchow, Billroth,
Fischer, Esmarch, Nussbaum, Volkmann, Kocher,
Hutchinson, Gull and others in Europe ; and
Parker, Gross, Peters and others in this country.

In connection with this subject three important
questions arise :

i. Does the knife prevent local dissemination of
the disease ?

2. Does the knife prevent lymphatic involve-
ment ?

3. Does the knife prevent the development of
metastatic tumors ?

First. Does surgical intervention prevent inva-
sion of adjacent tissues? This question must be
answered in the affirmative in a certain proportion
of cases. The conclusion of the reader was that
extirpation precludes extension to the skin and
surrounding parts in ten per cent. of ail cases.

Second. Does surgical interference with the knife
prevent involvement of lymphatic glands ? It cer-
tainly does.

Third. In attempting to answer this question-
Does the k-nife prevent the development of metas-
tatic tumors-it must be borne in mind that such
tumors are not always developed.

After analyzing several collections of cases, Dr.
Gross reached the conclusion that operation pre-
vented implication of internal organs in 32-30 out
of every roo cases.
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Again, life may be prolonged and permanent

cure may be effected by surgical intervention.
Extirpation adds one year to life. Special attention
was directed to Volkmann's statement that the re-
suit might be regarded as final if the patient sur-
vives over three years after the last operation. The
author of the paper then presented an analysis of
524 cases, in which i in 9.19 fulfilled these require-
ments. Subjecting the 524 cases to Paget's severe
test-that the patient should live more than ten
years from the beginning of the disease, or that the
disease should be stationary-he found that i in
5.7 fulfilled these requirements. The average du-
ration after operation in ail these cases, was froin
seven to ten months. An analysis of 57 cases
cured was then given, and the conclusion reached
that recurrent tumors should be freely extirpated
as soon as they appear.

The absence of glandular implication dôes not
afford absolute guaranty that secondary deposits
are not in the viscera.

Dr. Gross makes it a rule to amputate the entire
mamma, search for any outlying nodules, dissect
away the fascia overlying the pectoral muscle, open
the axilla, and renove any glands which have
escaped observation previous to interference.
Heretofore, one cure out of every nine and one-
fifth cases has been the most expected from early
radical measures ; but there was reason to believe
that the ratio of cure would be increased. Partial
operations should be discarded, for they are more
fatal than removal of the entire breast, and they
hold out but little prospect of permanent recovery.
le believed that in the future the mortality from
radical procedures would not reach ten per cent.

The conclusions reached by the author of the
paper were substantially as follows :

i. That surgical intervention in carcinoma of
the breast tends to retard the progress of the dis-
ease by preventing local dissemination, implication
of associated lymphatic glands, and the develop-
ment of visceral tumors.

2. That local reproductions do not militate
against permanent recovery, provided they are
thoroughly and early excised as soon as they ap-
pear, and that lymphatic involvement does not
forbid operation, since, in fact, glands were re-
moved in more than one-third of the examples of
final cure.

3. That the subjects are, almost without excep-
tion, saved from local and general reproduction, if
three years have elapsed after the last operation.

4. That the risk from operations is outweighed
by benefits which accrue from them, since they not
only add twelve months to the life of the patient,
but also cure one-half as many patients as they
destroy.

5. That ail carcinomas of the breast-if there is
no evidence of metastatic tumors, and if thorough
removal is practicale-should be deait with as

early as possible by amputating the entire mamma,
integument and all, dissecting away ail the subja-
cent fascia, openling the axilla, with the view to
exploration and removal of ail the glands not pal-
pable prior to interference.

An interesting discussion followed. Dr. Gross,
in closing the discussion, said that the 17.87 per
cent. of the mortality from the immediate effects
of interference, was accounted for, to a certain ex-
tent, by the mode in which the axillary wound was
treated. Instead of veins. being ligited, the wound
was stuffed with niaterial which caused the secre-
tions to be pent up, and pyæmia and septicemia,
and other bad accidents, followed. The opera-
tions which were followed by such a rate of mor-
tality were not perforned in English and Ameýrican
hospitals, but for the most part in Germany, where
the mortality had been notoriously high.

He had removed the breast in seventy-two cases;
seventeen by the thorough operation, fifty-five by
the common operation, and he had lost only two
patients, or less than 1.5 per cent. At most, the
mortality should not reach five per cent. He
thought that surgeons should expect better results
than preventing the extension of the disease in
10.87 per cent. of ail cases of cancer of the breast ;
that was the limit obtained by al kinds of opera-
tions. But he bad presented the more thorough
procedure, believing that if it was more uniformly
practiced, better results than those already given
could be obtained.

Recurrence of carcinoma after the ordinary ope-
ration was the rule, and generally in the line of the
cicatrix. It was his point, and he regarded it as
the most important. Why do we leave anything
in which the disease may recur ? To rid a field of
large weeds, and leave the little ones standing, did
not cleanse it ; the farmer must remove the srnall
weeds as well as the large, if he would not have
his crops destroyed. The thorough operation was
not especially serious. He had lost only one pa-
tient out of the seventeen upon whom he had per-
formed it, and in that case the patient was a bad
subject, enormously fat, and she died on the third
day, from causes unknovn. The disease recurs in
the skin-if not in the skin, in the subcutaneous
connective tissue and fat. Hence, why leave these
tissues behind ? His method of procedure is as
follows : First, palpate the entire mammary region ;
feel for lobules outside of the gland in the axilla,
above and below the clavicle, and then, instead of
making an elliptical incision, embracing the nipple
and a small portion of skin, remove the breast by
a circular incision, remove the pectoral fascia, then
secure blood.vessels, then prolong the incision into
the axilla, which is to be explored with the finger,
thoroughly, and ail glands in the least affected re-
moved ; ligate with catgut each vein which goes
into the axillary veins and all the arteries ; make a
clean and complete dissection of the axilla, and
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then, after all hemorrhage has been staunched with
hot water, a drainage-tube is inserted, and the lips
of the wound approximated as closely as possible
by stitches, introduced one and one-half or two
inches from the edges, and the remaining space
left to heal by granulation. In some cases it will
be possible to approxirate the edges of the wound
accurately. He believed that carcinoma is, prima-
rily, a local disease, and the sooner such an opera-
tion, for its radical removal, was performed, the
better.

ON TAPPING THE BLADDER THROUGH
THE PROSTATE.

BY REGINALD HARRISON, F.R.C.S., LIVERPOOL.

Tapping the bladder is an operation which is
not often necessary ; I believe it inay occasionally
be resorted to even when a catheter can be passed.
Assuming it to be required, how is it to be done ?

Tappirg with the aspirator-needle above the
pubes is a safe proceedin, and for affording tem
porary relief is to be recoinmended. A surgeon
who finds himself in difficulties with a distended
bladder, a large prostate, and false passages, is
likely to do less hari with the needle, than with
the catheter, and is sure to give relief. 'Taking off
the tension by wiah-drawing the urine generally
permits the instrument to pass on the next trial.
This method, however, can only be used for tem-
porary purposes.

Tapping the bladder above the pubes with a I
trocar for the purpose of establishing a more or,
less permanent drain is very much like opening an
abscess at its least dependent spot. Urine ascends
the canula against gravity, and the products of inî-
flammation of the bladder, usually present in some
degree, remain behind in the pouch undischarged.
Tapping through the rectum requires the retention
of the canula in the intestine, and is thus an obsta-
cle to defecation. Forcing the end of the catheter
through the enlarged prostate is an unsurgical pro-
ceeding not to be entertaimed. Tapping the mem-
branous urethra leaves us in the position of having
the obstructing prostate behind the opening. There
is a point in the wall of the bladder unconnected
with peritoneun through which a trocar and canula
may safely be passed. I refer to the prostate gland,
which in old men, where paracentesis is more fre-
quently required, often affords a considerable area
for the operation. I will illustrate this method by
the following case, only premising that over twelve
months ago I recognized its propriety, and tested
it on the dead subject. I then had the instrument
made for the purpose; but though having consid-
erable opportunity for dealing with retention of
urine under all circumstances it was not till quite
recently that a case in point presented itself. I
mention this as explaining how I came to be pre-

pared instrumentally for doing that which I will
briefly describe :

N. D., aged eighty-four, was admitted to the
Liverpool Royal Infirmary at 2 a. m. on 4th of
November, 1881. My house-surgeon, Mr. Laim-
beer, found him bleeding from attempted catheter-
isin with a large prostate, and a distended bladder.
Recognizing the urgency of the case, and finding
catheterism impracticable, he emptied the bladder
with the aspirator above the pubes. I saw the
patient a few hours afterward, and found that he
had not passed urine since, and that no catheter
could be introduced. His tongue was brown, and
he much exhausted. Later on I again visited him,
when the bladder had become fully distended. I
then had him placed unider ether, and succeeded
in passing a gum-elastic prostatic catheter. Beyond
demonstrating that the difficulty had been over-
come I declined letting any more urine be drawn
off foi a reason arising out of recognizing that
either the catheter must be retained or re-intro-
duced when required ; neither of which proceed-
ings I was disposed to recommend.

Retaining a catheter in the bladder of an old
man somewlhat childish, and disposed to remove
any appliance if not closely watched. is not easy,
and when it is done it often ends with death froin
cystitis, pyelitis, and exhaustion. This was a case
where, in my judgment, it was wisest to establish
a permanent drain ; and to do this in the mainner
on which I had determined required a tense and
not a flaccid bladder. Taking a trocar which had
been made for the purpose, with a silver canula I
introduced it in the median line of the perineum,
three quarters of an inch in front of the anus, and
pushed it steadily through the prostate into the
bladder, at the saie time retaining my left index
finger in the rectum for a guide. On withdrawing
the trocar a large quantity of ammoniacal urine
escaped. The canula, being provided with a shield,
was secured in its place by tapes much in the
saine way as a tracheotomy-tube. A piece of india-
rubber tubing was attached to the portion of canu-
la which projected beyond the shield, and con-
veyed the urine into a vejsel placed at the side of
the bed. The urine continued to dribble through
this tubing. The patient was at once made com-
fortable by this arrangement, and in forty-eight
hours be was up, sitting in an easy-chair--an im-
portant matter with old persons. To permit of
this the rubber tubing is shortened during the day-
time, the end of it being tucked through a light
abdominal belt, where it is compressed by a small
pair of bulldog forceps, which are removed when
the patient desires to pass urine. He is quite as
well as most men of eighty-four years of age are.
He gets up daily, takes his food, and sleeps com-
fortably, either on his back or his side, without
any narcotic, and is quite free from any urinary in-
convenience other than wearing his tube. During
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the night his sleep is not broken by calls to mictu-
rate or pass catheters, as his urine runs off by the
tubing as it is excreted; while in the day-time
when he is up and about his act of micturition
practically resolves itself into something equivalent
to the turning of a tap. His urine, which had been
-fetid and ammoniacal, is now nearly normal, the
bladder being readily washed out by applying a
syringe to the canula twice a day. On two or three
occasions the canula has accidentally slipped out
while the tapes were being changed, but has been
readily replaced by the nurse. The somewhat en-
thusiastic manner in which the patient compares
his present with his past condition can not be
passed by entirely unnoticed.

The operation was devised much on the same
lines I endeavor to take in commencing my litho-
tomy incision-namely, the selecting of a point in
the perineum which endangers no vessel of impor-
tance. My object in planning the operation was
to obtain what I can best describe as a short low-
level urethra, adapted to the altered relations of the
bladder to the prostate when the latter becomes
enlarged, for the purpose of securing the most
complete drainage. I should add that since the
tapping, as far as we are aware, the patient has
only passed a few drops of urine by the urethra.
-British Medical 7ournal.

SPONGE GRAFTING.-In the Edinburgh Medical
2-ournal, fo. November, Mr. D. J. Hamilton,
Pathologist to the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, has
a long and very interesting article on what he has
named "Sponge-grafting." By means of a piece
of antiseptic sponge he has been able to fil up
cavities with granulating tissue, and to cause large
ulcers to heal, which would not fill up or heal over
by any other method. The first experiment re-
lated is the one made upon a sloughing ulcer of
the leg, which was circular in shape, five inches in
diameter, and from one-half to three-quarters of an
inch in depth. The question of amputation had
been raised. On August 3 rd, however, the wound
was filled with one large piece and several smaller
pieces of antiseptically prepared sponge. The
sponge fitted the wound accurately, and was insert-
ed under the undermined edges. The dressing
consisted of green, protective, carbolized lint, and
dry boracic lint and bandage. By August 8th, the
wound appeared to have shrunk a little, and the
thin edge of the sponge felt firm, as if filling up
with some substance, and if the surface was
pricked it bled freely. The edges of the sponge
appeared to be dissolving. On November 2 9 th
there was only a small portion to be seen on the
surface. As soon as the sponge became vascular,
epithelium spread rapidly over it. Mr. Hamilton
says: "This experiment showed me that if
sponge be placed over a granulatory surface, its
interstices will, in cqrse of time, become filled

with blood-vessels and cicatricial tissue, just as in
the case of a blood-clot, and, ultimately that the
whole of the sponge will disappear in the wound,
leaving an organized mass of new tissue in its
place. It further showed that even when the
wound continues in a putrescent condition, organi-
zation will still go on. In the case of the blood-clot,
putrefaction tends to destroy it ; in that of the
sponge, its texture being more resistant, it
does not seem io make much difference." Sev-
eral other experiments are given, showing the
adaptability of sponge for filling up a vacuity such
as that which is left after the removal of a tumor.
The article then closes with some suggestions as to
the applications of sponge-grafting :

" Having once recognized the principle that a
porous body may become vascularized, and be the
medium for the construction of new tissue, the
application of the method to various purposes
naturally suggests itself. In applying any porous
body with a view to this organization, certain points
must always be kept in mind. The porosity of the
body must be such that all the canals freely com-
municate. Sponge is exquisitively suited for the
purpose on account of the free anastomosis between
its channels, but many other substances might be
utilized in the same way. I have of late thought
that charcoal or calcined bone might be employed
in certain cases. For one purpose, at least, such a
solid framework would be useful. Where it is
desired to prevent contraction or the newly formed
tissue when it cicatrizes, where it is of moment to
retain the newly formed tissue of its original bulk,
then a solid framework must be employed. A
solid framework will, I feel sure, organize just as a
sponge would, and will have the special quality of
preventing cicatricial shrivelling. When once in-
corporated with the tissue it will not cause any
more irritation than the calcareous matter of a
bone does. A dead body of this kind is not of
itself an irritant. It is the injurious application of
it, or the septic matter which it may introduce,
which gives rise to the mischief. Such a solid
framework, it strikes me, would be particularly use-
ful for forming new bone. One of the great
dangers of a simple periosteal detachment opera-
tion, is that the future bone is not sufficiently
bulky and strong. By supplying a solid framework
of this kind we would avoid this, and the forma-
tion of bone would proceed within it just as well
as in the spaces of cartilage or the meshes of a
fibrous tissue." .

Mr. Hamilton stated some years ago that granu-
lations are not formed of new vessels, but that on
account of the removal of the skin the superficial
capillaries are, by the propelling action of the heart,
thrown upwards. If there is a blood-clot in the
wound, it acts as a mechanical support for these
capillaries, which are pushed into it from all sides.
Believing, then, that the blood-clot was acting
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mechanically, he determined to substitute some
dead, porous, animal material, and accidentally hit
upon sponge. This he lias found to act admirably
Thus, another important advance has been made
in the dressing of wounds, and we expect that it
will be found to be very generally applicable,
especially when there is a cavity to be filled, or
when it is important to prevent contraction from
cicatrization.- Western Lancet.

FRENCH TREATMENT OF ITCH.-At present
itch is cured in one hour and a half (at St. Louis
Hospital). The first half-hour, the patient, abso-
lutelv nude, rubs himself from head, or rather neck,
to foot, with soft soap. The second half-hour he
is put into a tepid bath, where he continues the soft
soap frictions. The third half-hour he rubs his
body with Helmerich's sulpho-alkaline ointment.
He puts on his clothes without washing off the
ointment, so as to keep it in contact with the sur-
face for twenty-four hours. While the patient is
treating himself, his clothes are purified in a
specially constructed stove at a temperature of 1200,
and exposed to sulphur vapour. Four thousand
itch patients are treated here (St. Louis) annually.
The hospital treatment is a rough one and some-
times causes attacks of eczema. It may be miti-
gated thus : toilet soap is substituted for soft soap,
and Hardy's modification of Helmerich's ointment
used-lard 1oo parts; sulphur 16 parts ; bicarbo-
nate of potash 8 parts, by weight. The patient

THE DOCTOR His OWN PHOTOGRAPHER.-The
Medical News (Philadelphia) calls attention to a
recent invention by means of which photographs
may be made by the medical man. "Medical
men very frequently want photographs in cases of
injury, deformity, tumors, etc., but the trouble and
expense have been serious bars to obtaining them ;
and many patients, too, cannot go to the photo-
grapher. Drawings are often even more expen-
sive, and labour under the disadvantage of possible
nexactness. Recently, however, the introduction

of the 'dry plate' process has so simplified the
method, avoided the former dangers, and reduced
the expense, that any one of ordinary intelligence
and means can now take all the photographs he
wants at a moment's notice. At the Cincinnati
meeting of the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, last August, Mr. Walker, of
Rochester, N.Y., showed a 'pocket camera,' which,
according to Prof. Lattimore, supplies every want
of the inexperienced amateur. Its weiglht is only
two pounds. ' Dry-plate outfits' are now to be had
at a cost of $1o and upward, which are excellent.
Provided with one of these instruments, the doctor
would always be prepared to photograph any case
he desires, at his office or in the sick room. Our
hospitals, especially, should be provided with such
an outfit, so that cases and specimens could be
photographed at any time, even by a residernt. Our
microscopists would also find it exceedingi) useful
to make permanent many a transient oreuararn

snouid nave his sneets and all urider-linen changed fot suitable for preservation."
imm ediately.--Medical Times,from Gaz. de Hopit.

THE OPERATINE FIXATION OF FLOATING KID- correspondent vrites (British Medicai 7ownal),
NEYS.-Conîsidering that the extirpation of the that he vas called to a girl 2 Y years old, for croup.
kidney is itself a serious operation, and that, more- It was evident by the pulse, which was about I50,
over, by the removal of one kidney an increased and almost imperceptible, that unless sore relief
function is thrown on the other possibly defective could be given, the end was not.far off. The face
kidney, surgeons will welcome the new method gradually became pale, and wore a distressed ex-
recommended by Hahn (Centralb fùr Chir, 1881, pression, and the lips were of a livid blue colorNo. 29). He has already practised it in two cases As the mother objected to tracheotomy, and as
of floating kidney, the right in both cases), cor- emetics, hot baths, and the ordinary routine treat-
pletely relieving ail symptoms in one case, and ment, had been previously tried, Introduced a
greatly alleviating the other, where the left kidney large (No. 12) gum-elastic catheter into the ira-
was also slightly movable. The patient lying on chea, with less difficulty than 1 anticipatedhavhis left side, a vertical incision is made along the i r g
outer edge of the erector spinæi from the twelfth the want of something better, and depressed the
rib to the crest of the ilium, dividing the latissimus tongue with a spoon. After a severe laroxysm,
dorsi and quadratus lunborum muscles. The she succeeded in getting a pretty good breath, and
kidney, in its fatty capsule, is then pressed from the next expiration was followed by the ejection
the abdominal side into the wound, and there fixed of muco-purulent débris and sticky phlegm through
with six or eight catgut sutures. Both cases re- the tube. In about ten minutes these convulsive
covered without a bad symptom. Since, in both efforts ceased-the child, in the meantime, getting
cases, the kidney became after a time again slightly a good amount of air into her lungs. In haîf anmovable, the operator recommends that the fatty hour her face was flushed, but had lost its lividity,
capsule should be opened, separated from the and the breathing was fairly comfortable. The
kidney, and firmly sutured into the wound, while, tube was retained by tape tied round the child's
also, the kidney should be fixed a.s low down as neck, and was removed twenty-four hours after its
it can possibly be drawn.-London Medical Record, insertion, when the temperature had fallen to ioooFebruary, 1882.
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Fahr. and the pulse to i io. Five days later she
was running about the house, not much the worse
for her dangerous illness. I observed hardly any
dificulty in swallowing liquids after the first two
or three attempts, when the tube had been intro-
duced.-Med. and .Surg. Reporter.

IODOFORM IN THE TREATMENT OF DISEASES OF
THE SKIN.-Mr. Fraser has obtained very favora-
ble results from the use of iodoform in various dis-
eases of the skin. h may be readily employed in
the form of an ointment of any required strength,
mixed either with lard or vaseline. The strength
of the ointment made use of has ranged usually
from ten to thirty grains of iodoforrm to the ounce
of cerate, but double this quantity can be applied.
1 lias proved a most useful remedy in healing
local eczematous eruptions occurring in strumous
children and young people, as well as in cases of
impetigo. Mr. Frazer also directs attention to the
properties it possesses in curing porrigo decalvans.
The best results he has as yet attained have fol-
lowed the application of vesicating collodion over
the affected spot and for a short distance around
it. Previous to this it is well to epilate all diseased
hairs over the spot, and when the blister is healing
the ointment of iodoform should be applied night
and morning, or oftener ; by this treatment the
hair soon reappears in a healthy condition.-Bri-
tish Miedical 5'ournal.

GALVANO-PUNCTURE IN AORTic ANEURIS.M.-
Mr. Richard Cannon reports the case of an aortic
aneurism which had almost reached the point of
rupture, the skin being reddened and very thin
over the tumor, which was cured by the insertion
of two needles connected with twelve Stolhrer cells.
It is stated that when the needles were withdrawn
no current was to. be detected, so the favorable re-
sults may with equal probability be attributed to
the mere presence ol the needles or to the electro-
lytic action. The needles remained in the tumor
only twenty minutes ; at the end of ten days the
tumor, which had only been the size of a walnut,
flattened down to the chest walls, pulsation and
redness had disappeared, and tiere was no pain or
cough. lodide of potassium was administered in-
ternally throughout the treatment.-Lancet.

SOLIDIFIED WINE AND BRANDY. - An Italian
has invented a process for solidifying wine. From
a small quantity of this extract may be obtained a
bottle of generous wine of good taste and beautiful
colour. The object is to victual ships and supply
armies. A French chemist has found a chemical
combination by which he can solidify and even
crystallize brandy. The brandy in its new form
looks like alum. It entirely loses its smell. The
facility with which it can be transported is the main
rrcomniendation of the new invention.-Medical
News. &

NOTHING is worse than a vacillating physician
whom each notion, each wish of the patient, each
suggestion of nurse or family affects. Blown hither
and thither by every breath, incapable of taking a
broad view of the case, his treatment soon becomes
as irresolute as himself, and directions and bottles
accumulate with bewildering' rapidity. The fewer
drugs that are used the better ; the greater the
decision with which drugs are used the better.-
Da Costa.

HYSTERIA.-When called to treat a young girl
with a hysterical attack, there are three things
which you had better do : (i) Institute at once
firm pressure in the neighborhood of both ovaries.
This is very apt to quiet the patient at once. (2)
Auminister an emetic. I have found that a woman
who is well under the action of an emetic has not
the opportunity to do any thing else than be tho-
roughly nauseated. Give a full dose of ipecac
with one grain of tartar emetic. (3) And this me-
thod of controlling the spasm will often act char-
mingly, take a good-sized lump of ice and press it
right down on the nape of the neck. This pro-
duces quiet by its poweriul impression upon the
whole nervous systen.-Dr. IVfn. Goodell, in C/in-
ical News.

EARACHE.-In the course of practice, you will
often be called upon to attend a case of earache.
This means, pathologically speaking, acute infla-
mation of the membrane tympani. Now, in such
a case, you may quickly subdue the inflamation,
relieve the patient from the excruciating pain he
is suffering, and save him, perhaps, from subse-
quent confirmed deafness. The treatment from
which such a desirable resuilt may be obtained i:i
similar to that which you will find so beneficial in
analagous cases of eye disease, viz., leeches behind
the ear, hydrag c. creta and belladonna powders,
with warn fomentations.-Prof. Wharton _'ones,
in London Lancet.

TREATMENT OF CHRONIc ECZEMA.-Avoid the
use of soap as this is irritating. Twice a day bathe
the part in an aqueous solution of borax, one
ounce to the pint. Dry without friction and freely
apply the benzoated zinc ointment, then bandage
the part firmly with old dry muslin which has been
previously wet with a saturated aqueous solution
of borax. Over this apply a bandage of oiled silk
in such a manner as to exclude the air perfectly.
Let the bowels be kept regular. In the majority
of cases eczema can be promptly cured by the sim-
ple exclusion of air. Eczema of the fingers will
generally yield in a few days if the air be excluded
by the ordinary rubber cot.-Chic. Med. Rev.

OBLIGATORY VACCINATION of infants has just
been adopted by the Swiss Government.
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This 7ournal has the largest circulation of any Med-
ical 7ournal Canada.

REPORT OF THE REGISTRAR-GENERAL
OF ONTARIO.

The total number of births, marriages and deaths
registered in Ontario in i88o was 74,897-42,312
births, 12,783 marriages, and 19,802 death., beng
an increase of 3,395; or 4.7 per cent. over the regis-
trations in 1879. It is estimated in an appended
review or decennial report that in i88o over 90
per cent. of the marriages were registered-6.8 per
rooo of population; fully 70 per cent. of the
births-22. 4 per î,ooo of population ; and nearly
6o per cent. of the deaths-or 1o.6 per 1,ooo of
population ; so that it appears that the propor-
tion of deaths registered per 1,ooo has nearly
doubled during the last ten years, and the actual
number registered has more than doubled (9,182
in 1871, and 19,802 inl 1880); the registration of
births have increased from 50 per cent. to 70 per
cent. ; and the registration of marriages from 75
per cent. to over 90 per cent. of the numbers es-
timated. There were 108.5 males born to each

oo females. There were registered 671 illegiti-
mate births, an increase of 147, or 28 per cent.
over the previous year. There were 407 pairs of
twins, and 6 births of triplets. Of the 12,783
men married, only 129 were under the age- of 20

years, while 2,698 women entered the matrimonial
state before arriving at that age. In one instance
an octogenarian married a young .wife just out of
her teens.

In the death wave for the year there were the
usual two high points and two low points. The
most marked feature in the wave for the year was

perhaps the low point at which it started we should
say (not subsided), in January. Of the total deaths
recorded in the year only 7.3 per cent. were regis-
tered in this month. In the four preceding years
the average percentage for January was 8.5 ; and
8.3 per cent. was the lowest for any one of those
years. The wave rose rapidly, however, through
February (188o), and in March there were 618, or
42 per cent. more deaths than in January. This
altitude,the highest in the year,extended intoApril,.
but in May the wave sank lower than in February,
and in June fell to the lowest point in the year,
being the second low point. In July it swelled up
again, though not so high as in May ; but in Au-
gust and early in September it had nearly attained
the May altitude, where it rernained until the end
of the year, with the exception of a slight down-
ward curve in November. The peculiar features
in the wave for the year were two : the first high
point reached in March (from which the wave
usually recedes a good deal in April) was main-
tained throughout April and did not fall until
May ; and the wave, having risen to its second
high point in August, did not recede again during
the year except slightly in November, there being
an absence of the usual marked fall or low point
after the summer high point. The returns show
that in 188o, as in 1879, the mortality in March,
and also in April, was very high, and that this was
largely due to deaths from lung diseases, especially
from inflammation of these organs.

In regard to the certified causes of deaths no
marked improvement in diagnosis is credited to
the doctors, unless it be " concealed behind the-
fact " (whatever that means), that there were-
nearly 100 less deaths attributed to old age, while
there was a larger number of deaths registered of
persons who lived to reach the Psalmist's allotted
period of 70 years, than in the previous year.
Consumption, as usual, caused about one-ninth of
all the deaths. Over 33 per cent. more deaths.
were registered as from pneumonia than in 1879;
and over one-sixth of these occurred in March.
Over 43 per cent. more deaths were recorded as
from diphtheria in i88o than in 1879; over 30
per cent. more from bronchitis, and over 5o per
cent. more from congestion of the lungs, than in
1879. There was a very large increase in the num.
ber of deaths from scarlet fever and nhcasles.

Appended to the Annual Report is a Revie w
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the births, marriages and deaths registered in the
Province since registration came into operation,
especial attention being paid to the returns for
the last ten years-1871  to i88o inclusive.
This will be found more interesting to lay read-
,ers than the usual annual reports, and is well cal-
.culated to create a more general interest in the
subject of registratio.n. Qf all the deaths record-
ed during the ten years, 1870 to i88o, excluding
1875, for which no report was issued, 47.8 per
cent. were of those under 20 years of age ; 17.0
per cent. were of those between 20 and 40 years
,of age; 12.6 per cent. were between 4o and 6o
years ; 7.7 per cent. between 6o and 70 years ;
and the remainder, 15 per cent., were of perçons
more than 70 years of age. The deaths from
zymotic diseases as a class, as compared with the
total number of deaths from all causes, show a
decided decrease in the ten years, though in some
of the diseases of the class-in croup and diph-
theria, for instance-there was an alarming in-
crease; in cholera infantum there was a slight in-
crease. " As the diseases of this class for the
most part prevail at times epidemi :ally, an increase,
small or great, is at any time liable to take place
from the breaking out and spread of an epidemic
of any one or more of them. The decrease,
therefore, during so short a period does not neces-
sarily, by any means, show the commencement of
a permanently improved condition of the public
health, nor that such condition will follow." In
tubercular diseases there was a slight decrease also.
In diseases of the nervous system there was a
marked decrease, owing to the subsidence of an
epidemic of cerebro-spinal meningitis, which pre-
vailed in 1872-73, and which has been placed in
this class, " but which has the characteristics of a
zymotic disease." In diseases of the respiratory
organs, there was an increase in the proportion of
deaths registered ; and in diseases of the urinary
organs there was a slight increase.

As to the special diseases, there was a slight in-
crease in the proportion of deaths from consump-
tion ; a large increase from both heart disease and
.cancer-20 per cent. and 33 per cent. respectively,
and a slight increase from inflammation of the
lungs, liver disease, kidney disease and paralysis.

In phraseology, some portions of the report, and
especially the annual report are unique. Besides
showing many glaring inaccuracies, it tells us about

a " heavy" death-rate and a " heavy" mortality,
while any number of mortals were " attacked."
There would seem to have been but few deaths
and many, many " victims" ; even " victims" of
innocent old age and infantile debility. The
19,802 who died were doubtless a victimized lot ;
some of the " victims died." Bronchitis, croup
and congestion of the lungs " usurped the places
of dropsy, enteritis, diarrhœea and typhoid fever in
the list of the ten highest causes of death." We
are told some funny things, for example, that
medical men have a deep and "unabiding" in-
terest in the collection of vital statistics. Some
sentences it would appear were not intended to be
understood by ordinary mortals, some of " those
things which no fellow can find out."

ONTARIO BOARD OF HEALTH.

The people of Ontario are to be congratulated
upon the passing of an Act, during the recent
session of the Legislature, establishing a " Provin-
cial Board of Health." The measure was intro-
duced by the Government, and carried through
almost without amendment, the medical gentlemen
on both sides of the House giving it their unquali-
fied support. No one will question the utility and
necessity of such a measure, and few can appre-
ciate the value of it so highly as the members of
the medical profession, who have ever shown
themselves ready to further the interests of the
public in the matter of sanitation In fact, this
much-needed reform has been accomplished mainly
through the active exertion of the medical profes-
sion in this Province, aided by the influence of the
medical press. We look upon the advent of the
present measure as merely an instalment of what
will ultimately become one of the most important
enactments on the statute book. There is much
scope for improvement and a wide field for culti-
vation in the important subject of public health,
and the enthusiastic sanitarian will not rest until
all that human skill can devise and human ingen-
uity invent for the prevention of the spread of
disease, has been accomplished. It is much to be
regretted that a larger sum had not been appropri-
ated to this important object by the Government,
but it is to be hoped that the small sum placed in
the estimates will be supplemented from year to
year, as the necessities of the Board may require.
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The Board of Health is appointed by the Lieu-

tenant-Governor in Council, and consists of seven
members, including the Chairman and Secretary.
Three are appointed for a period of two years, and
the other three for a period of three years ; subse-
quent appointments to be for a period of three
years, and any retiring member is eligible for re-
appointment. The chairman will receive a salary
of four hundred dollars per annum, and the secre-
tary one thousand. The services of the other
members of the Board shall be honorary, and they
shall be paid no per diem allowance or compensa-
tion except their travelling and other necessary ex-
penses, when employed on the business of the
Board. The meetings of the Board shall take
place quarterly at Toronto, and at such other times
and places as they may deem expedient. It is
contemplated by the Act that the board shall keep
at all times an adequate supply of vaccine matter,
for the purpose of supplying at, cost price, legally
qualified medical practitioners ii the Province with
such reasonable quantities as they may from time
to time require. The Act also gives increased
powers to local Boards of Health ; and clause 14
provides that when the small pox or any other dis-
ease dangerous to public health, shall break out in
any municipality, the health officers or Local
Boards of Health, in case the municipality shall
not have provided the same, shall immediately
provide a temporary hospital for the recep-
tion of the sick and infected at the cost of the mu-
nicipality, and such hospital shall be subject to the
regulations of the health officers or local Boards of
Health. Provision is also made and power given
to local Boards of Health, to use all necessary
means to prevent the spread of contagious diseases,
by isolation, disinfection, etc., etc., and lastly,
clause 20 imposes a penalty upon householders or
physicians who shall refuse or neglect to give no-
tice of the existence of any disease dangerous to
public health, when the same has become known
to them.

The following is the personnel of the Board so
far as announced : Dr. Oldright, (Chairman), Drs.
Covernton, Cassidy, and J. J. Hall (Homœopathist,)
of Toronto, Dr. Rae, of Oshawa, and Dr. Yeomans,
of Mount Forest. The secretary has not yet been
appointed. Although the selection of the chair-
man does not meet our approval, yet as the ap-
pointment has been made, we feel that that gentle-

man should have a fair trial. It is a position that
requires a thoroughly practical man, possessed of
good tact and judgment, and having the entire con-
fidence of the medical profession. A mere theo-
rist is well enough in his way, but is entirely out
of place when put forward as the governing spirit
of an undertaking that requires practical talent of
the highest order to make it a success. We sin-
cerely trust that the practical qualifications of the
other members of the board, will more than offset
the disadvantages which might otherwise accrue
from having an unpractical man at the head of
affairs.

A good deal of labor in connection with the
organization of local boards and other matters
connected with the operation of the Act will de-
volve upon the Secretary, and it is to be regretted
that a larger salary had not been attached to the
office, so as to enable him to devote his whole
time to the work. It will be difficult, we appre-
hend, to obtain the service of a medical man acti-
vely engaged in practice, as the duties, if properly
performed, will necessarily engage much of his
time, and prevent him from supplementing his in-
come by the serious inroads his enfórced absence
from the city, from time to time, will make upon
his practice.

ONTARIO BRANCH MEDICAL ASSOCI-
ATION.

The first regular meeting of the North-Western
Branch of the Ontario Medical Association was
held in Palmerston on Wednesday, Feb. 15th.
The following members were present : Drs. Clarke,
Collinge and Stewart, of Palmerston; Nichol,
Philp, Dillabough, Burgess, and Dingman, of
Listowel; Allan and Cowen, of Harriston; Yeo-
mans, Ecroyd, and Jones, of Mount Forest ; Mc-
Laren, Baird, and McArton, of Paisley; Holmes
and Graham, of Brussels; Martyn, of Kincardine ;
Stalker, of Ripley; Mackid, of Lucknow ; Clapp,
of Mildmay; Hodge, of Mitchell; Gun of Dur-
ham; Holstein, of Cedarville; and Stewart, of
Brucefield.

Communications were received from Drs. Hen-
derson, of Arthur; C. E. Barnhart, of Owen
Sound; Robertson, of Markdale; Hyndman, of
Exeter; Sloan, of Blyth ; Gillies, of Teeswater;
McDonald, Bethune, and Tamblyn, of Wingham-
regretting their inability to attend.
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During the early part of the meeting the chair ment. There was little or no hemorrhage duringwas occupied by Dr. Clarke, of Palmerston, and the labor. Face swollen and bloodless, mucousafterwards by Dr. Yeomans, of Mount Forest, the membranes pale ; troubled frequently with diarr-President. hœa and vomiting. Frequent pyrexial attacks.Dr. Collinge, of Palmerston, read a very care- The blood was found to contain a large number offully prepared report of a case of gangrene which microcytes. The corpulsces presented varioushe had recently under observation. The patient forms; no increas- of white cells. Under quininewas a married woman, aged 32, who, when she and iron she became rapidly worse ; under arsenicfirst came under Dr. Collinge's care, on the 29th ý she rapidly and permanently recovered. Theof July, 1881, complained of a pain in the lumbar second case is a somewhat similar one, occurringregion, general weakness, and a discharge from the in a female aged 24, who, two weeks after confine-vagina. On examination there was found some ment, presented the well-known symptoms, includ-abrasion around the os uteri, which, with the dis ing the pyrexial attacks of pernicious anoemia.charge, entirely disappeared in a week after the Arsenic was soon followed by recovery
application of ,nitric acid. On the 4th of August Dr. Stewart, of Brucefield, read a paper onshe complained of numbness and loss of power in "Some of the Uses of the Sphygmograph in Prac-the leit arm, followed in a few days by a similar tical Medicine." Traces illustrative of the actionscondition of the right arm. She vomited fre- of alcohol, digitalis, nitro-glycerine, and otherquently, became drowsy and semi-consciotus. A drugs, were shown. Traces were also shown whichblister to the nape of the neck was followed by the prove that in many cases of pneumonia, even dur-permanent disappearance of the cerebral symptoms. ing the first twenty-four hours, the tension of theOn the 17th of August she was suddenly seized radial artery is much lowered.
with a violent pain in the right gluteal region, ex- Drs. Yeomans, Burgess, Clapp and Mackid weretending down the outside of the thigh. The right appointed to read papers at the next meeting ofthigh and leg were found to be larger than the left. the Association, which will be held in PalmerstonOn the 24th of August the right great toe had a two or three weeks after the meeting of the Ontariopurplish hue and was painful. In a few days the Medicat Association.
color was changed to a white mottled appearance,
and the gangrenous process had now involved the THE RADICAL CURE OF CANCER.-Dr. War-whole foot. ren, of Boston, who, in October last, was dele-There was a line of hardness along the course gated to receive competing essays on the subjectof the right internal saphenous vein in the lower of the radical cure of malignant disease, announcespart of the thigh. The gangrene steadily pro- that three essays were presented. In the consid-gressed, until an oblique line of demarcation eration of their merits the assistance of Dr. Georgeformed four inches above the ankle joint. Pre- B. Shattuck, editor of the Boston Mdical andvious to her death, on the 28th of Sept., the gan- Surgical Yournal, was invoked; and it has beengrenous process had extended upwards to within decided that no essay is worthy-of a prize.four inches of the knee joint, and the soft tissues The same subject, namely, The Probability ofover the sacrum, to the extent of 5 x 3 inches, the Discovery of a Cure of Malignant Disease, andsloughed away. The great toe of the left foot was the Line of Study or Experimentation likely talivid and pain•ul. bring such a Cure to light, is proposed for essaysThe reading of this paper was followed by a to be presented in competition not later than thediscussion, in which Drs. Allan, Cowen, Burgess, first day of December, eighteen hundred andClarke, Clapp, and others took part. eighty-three (1883), to the above-named, whoDr. Graham, of Brussels, read a paper on " Per- with such assistance as he may select, will be thenicious Anemia." He gave the details of two judge of their merits. For the best essay on thecases which well illustrate the wonderful hæmatinic above subject a prize of one thousand dollars willpowers possessed by arsenic The first case was be giv!n, the right being reserved to withhold thethat of a married woman, aged 35, who was found prize in case no essay of suflicient merit be pre-in the following state five weeks after her confine- sented.
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The essays must be legibly written in English, Londesboro
and neatly bound. Each one must bear a motto, W. Doherty,
and be accompanied by a sealed envelope bearing the demonst
the same motto, and inclosing the name and ad- ruthers, of C
dress of the writer. They will all remain in the pressed by (
possession of the donor of the prize for the con-
venience of reference, and the privilege is claimed ROYALTCc
to publish the successful one, with the name of Sefn
the writer. No writer, however, surrenders the the ina ex
privilege of retaining a copy of his essay, and pub- Aln, i
lishing it. The decision concerning the merits of Te F
the essays will be made chiefly from a practical
stand-point, it being the object of the donor of nation :-C.
the prize to obtain suggestions by which a search Kingston;
for a cure for cancer may be instituted. Kingston;

A. J. Grange
McGILL COLLEGE CoNVoCATIoN.-The follow- J. Young ba

ing gentlemen received the degree of M.D.C.M. on W. G. AngW
the 31st ult.:-Chas. O. Brown, Lawrence, P.Q.; anatomy, for
Benj. W. Burland, Port Kent, N.Y.; Lorne Camp- DEATH FR
bell, Montreal ; Angus M. Cattanach, Dalhousie FTHER.A
Mills; O. Ednund Christie, Lachute, P.Q.; W. C.
Cousins, Ottawa; Wm. J. Derby, North Plantage- and eher.
net; W. T. Duncan, Granby; O. H. A. Dunlop, great toe for
Pembroke, P.Q. ; Rankin Dawson, B. A. (McGill), performed t
Montreal; Hugh Gale, Elora; James A. Grant, tbe patient,
B.A. (Queen's), Ottawa; B. F. W. Hardman, Ayl-
mer, P.Q.; R. F. Klock, Aylmer; R. K. C. Mc- patient by th
Cookill, Montreal ; A. R. McDonald, Trinity, the anzstbet
Texas; F. N. McLean, Perth ; W. J. Musgrove, affirm that a
West Winchester; Henry V. Ogden, B.A. (Trinity), patient thor
St. Catharines ; T. J. Pierce O'Brien, Worcester, administered
Mass. ; Henry O'Keefe, Lindsay ; O. Clarendon bis br
Rutherford, M.A. (Union), Waddington, N.Y. ;

'Suddenly heAlex. Shaw, Seaforth ; E. W. Smith, A.B. (Yale), after expired
West Meriden, Conn.; W. E. Thompson, Harbour resuscitation
Grace, Nfld.; H. W. Thornton, B.A. (McGill), nopst morti
Montreal.

The Holmes gold medal for the best examina- PRESENT
tion in primary and final branches was awarded to A very pleas
Robert J. B. Howard, BA., Montreal. The prize Legislature
for the best final examination was awarded to H. House, in tb
V. Ogden, B.A., of St. Catharines, Ont. The prize P. P., by the
for the best primary ekamination was awarded to elegant and
Geo. A. Graham, of Hamilton, Ont. The Suther- of his service
land gold medal was awarded to Wyatt G. Jolinson, he bas been
of Sherbrooke, P.Q. The Morris scholarsbip in monial consi
pbysiology was awarded to Wyatt G. Johnson, of and waiter b
Sherbrooke, Que. -is beautifully

Professor's prizes-Botany, Edwin G. Wood, of inscription :
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'; for the best collection of plants, W.
of Kingston, N.B.; practical anatomy,
rator's prize was awarded to Geo. Car-
harlottetown, P.E.I., who was closely

Chas. E. Gooding, of Barbadoes.

LLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,
-The following gentlemen have passed
amination in this institution :-R. S.
ston; J. Denike, Belleville; A. Mondy,
H. N. Macdonald, Lake Ainslie, C.B.

ving have passed their primary exami-
Clancy, Wallaceburg; L. T. Davis,

G. H. McGhie, Elgin; D. C. Hickey,
R. Smith, North Williamsburg ; and
e, Napanee. Messrs. F. Kidd and W.
ve been appointed house surgeons, and
n and T. A. Moore, demonstrators of
next year.

OM A MIXTURE OF CHLOROFORM AND
death occurred recently in Lindsay

ialation of a mixture of chloroform
The operation was for removal of the
frost-bite. Drs. Burrows aud Coulter
he operation, and, at the request of
administered an anæsthetic, a mixture
n and ether. An examination of the
e medical men showed no reason why
ic should not be given. The doctors
t no time during the operation was the
ughly under the effects of the mixture
as at the conclusion of the operation
was natural and conditions favorable.
gave a gasp or sigh and a moment
. The usual means to bring about
were tried without avail. There was

em.

ATION To DR. WIDDIFIELD, M.P.P.-
ing episode took place in the Local
just before the prorogation of the
e presentation to Dr. Widdifield, M.
members of the Legislature of a very
costly service of silver in recognition
es as Ministerial whip during the time
a member of the House. The testi-
sted of seven pieces of silver, a tea-set
andsomely chased. Upon the salver

engraved the following appropriate
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"Presented by the Reform members of the Legislature of water. As soon as the paste dries it is to be coat-
Ontario to Dr. Widdifield, M.PP., in appreciation of his
valuable services and uniform courtesy as Government Whip ed over with collodion. This will remain for sev-
during the past six years, March Ioth, 1882." eral days, when the application may be renewed.

The speaker of the House (Col. Clarke) occu-
pied the chair, and Mr. Badgerow, member for BROMIDE oF AMMONIUM IN WHOOPING COUGH.
North York, formally made the presentation. Hon. A writer out West (Medical News), who bas had
S. C. Wood, Provincial Secretary, added a few considerable experience in the treatment of this
words in which he spoke of the highly satisfactory affection recommends bromide of ammonium, in
manner in which the Dr. had performed his deli- doses of from one to four grains three or four
cate and important duties. Dr. Widdifield made times daily, according to the age of the child.
a suitable reply. We congratulate the Dr. upon He was led to use it from having seen it highly
the high esteem in which he is held by members recommended by Dr. Kormann, and was much
of both sides of the House, and many warm impressed with its influence over the disease. It
friends outside the Legislature. is best administered in syrup, or in the form of an

elixir.
COMPRESSED HYPODERMIC TABLETS.-We have A LIBERAL DONATION.-Dr. James Boyle, a

been shown the soluble compressed tablets o native of Amherstburg, Ont., who has been prac-
morphine, atropine, strychnine, etc., prepared by tising in New York city a number of years, and
Wyeth & Co., of Philadelphia, for hypodermic use. who lately returned to Amherstburg, as given to,
They will be found very convenient to carry about , the proposed free ltbrary in that town bis own
accurate in quantity, readily soluble, and a perfect o fbrary, wortb $5,ooo, and has endowed the pro-
ieans of preserving the drugs used. They are ject with $5,ooo, the interest to be used in sustain-

prepared in the same way as the compressed tab- cng the library. He makes a further grant ou $5oo
lets of chlorate of potash. A small tablet is dis- in cash towards the building fund. The library
solved in a little water, and injected whenever will be one of the best in the Province. We wishreq uired. more of our wealthy citizens would follow the Dr.'s

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, QUE. noble example.

-The semi-annual meeting of the Board of Gov- BORACic AcID IN BoILS-The Louisville Medi-
ernors of the above-named College will be held in cal News states that boracic acid applied to boilsMontreal on the ioth of May next. Candidates before or after incision will promptly arrest theirfor examination or the license must send their development. The efficacy of this remedy can bepapers, accompantied witb the fee, $2o, at least ten very readily tested by applying the solution freelydays previous to the meeting, to either of the se- after incision. We very much doubt its efficacycretaries, Dr. A. G. Belleau, Quebec, or Dr. F. W. wben applied before incision.
Campbell, Montreal. The preliminary, or matri-
culation examination for students will take place .ERGOTINE FOR NIGHT SWEATS.-Da Costa con-

ion e th of May. The fe$Io, shuld e sente siders ergotine the best remedy for night sweats of
to either of the secretaries, as above mentioned. phthisis-two grains three or four times a day. It

is less prompt than atropia, but it is free from any
APPLICATION OF CHRYSOPHANIC ACID-The use unpleasant after effects.

of the above valuable remedy for psoriasis and cer-
tain forms of skin disease is occasionally attended BRITISH QUALIFICATIoNs.H. A. DeLom, M.
with inflammation of the skin, besides destroying D., Trimty College, was admitted Licentiate of
the under clothing and bed-linen of the patient. the Royal College of Physicians, London, on the
Dr. Fox, of New York, (Medical New.s) recom- 23 1d of February.
mends, in order to avoid these objectionable fea- REMOVAL.-Dr. Theo. S. Covernton, assistant
tures, the following method of applying the rem- physician to the Toronto Lunatic Asylum, has
edy : A soit paste is made of chrysophanic acid resigned his position and removed to Winnipeg.
and water, and smeared on the patches, the scales He has entered into partnership with Dr. Kittson,having been previously removed with soap and formerly of Hamilton, Ont.
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TETANUS SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY CHLORAL
AND BROMIDE.-Dr. J. W. Salter (The Practitionir)
reports a case of traumatic tetanus in a man 51
years of age, successfully treated with large doses
of chloral and bromide, sometimes every half hour,
but usually every two hours, - occasionally at
longer intervals. The total amount given in the
twenty days treatment was sixty drachms of chlo-
ral and eighty drachms of bromide, or three and
four drachms per diem respectively.

SCALY ECZEMA.-Dr. Edward Sharp, of Salem,
N.J. (Med. Bulletin), recommends the following
combination : I. Adipis, lb. j. ; lac. sulphuris
z iv.; ung. hydr. ox. rub., 3 x. ; ol. gaultheriæ, 3 j.
Mix the sulphur gradually with the red mercurial
ointment, adding the lard from time to time, as the
mixture requires dilution ; and when all the lard
and mercurial ointment are thoroughly mixed with
the sulphur, add and intermingle the oil of winter-
green.

NASO-ORAL RESPIRATOR.-Through the kind-
ness of Mr. Mills, druggist of Brantford, we have
received one of Dr. McKenzie's naso-oral respira-
tors. The instrument is neatly made and well
adapted for the inhalation of medicinal vapors,
where such may be indicated in the treatment of
disease. We intend giving it a trial upon the first
favorable opportunity, and will report the resuit of
our experience in its use.

FORMULA OF PUTTNER'S EMULSION. - Each
tablespoonful of Puttner's Emulsion contains the
following

n. 01. Morrhuæ Opt..............70 per ct.
Calcis Hypophos.............. grs. iii.
Sodæc " .......... grs. iii.
Pancreatine.......--........ grs. i.
Tr. Ferri...................... grs. ii.

APPOINTMENTS.-Drs. Barrett, I. H. Cameron,
A. H. Wright, W. J. Wagner, and W. W. Ogden
have been appointed to conduct the medical ex-
aminations for Victoria University for 1882 in
Toronto.

Dr. McKeough, of Chatham, has been appointed
examiner on surgery and botany in the University
of Trinity College, and Dr. Baptie on chemistry.

Dr. Grasett, of Trinity Medical. College, has
been appointed examiner in surgery, and Dr. M.

Aikins, of the Toronto School of Medicine, irn
anatomy, in Toronto University.

Dr. Joseph Pancoast, Emeritus Prof. of Anato-
my in Jefferson Medical College,Philadelphia, died
on the 7th ult., at the advanced age of 77 years.

e0ko and ?amphMts.
ESSENTIALS OF THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF

MEDICINE. A handbook for students and prac-
titioners. By Henry Hartshorne, A.M., M.D.,
lately Professor of Hygiene in the University of
Pennsylvania, etc. Fifth edition, thoroughly
revised and improved, 12mo., pp. 669, with 144
illustrations. Cloth, $2.75. Philadelphia : H.
C. Lea's Son & Co., 1881. Toronto: Hart &
Co.

We cannot speak too highly of this brief epitome
of medicine. It is a master-piece of condensation.
The author gives by way of introduction, a suc-
cinct review of the history of medicine and the
different systems. He then proceeds to the dis-
cussion of general pathology, semeiology, general
therapeutics and nosology. The second part of
the work treats on special pathology and practice.
Many new additions have been made throughout
the work, some new subjects written upon, and a
new section is added upon eyesight, its examina-
tion and correction. We have much pleasure in
recommending this handbook to medical students
and practitioners.

NERVOUS DISEASES, THEIR DESCRIPTION AND.
TREATMENT. By Allan McLane Hamilton,
M.D., Fellow New York Acaderny of Medicine,
&c., second edition. Philadelphia: H. C. Lea's
Son & Co. Toronto: Hart & Co.

This is an eminently useful work on the dis-
ease on which it treats. It is concise and practi-
cal, yet sufliciently comprehensive for general use.
Many changes have been made, and much new
matter added to the present edition. The chapter
on diseases of the lateral column of the cord is
entirely new. The work is well illustrated, and
the plates are good. The illustrations are chiefly
borrowed from Charcot, Gowers, Clarke, and
others. The author gives a clinical history <f a
number of cases in illustration of the character of
the different diseases under discussion, which will
be found of interest to the student of nervous dis-
eases. The various diseases are well described,
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and the suggestions in regard to treatment very
.valuable. We have much pleasure in recommend-
ing the work as one that will form a useful guide
in the diagnosis of treatment of nervous diseases.

A SYSTEM OF SURGERY, THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL, in treatises, by various authors, edited by
T. Holmes, M.A., Cantab. Lecturer on Sur-
gery, at St. George's Hospital, London-First
American from second English edition, Vol. Ili.
Philadelphia: H. C. Lea's Sons. Toronto:
Hart & Co.

The third and last volume of this interesting
-and valuable work on surgery, has just been re-
ceived. The volume before us embraces diseases
.of the respiratory organs, diseases of the bones,
joints, and muscles, diseases of the nervous system,
gun-shot wounds, operative and minor surgery,
.and miscellaneous subjects. We have already ex-
pressed our very high appreciation of the value of
this excellent work on surgery. It is the best and
most exhaustive treatise on surgery yet published,
and those who are devoting special attention to
this subject cannot afford to be without it.

STUDENTS MANUAL OF VENEREAL DISEASES, by
Berkeley Hill and Arthur Cooper.

CLINICAL HANDBOOK OF DISEASES OF WOMEN,
by W. Symington Brown, M.D.

LECTURES ON ELECTRICITY, by A. D. Rockwell,
M.D.

INDEX OF SURGERY, by C. B. Keetly, F.R.C.S.
SYMPATHETIc DISEASES OF THE EVE, by Ludwig

Mauthner, M.D.; translated by Warren Web-
ster, M.D. New York: William Wood & Co.
Toronto: Willing & Williamson.

We can heartily recommend the above epitomes,
not only for students, but practitioners, who will
find in these digests careful and judicious selec-
tions, valuable notes, and most important aids in
cases in practice presenting difficulties or anoma-
lies that would involve for their elucidation a long
search through a great variety of treatises on the
different subjects, thus economising time that fre-
quently can be ill spared from the pressing duties
of general practice.

A TREATISE ON HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. Designed
for the use of Students of Medicine. By John
C. Dalton, M.D., Professor of Physiology and
Hygiene in the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, etc. Seventh edition, with
two hundred and fifty-two illustrations. Phila-
delphia: Henry C. Lea's, Son & Co., 1882.
Toronto: Hart & Co.
The new edition of this popular work on phy-

siology, with which -medical students are well ac-
quainted, will be welcomed by all. Many changes
have been made since the issue of the last edition.
These are especially noticeable in the sections on
Physiological Chemistry, and on the Nervous
System. Notwithstanding the changes and addi-
tions the work has not been increased in size, but
rather diminished. The work is in Lea's best
style of art and handsomely bound.

LECTURES ON THE SURGICAL DISORDERS OF THE
URINARY ORGANs. By Reginald Harrison,
F.R.C.S., Liverpool, Eng. Second edition.
London: J. & A. Churchill. Toronto: Willing
& Williamson.

The author of this valuable work has added
much new matter to the present edition in the way
of improvements in practice, and also by embrac-
ing the larger field of the surgery of the urinary
organs. The first portion of the work is devoted
to a full consideration of stricture of the urethra
and its treatment, perineal fistulæ and their treat-
ment, and foreign bodies in the urethra and blad-
der. He next deals with irritable bladder, hyper-
trophy of the prostate, and inflammation and atony
of the bladder. Four chapters are devoted to a
consideration of vesical calculus and its treatment,
and the concluding chapters embrace injuries to
the bladder, surgery of the kidney, tunors of the
bladder and prostate, etc., etc. The work is a
valuable accession to the literature of this impor-
tant subject, and the author's opinions and practice
are worthy of the fullest consideration.

irthø, Warriagr uand PJths.
In Toronto on the 3rd ult., the wife of Dr. Chas.

O'Reilly, Medical Superintendent of the Toronto
General Hospital of a son.

At Ripley, Ont., on the 2oth of February, the
wife of Dr. M. Stalker of a daughter.

In Kingston on the i ith ult., Dr. Horatio Yates,
aged 61 years.

At Ancaster, Ont., on the 24 th ult., Dr. H.
Orton, aged 50 years.

At Blairton, Ont., on the 8th ult., Dr. McCay,
aged 66 years.
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Zing. 1 o i5EYDRAR RI, U. S. P., grT g--------------------------------oMercural Purgative. 2 to 8 40à5r ------------------------------------- Mercurtai Puriv4tive. 1 to 2 N0
Comp tMss Hydrarg. 1 gr.)PUIV. Opi, gr -------- Mercural Alterative. 1 to 2 75

Tn 
Ipecac. 

1t3gr.0

Tonic Antispasmodi. 1 to 2 1 gr.

a, et v Opît, )çd. lS i- -.« To.... ni Mercurval Alterative. 1 to 2 75

DOFORMI ET FERRI. { rpeHydre, gr . Tonte Alteraive. 1 to 2 27

Tonicm Ant rgr.c 1 o214

IOOFORM. 1 gr r-----------------------------------e.Tonte, Alterative 1 t 2 i 7IPECÂC ET OPII, 3'1Ç gi-s., (Pulv. Doyen., U. S. P.)--------------- Anodyne, k3oprAc. 1 to3 N0
5 g e . ... ..... ........ ...... ... ..... ..... 11t02 65(lin, 4 gr.IlSIN COMP. -tpo yllin, 1-10 gr: CatbarTc, Nerve Stimulant. 1 t 3 5

LEPTÂND. COM.I etnrn igr.~ PL U&0L......... Laxative, uretie. i to 2 0
LEPTADRIX,1 r-------------------------------------------- Catharie. 1 7-------------------------------------- Anodyne. 2 t 4 40<Morh. bul h. gr.

MOPHIA COMP. TartEmeti, gr..... Anodyne, Febrifto. 1 0
tCalomel Y4 gr.

CaQuino aiggph. C2
erMorprla Sulph.- gr

OEcR(ee, Asns, i-2 grg. ...................... Tonte, Aterative, Anadyne, 1 to 3 806

" ZExti. Josyami, c gr.

Conti, % gr.f Ignat. Am yý gr-.
NEURALGIC. -Brown-Sequard.) - --.. Anye ....... i Me 1 200S Cannab.l .gr.

" Iod. et OpUI Udg. Id r........... Anodyne 1 2ODOFORMITFERIFmpOre, 2r. 1 . }. .......... Anodyne, Nerve eative. 1 2

---- --- - ---- ----. j-------- - - - - . to 2 6

SPucv. Opi, gr.4ET CAMPH1OR.R. ET TANIN,.<Camphorsi i gr-.. Anodyne, Astringent. i wo 80
P ,Acd Tnn , 2 gs

LdETND COMP. Iris. %Pumbi gr. .gr............. Anodyne, Sedative. 1 to 2 00
PRS]RRSC Çp Phoepborus, 1-0gi. .. NveTn.iw4 NExt. -Nu. Vmr.a, 1 grTPOSPHORU, 1-50 gr., 1-25 gr---------------------------------Nervne Stimulant. i tc 2 100POSPIORUS, 1-100 g--------------- --------------------- Nervous stimulant. to 4 00

MORPHIA COMP. T rt. ~~e _ oe, ....--...... A oye erfg.1 15

Moph Sph. 1-0 -100 ggr.PRAOOIC, tryn i Carb. Va-et' 1 gr. Nervous Stimulant, Tonte. l to 3 1 0

AND~~~ ~ ~ ~ Ignat E' .Nu . o . Am. gr. -----

POTASS, BROMID. 1----------------------------------------------------- 2 to 5 75L ( gos---------- -------------------- Nrvous eative. 1 2 25IODID. 2 grs ------------------------------ ------ Alterative. 1 te 85IPodophyttin, ,,gi"Ca na. L 1-16 gr.IPODOIPHYLLIN COMP. (Eclecte.> nganin 1-16 gr. Purgative, 2 we 4 75Macrotin, 1-82 gr.
"xt. Reli, g

PODOPMYLLIN ET BELLAI. N, eapor 1 gr. Stimulatin laxative. Mld 1 to 3 7

A1 e.cdnci, 2 gr
" E P U M I A E Tab c ea s.1 rs- -- ---. A n d n , eaie 1 2 0

Sold ORS IR N Thrs 1-10 gr
R.e W .M'ARTYu

T . I r . . . . - - to 5 75



Warner & Co.'s Sugar-Coated Pils.
MEDICAL PROPERTIES. Doses,Each

PODOPHYLLIN ET HYDRAI U. Lp gr Laxative. 2 to 4 51
ET aYOSCYmus, gr& Gentle Cathartic 1 to 2 S0DOPYLLIN 1 g ------------------- ------------- Cathartic. 1Q--i---l- su--i-. ----------------- Tontc, Antlperlodi. 1 to 4 90" "-2 ------------------------------------- Tonte, Antiperiodic. 1 tO a 402 gs ------------------------------.-- -Tonte, Antip c. 1 to 3 2 75

" O . ----- Tontc, Anpriodic. 1 to 2 4 00Q I1 gr. 1i melaelCOMP. FAierreiu 1 gs. 3---- after TQnlc, Antiperodic. 1 to 2 1 75

ET EXT. BELLA DON. Qxn r me-. Nerve T c Antperiod. 1 o 2 175
ET FERRI,H . (Quevennes) r Tonc, Antiperiodia. 1 to 2 1 75

QUINIE ET FERRI ET ul. 1 gr.
8TRYiNI, rrC aru (Vallet's) 2 gs Tontc, Antiperiodic. 1 to 2 1 75t8trych. Suliph. 1-60 gr.

QUINLE ET FERRI ET Phos. Quinta, 1gr.
STRYCH. PHOS. r a 1 .-gr:- Tonte, Antiperiodic. 1 to 2 1 75STRYCH. PROS. :'Strychnla, 1-60 gr.1----iQ ET FERRI, Valer, 2 u .--.----. _------------------- Tontc, Nerve Sedative. 1 to 2 850QUINI ETFarb.(Vallet's) 2 ---gr. Tonic, AntiperIodic. 1 to 2 1 75

ET HYDARCI. Sulph. 1 gr.)ET HYDRARG. r --. Tontc, Antiperiodlc. 1 to 2 175

QUINIA, IODOFOREM AX IRON Ferri C .(Valet's) 2 9M Tonte, Alterative. 1 to 2 3 00ýQuinlau. X gr.>QUINLE ET STRYCHNIq . . Tonte, Nerve Stimulant. 1 to 2 1 75{Strychnia, 1-60 g.>NretnIt o21QUINIA, Valerianate, ) gr '-----.-.. Tonic, Nprvine. 1 to 2 2 00
RHEI ET HYDRARG Mass. Hydrarg. 4 grs--------.Cholagogue Cathartic. 2 to 5 8SRHoda Ca.b. Ex. . )
REI, a. . P. gPulv.. -----------.- Gentle Laxative. 1 to à 75

17v. Rhe, 2 grs.
RHIEI COMP. U. S. p. Aloes Socot, 1ilra1Hgr.M--' '---- Purgative. 2 to 4 75

01. Menth. PIp. -r
Ext. Coloc. C. 1% grs.

REKUMATIC, Colchici Acet. 1 gr. LPraie o3 g
HEMÂ "C Hy ac. 1 g:------------ nt-Rhbeumatic, Purgative. 1 to 8 9" yoseyam. X r ----A I ~ tHydg. Chlor. Mit. S gr.SA MN N,1 r ----------- . .---- ..----------. . - ----- .--- Anthelmilntic. 1 to a 1 00

ZInglb. JaalaSCILLE COMP. U. S. P' GP. Ammni ----- Expectorant, Diuretic. 1 to 3 50
lPulv. n, l

loes Soc.STOMCHICA, (Lady Webster's -k un Maatlch, .----.- Stimulating Purgative. 1 to 2 50Dinuer Pilla, 31.) tFor.lWRom.
SYPHILITICi f ass. Iod. 2Yr.t Hyd. Chior. Corros.2 g ------ --- Speeific Alterative. 1 to 2 1 00<AosSocot, 2 grs3. ...... ......TRIPLEX, ass. Hydrrg, 1gr----------------- Purgative. 2 to 4 75.Podophyllin, M~ gr.ZINCI VALERIAN, 1 gr .----- -- --------------- . - Antispasmoc. to 1 >

GRANULES. ]EDIAL PROPEBTIES. Dosea i
A D Arsentous, 1-20, 1-30 and 1-50 gra.----------------------------- Antiperiodic. Alterative. to 2 $ *ATROPIA, 1-60 gr • -------------------------------------------------- Nerve Sedative. 1 to 2 75ATOI,1-60 srr ------------------------------------------------ Anodyne. 1 Wo 2 75CORROSIVE SUBLIMÂTE, 1-12, 1-20 and 1-40 grâ ------------ Mercural Alterative. 1 W 2 40CAULOPHYLLIN, 1-10 gr ------------------------------------ Emmenagogue. 1 to 4 40CIMICIUGIN, 1-10 gr ~~- ~~~-~-------------------- - Tontc, Nerve Stimulant. 1 W 4 40DIGITELIN-60 gr.-c--- -------------------------------- Arteral Sedative. 1 to 2 7ELTERIU (Clutterbuakdn ( .) 1-0 gr--------------------------DiureticeHydragogue, 

Cathartic. 1 to 2 95EXTRCT èiladonna,(ng) Y gr -------------------------. Anodyne. 1 to 3 eIguatia Anmaia, ;y gr------------------------------.. Nerve Seative. IW 2 50" Cannabis Indi, ------------------------------------ Anodyne. 1 to 4 _0Uvosevamus 'En gr --------:---------- --.. Nerve Stmulant. 1103a 4<>Nul comla, gr --------------------------- Nerve Stimulant. 1 to 8 4GELSEMN ' ------------------------- ------- Arterial Sedative. 1 to 4 5»HYDRASTIN. ------.------------------------- Arterial Sedative. 1 to 2 7&HELONIN. 1-10-- g------------------------------ Emete, Diuretic, Catharti. 1 to 2 0&LEPTANDRIN.>g Cthti.1W2 6
ERCUR-. I0 % .- --------------------------- Cathartie. 1 to 4 NEed-------------------------------------- 

. athartie.OR I A e gr-.-16g.---------------------------------- Alterative. 1 to 4 lMORPHIA, Acet. 3 gi-- ------------------------------------- Anodyne 1 to 2 70a 1 ----------------------------------------- nodyne 1 to 2 t0---------- Anodyne. 1lto 2 70,
-~........ 1-"--------------Anod ne. 1 to2 go>

"_ Valer.anate' :----- ---------------------------- Anodyne. 1 to 2 1 00PODOPHYLLIN, 1-0 g .............. 1-------------------Anodyne. 1 W 2 1 0
-- 1-10-gr' ------------ Cathartic. 1 to 4 40-gr ------ ----------------------- Cathartic, 1 to 4 50

C Et gr ------------- Catharti and Tonte. 1 to 2 75
SPLVER, NtYrate.'gr

" Iodide. r gr ------------ - --- Alterative, to Mucous Memb'ne. 1 to 4 75STRYCHNIA, 1-16.1-20, 1- 132,1 ad 10 -0 gr -m-" - - Nerve Stimulant, Tosem. to 40

PMUS SENT 3Y MAIL ON- RECEIPT O? LIST PICE.
Sold by

LYMAN SONS. & Co.
Ob 

MOqONTREAZa
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411)j1àULjI1[']
PURE COD LIVER OIL,

With HYPOPHOSPHITES of LIME and SODA,
PERFECT, PERMANENT, PALATABLE.

The high character, and wide reputation Scott's Emulsion has attained through the agency of the Medical Profession, and thehearty support they have given it since its firt introduction, is a sufficient guarantee of its superior virtues. The laims we have made a toits permanency-perfection and palatableness- we believe have been fully sustained, and we can positively assure the profession that its
high standard of excellence will be fully maintained. We believe the profession will bear us out in the statement that no combination hasroduced as good results in the wasting disorders, incident to childhood ; in the latter as well as the incipient stagen of Phthisio, and la

rofula, Aniemia and General Debility. We would respectfully ask the profession for a continuance of their patronage, and those who have
not prescribed it to give it a trial. Samples will be furnished free upon application.

FORMULA.-50 per cent. of pure Cod Liver Oil, 6 grs. of the Hypophosphite of Lime, and 3 grs. of the HŽpophosphite of Soda to a fluidounce.
SEE TESTIMONIALS OF PHYSICIANS.Messrs. So<orr & BOWNl Halfax, NS., Nov. 19, 1880.I have preecribed your emulsion of Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites for the ast two years, and found it more

agreeable to the stomach, and have better results from its use than from anv other preparation of the kin twl have tried.
W. M. CAMERON, M.D.Messrs SCOTr & BOWNIE: Truro, N.S , Nov. 15, 1880.Gentlemen-After three years experience, I consider your Emiulsion one of the very best in the niarket.

MRsas. SCOTr & BowNE: W. S. MUIR, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S., M.
I have much pleasure in st-ating that for the last three years I have used your Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil and Hypo-phosphites in my practice, in cases of Phthisis, Nervous lrostration vnd Anæmia. and always derived marked benefit from its use. That itdoes not decompose, is very palatable, and reinains in the i(ost fastidious stomach, are soie of its greatest merits.

St. John, N.B. I have the honor to be, yours truly, T. J. 0. EARLE, M.D.

MEssRs. ScOTT & BOWNE:
I have used for some tînie, and prescribed Scott's Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil, and find it an excellent fixed prepara-tiou, agreeing well with the stomach, casily taken, and its continued use adding greatly to the strength and comfort of the patient.

Petitcodisc, N.B., Nov. 5, 1880. _A. H. PECK, M.D., Penn. Med. Co lege.

SQOTT & BOWNE, Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
The Practitioners' Obstetric Bag John Reynders & CO.

---------..---- - -- (Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue. New York,
.sas__\ UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

1s 15 inches long, inches high, containing 1 Barnes Craniotomy For.. Manufacturer.sad Importera of
ceps, 1 Barnes's Long Midwifery Forceps, 1 Pair of l'erforators, 1
Blunt Hook and Crotchet, 1 Frenum Scissors, 1 Catheter, 4 Stop-
pered Bottles, 1 Chloroform Drop Bottle, in case. S URGICALThe whole in Bag of Superior Morocco Leather, or of Black

Hide, with Dock and Fittings. engraved and gilt, price,
complete............ .......... .................... $26.00 AND

Bags, empty ... .................................. 6.di iuied with Chamois Leather ................. 57
and plein lock .... 4.50 

cal Ingtrumentg,
IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH INDESTRUC-

TIBLE INDICES.
LOSS OF INDEX IMPOSSIBLE.

I AND)

These Thermometers combine ail the improvements which have ANATOMICAL
recently been made in the manufacture of Clinica. Thernometers.The Indices are bold and eaily seen, and cannot.be sEaken intothe Bulb, the engraving is plai and cannot be rubbed off.

PRICE- In Wood Case . . . . • . . . . $2.2
In Plated Case .. . $225Ordinary Registering Thermnometers 1.50Patent Magnifying or Lens Pront 3.00 & 3.25

Manufactur-ed by a d hIporaton 
of eye

J. S T E V E N S & SO N article used bv Phvsicians and Surgeons Our Specialties.
Surgical Instrument Makers.

GOWER STIRE ET, AO WeMington St. E. Om lUust•rated Catalogue and Prie LIaLondon, Eng. I Toronto, Ont. mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for Postffl.Sea advertisement on anot her page.

FOR ALVEiTiEMENT CF SrAEULy & JcTIN rs PLASTIS, SEE IFSMtg pag.
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Dr. J. Oo11is Browne's
ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE

CoELOPRODYNE.
COUGHS,

COLDS,

ASTHMA,

BRONCHITIS.

D R. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. This wonder-

ful remedy was discovered by Dr.
J. CollisfBrowne and the word
Chlorodyne coined by him expressly
to designate it. There never has
been a remedy so vastly beneficial
to suffering humanity, and it is a
subject of deep concern to the pub-
lic that they should not be imposed
upon by having imitations pressed
upon them on account of cheapness,
and as being the same thing. Dr.
J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne
is a totally distinct thing from the
spurious compounds called Chloro-
dyne, the use of which only ends
in disappointment and failure.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE. -Vice Chan-

cellor Sir W. Page Wood Stated
Publicly in Court that Dr. J. CoUlis
Browne was Undoubtedly the
Inventor of Chlorodyne, that the
whole story of the defendant was
deliberately untrue, and he regretted
to say it had been sworn to.-See
THE TIMEs, July I3th, I864.

D R. . COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE 15 a Liquid

Medicine, which Assuages Pain
of Every Kind affords a calm, re-
freshing sleep Without Headache,
and Invigorates the Nervous
System when exhausted.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the

GREAT SPECIFIC for

CHOLERA, DYSENTERY

DIARRHŒA.

The General Board of
Health, London, Report that
à Acts as a Charm, ene doue
gmray MEet

Dr. Gibbon, Army Medical
Staff, Calcutta, states:-" Two
Doses Completely Cured
Me of Diarrhea."

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CH L OR ODYNE rapidly cuts

short all attacks of

EPILEPSY, SPASMS, COLIC,
PALPITATION, HYSTERIA

From Symes & Co., Pharmaceutical
Chemists, Mudical Hall, Simla.-
January 5, i88o.

To J. T. Davenport, Esq., 33
Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury.
London.

"DEAR SIR,-Have the good-
ness to furnish us with your best
quotations for Dr. J. Collis Browne's
Chlorodyne, as, being large buyers,
we would much prefer doing busi-
ness with you direct than through
the wholesale houses. We embrace
this opportunity of congratulating
you upon the wide-spread reputation
this justly-esteemed medicinc ha-
earned for itself, not only in Hin-
dostan, but all over the East. As
a remedy of general utility, we
much question whether a better is
imported into the country, and we
shall be glad to hear of its finding
a place in every Anglo-Indian
home. The other brands, we are
happy to say, are now relegated to
the native hazaars, and, judging
from their sale, we fancy their so-
journ there will be but evanescent.
We could multiply instances ad in-
fbitum of the extraordinary efficacy
of Dr. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne-
in Diarrha and Dysentery, Spasms,
Cramps, Neuralgia, the Vomiting
of Pregnancy, and as a general se-
dative, that have occurred under
our personal observation during
many years. In Choleraic Diar-
rhea, and even in the more terrible
forms of Cholera itself, we have wit-
nessed its surprisingly controlling
power. We have never used any
other form of this medicine than
Collis Browne's, (rom a firm con-
viction that it is decidedly the best,
and also from a sense of duty we
owe to the profession and the pub-
lic, as We are of the opinion that

the substitution of any other than
Collis Browne's is a deliberate
breach of faith on the part of the
chemist to prescriber and patient
alike.

We are, sir, faithfully yours,
SYMES & CO.,

Members of tAe Pharm. Society o/
Great Britain, HIs Exceleiney PIe
Viceroy's chemists.

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S
CHLORODYNE is the
Pr PalliatVe in

NEURALGIA, GOUT,
CANCER,

TOOTHACHE,

RHEUMATISM

From Dr. B. J. Boulton & Co.,
Horncastle.

" We have made pretty extensive
use of Chlorodyne in our practice
lately, and look upon it as an excel-
lent direct Sedative and Anti-Spas-
modic. It beemas to allay pain and
irritation in whatever organ, and
from whatever cause. It induces a
feeling of comfort and quietude not
obtainable by any other remedy,
and it seems te possess this great
advantage over ail other Sedatives,
that it leaves no unpleasant after
effects."

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
The IMMENSE SALE of this

REMEDY has iven rise to nany
UNSCRUPULOUS IMITA.
TIONS.

N. B.-EVERY BOTTLE OF
GENUINE CHLORODYNE
BEARS on the GOVERNMENT
STAMP the NAME of the IN.
VENTOR,

DR. J. COLLIS BROWNE.

SOLD IN BOTTLES, is., s/sid.,
s/p. 46, by all Chemits.

SOL NANuFACTUMaa:

J. T. DAVENPORT, _L GREAT
RUSSELL STREET, W,,
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
nR xca.L consmom.c3 cw

CITY OF NEW YORK.

SF..SSIONTS OCE' 1881-82.
At and after the Session of 1881-82, the College will return to its jorier requirements as regards fées andgraduation;

vie., those in force before the session of 188o-8S.

IIE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces the Reguar Winter Session and a Spring Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, September 21, 1881, and end about the middle of Marci,
1882. During this Session, in addition to four didactic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, two or three hcurs are
daily allotted to clinical instruction. Attendance upon two courses of lectures is required for graduation.

THE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recitations from Text-Books. This Session begins about the middle of
March and continues until the middle of June. During this Session, daily recitations in all the departmenlts are held by a
corps of Examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinics
are held in the Hospital and in the College building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR. M.D Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and diseases of Women and Children, and President of the Faculty.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D LL D Emeritus Professor of Surigery.
FORDYCE BARKER. Mi.D., LL.D., Professor of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women.
BENJAMIN W. McCREADY, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Prof. of Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine, and Clinical Medicine.
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.B., LL.D., Prof. of Principles and Practiceof Surgery, Diseases of Genito-Urinary S t d Cliical SurgeryLEWIS A. SAYRE, M D., Professor of Orthopædic Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT M D Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.
WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midw ifer.A. A. SMITH, M.D., Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.
AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretarv of the Faculty.
JOSiEPH D. BRYANT, M.D., Professor of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.
R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.
EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. ut Pathological Anatomy and Histology, Diseases of the Nervous S. sten, and Clibi Medieine

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M. D., Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.
EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery.
JOHN P. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.
ERSKINE MASON, M.D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.
JOSEPH W. HOWE, M.D , Clinical Professor of Surgery.
LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D.. Lecturer Adjunct on Orthopædic Surgery.
BEVERLY ROBINSON, M. D., Lecturer on Clinical Medicine.
FRANK H. BOSWORTH, M.D., Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat.
CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M.D., PH. D., Lecturer on Practical Chemistry and Toxicology, and Adjunit to the Chair ut Chemit.tryand Toxioology.
FREDERICK S. DENNIS, M.D, M.R.C.S. Demonstrators of Anatomy.
WILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., D

FACULTY FOR THE SPRING SESSION.

FREDERICK A. CASTLE M D., Lecturer on Pharmacology.
WILLIAM H. WELCH, M.D., Lecturer on Pathological Histology.
CHARLES A. DOREMIUS, M.D., Pu.D., Lecturer on Animal Chemistry.T. HERRING BURCHARD, M.D., Lecturer on Surgical Emergencies.
ANDREW R. ROBINSON, M.D., L.R.C.P. & S , Edin., Lecturer on Normal Histology.CHARLES S. BULL, M.D., Lecturer on Ophtialmology and Otology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.
Fees for Tickets to ail the Leetures, Clinical and Didactic.......................
Fees for Students who have attended two full courses at other Modical Colleges, 1 . .. 0v

and for Gradnatos of less than three years' standing of other .Medical Colloges. ........................... 70 00
Matriculation Fee.
Dissection Fee (including material for dseto . ....... .. ... 00ee................... 0Graduatio ee .............................................................. 00No tees for Lectures are required Of Graduates of three yars' standing, or of third-course Students who have attended sheir seo'l ceurseKt the Buhlevue Hospital Medical Collage.

FEES FOR THIE SPRING SESSION.
Matriculation çicket valid for the foown Winter....... ........................................................... 7 00
Rftations,, Clînics, and Lecture@......................................85 oùDissection (Ticket valid for the Wn ..... .................... 5 00

FrQr the Ann.ual Circulai and Catalogue, givini regulatiorîs for graduation and other information, addlreçis

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR,,
attM BBLVeu HosIpia mdica College
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PUT UP
REGISTERED TRADE MARK.

IN- furnished
on1 lb. Cans application.

5 -
10 IEEPOST OFFICE

LAWS25 
FOR ID anything

50 "of an oleaginous

1 0 "nature being sent100 " 
through the niai].

lu d eîunal pisition, Coonoltait [lUa retaumi Petrolei ii ai oleiouit hvoarbon, corresponding to the heavy petroleuu oils,
aud containing a large ailnounljt of the' IaraffiiesaJ lfue Ilrule(I 14 (1112I cuuaî u îalprcîg fteprfieand olefines, correspouding to the formula C7 1116 and C7 H14, respe'tively, aud tic oleusive and irritating properties nf the crude o havebeen carefully renoved. In the pr ocePs of purification, nio acids, alkalies, or otier chCtucals are esv ploed, and nu ijurions additions ofany kind are made to the natural product. The resuilt is a semi-solil, trans1le utia su sarce % th a fpaioet odor, an uncuous feel a d aslightly tarry taste.

Cosmiolîne [Intguentui Petrolei] muelts at about 100' Fah. (38° Cent.) and, bous at about 625' Fah. (329' Cent.); its specitic gravity isabout 0.875 at 60° Fah.
As it contains no oxdizale r organia iatter capabîle of change by putiefaction or fermentation, and is absolutely without affinityfor moture, it offer b the piofessou au admirable uuguent, which can never decompose, ferment, or become rancid in any climate or

temperature.

291 MAmmsoxi Avm.Niti, NEw YoRK, February 26th, 1878.a have examined the preparations of Cosmolie as ianfactured by E. F. Hthghtou & Co., Philadelphia, aud believe them well
adapted to the purposes for nhich they arc designd. As luhricauts, and as the hases of simple or imedicated ointments, they have a decidedfrom atmospheric exposure. 'use, i that the- (Io iot become rancid, and do not acquire irritating qualitiesf r o m a t m s p h e i c x p o s r e .A 

L F R E D C . P O S T , M . D ., L L , î > .,EJneritu Prnf.«or "f Clinicat Surery in the Unirî'sity of Sewr Y'ork, Visitiny Surgeon to Prbyterian Hospital, etc.

218 SOUTH SixTEENTii STREET, PHILADELPIiA, July 7th 1880.NE,Rsu. E. F. Hocuiros, & C'o.
Gentle en-The petroleua prodiit prepared b h l vou ai sd suplied to physicians under the naine of Cosmoline Unguentun Petrolet]

was firsb brought to iiic u -otice while 1 was a Redîlcuit Ilo 'ician in 14e Peuusv lv mia Hoisital, and it at, oucs coninscudeil itself bo, nie as abland einollient, as an eleeant substitutc for Carron oil in bur:s and scales, as a proitaeive it excoriations amnd d crtaiisease o! theskiim, and as an excipient in the place of lard for applications to the eye and car. For the ast five crs I have used the plain Cosmohine,hoth im hospital and private practice, in Gvecological and Obstetrical cases. with perfect satisfactio, a d consider it much superior to OliveOit, which is so generally ised. Carbolated Cosnoline is a useful comhinat ion, lut tae rone-sdcited osioline is beyoud aI question, a workof art, which cannot lie too highly commendel. I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, yours, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.,

Physician to German Hoepital.

MEssRs. E. F. HoUGHîToN & CJo.: PHILADELPHIA, July 10th, 1880.
c have for a nuimber f years made extensive ase of 'osîoline [Ungueatp m Petrolei] snd consider it a most valuable article for surgi-

mal purposes. Either as a dressing by iself, r as a vehicle for tie appicatioures, as greatly superior to lad or Other fatty
matters,*especially by reasoîî of its nom-liability to change by tinie or tenuperature. ti sgetyspro olr rohr't>

Yours truly,

MEssas. E. F. HOUGHTON & CO.: 1031 WALNUT STREET, PRILADILPBJA.
a have used extensively Cosmoline [Unguetittum Petrolei] both in Dispensary and private practice, with very great satisfaction. A,a vehicle for makitg ointnents it is ivaluahle, asd far superior to lard, for tue reasoi that it wîll not become rancid or iundergo chemiscachange like the latter, wlen exîosed 1 the atînosphere. I caniot boo highly coînnieud it as ait application im various skin diseases.Yours truly, JOHN V. SHOEMAKER, A.M:, M.D,Physician to the Pennsylvania Free Dispensary for Skia Diseases.

Mesurs, E F. HOUGHTON &Co., 208 West 34th Street, NEw YoRK.GENss:-I fully appreciate the value of your Cosinoline or Ungt.' PettoIei and prescribe it frequentîy in ointmeuts. Fluid Coamnoline 1have used oonstanty for several years, as a lubricant of urethiral souids. I la the cleane8t oi I know of for this purpose.
Yours truly, GEO. HENRY FOx.

E. F.
PREPARED BY

HOUGHTON
211 S. FRONT STREET, PHILAryELEI:IA.

In corresponding with advertisers please mention the CANADA LANCET.

MOL

JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.

SAMPLES

& Co *.
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WILLI.A.M SWTOW]DEN-,
Manufacturer and Importer of

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS, TRUSSES, OBSTETRICAL FORCEPS, ETC.

SNOWDEN'S PERFECTED BINAURAL STETHOSCOPE.-PRICE $3.00.All gerluine ones have " WM. SNOWDEN, PHILADELPHIA," stamped on the So t RubberCup of Bell (F).The Rubber Tubes are free from ail woollen or silk coverings, thus avoiding ail friction sounds arising from this source.

ELECTRO - THERAPEUTIC

APPARATUS.

C. PO TTER,
#-4 ®S. Q SwOPTICIAN AND ELECTRICIAN,

31 King Street East,
TCJomorNo.

Separate Coil and Continuous Coil Faradic Batteries.
I8 Cell, 20 Cell, and 30 Cell Portable Galvanic

Batteries. Stationary Batteries put up
to order.

W, F COLEMAN, M. D., M.R.C.S., Eng.
Formerly Surgeon to Toronto Eye and Ear Inßirmary.

OCULIST and AURIST
to St John General Public Hospital. Practice limited to

Office 40 Cobourg Street, St. John, N.B

Naso-MOral Resp irator,
As devised by Dr. G. Hunter McKenzie, Edinburgh,

For the Antiseptic Treatment of

Phthisis, Bronchitis, etc.,
See articles in January nmber of Canada Lancet, 1882, by Dr.Philip, of Brantford, on ",Antiseptic Treatment of Phthisis, etc.,"also, " Braithwaite's Retrospect,' Januarv 1882, by Dr. Coghill ,Ph ician to the National Hospital for Coisumption ; by Dr. Wii-lia Physician to the Royal Southern Hospital, Liverpool, and

0thers.

Manufactured by Gardner, Edinburgh,
And For Sale by

J. S. M1ILLS, Chemist,
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO,

Sole Agent for the Dominion.

George Tiemann & Coq
F. A. STOHLMAN ESTABLIBHRD 1826, ED. PFARRE,

67 CHATHAN STREET, NEW YORK.
MANUFAcTURERS AND IMPORTERs OF

Surgical Instruments,
aIcarvnD

2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
2 First Medals and i Honorable Mention

at International Exhibition, Santiago,
Chili, 1875.

2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal at
International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

FOR SALE.
COMFORTABLE Brick residence with drivfng house and

Aeta le in a thriving vii e on a line of rail ay, ail f whichwill bedispcsed ofo esnbe terme to the right man. Terme,*1,000 down, balance on time at sucb rate of interest ad may b.-agreed upon. I health cause for leaving.
Address " LANCET" OFFICE, Toronto.

Establishied 1821.
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COPY OF A LETTER
FRoM E. J. DAY, EsQ., F.C.S., M.R.C.S., L.S.A.,

Med. Of Health, Public Analyst, Etc.

DORCHESTER, DORSET, ENGLAND,
October 2, 188o.

DEAR SIR,-Feeling it my duty to the medical profession, as well as to the public,to make known the effects of FELLOWS' HYPOPHOSPHITBS, I send you the results of myshort but satisfactory experience. After using it in several pulmonary cases with goodeffect, I prescribed your Syrup for a middle-aged female patient, suffering from " MELAN-CHOLIA,» who was, up to the time she commenced taking it, so bad that her friends andhusband had made prelminary arrangements for her removal to an asylum ; so great, how-ever was the improvement under the new treatment, which consisted solely in givingyour Hypophosphites, that she shortly was able so attend properly to her householdduties; it is only right to mention, that the drugs prescribed before failed. Althoughyour Syrup of Hypophosphites contains the active bitter tonics, with iron, etc., my youngpatients and invalids take the preparation readily. As a nervine tonic I consider itranks very highly, and is a valuable addition to the list of pharmaceutical preparations.I can with great confidence recommend it iin cases of general debility, consequentlythose gentlemen who dispense their own medicines should not be without it.

E. J. DAY.To MR. JAMES I. FELLOWS, Londen.

SYR. HYPOPHOS. GO., FELLOWS,
CONTAINS

The Essential Elements to the Animal Organization-Potash and Lime;

The Oxidizing Agents-Iron and Manganese;
The Tonics-Quinine and Strychnine; and

The Vitalizing Constituent-Phosphorus,

Combined in the form of Syrup, with SLIGHT ALKALINE REACTION.

Each boule of Fellows' Hypophosphites contains over 'oo doses.

PRICE, $1.50; SIX FOR $7.50.

Prepared by JAMES I. FELLOWS, Chemist.
Princpial Offices :

St. ANTOINE STREET, 48 VESEY STREET,
Montreal. Canada. New York, U.S.
8 SNOW HILL, Holborn Viaduct, London.

Circulars and Sample Bottle sent to Physiciam on apflication.
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WYETH'S SPECIALTIES.

P APO MA.
A Farinaceous Food for Infants and Children

This Contains all the Elements Requisite for Strength.

Made from the Whole Wheat, Jothing being Bolted out.

7hs is prepared from the entire kernels of the choiceat Wheat, by a peculiar

process of torrefaction or toasting. The apparatus for it8 manufacture i8 patented

and the grain iw 8o treated as to retain all its COn8tituents, Moreover, the starchy

portions are, in the process, converted into dextrine, and the gluten, which in mo8t
dietetie preparations is sacrificed, i partially cooked, 8o that the r'eult is a sub8tance
all ready for dige8tion and assimilation by the human organism.

OTTAWA, 3oth January, 1882.
Messrs. Perry Davis & Son & Lawrence:

SIRS :--I beg to acknowledge, through your agent, the receipt of.a package of Papoma,
since which time I have used it as a food for infants.

It is true, my experience thus far has not been very large, but so far as it has gone, I
must bear testimony to the fact, that as a food it is readily assimilated, and as a rule neither
produces gastric disturbance nor flatulence, so frequently observed in cases where other
foods are employed.

I have also
and Mincasea.
of the nursling.

had considerable experience with Nestle's, Ridge's and Campbell's Foods,
One or other will constantly fail to suit the appetite and digestive organs

I consider Papoma a valuable addition to the nursery dietary.

Yours, etc., E. C. MALLOCK, M.D., M.R.C.S., &c.

In a letter dated March 6th, 1982, Dr. Mallock writes as follows :

" During the last month a more extended use of Papoma has satisfied me that my
recommendation is a merited one. E. C. M.

Perry Davis & Son & Lawrence,
Sole Agents, Montreal.
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DR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS
PRICE REDUCED!

Tr. Animal Vaccine Virus (Beaugency Stock)
15 Large Ivory " Lancet " Points................ $2 00
7 

.. . .. .... 1 00
Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crusts, each... 3 00

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED.

It is hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor-tance of fully supporting Physicians devoted to this laboricusand expensive specialty, and responsible for the quality of allVirus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians is distributed amongst all,Who, often without any fitness, offer to supply true animalvirus; the simple result will be that no one will receiveenough to maintain a proper establishment.

Our Senior Partner has been for over twenty years devotedto the specialty of Vaccine supply. He introduced trueAnimal Vaccination into America in 1870; and ourestablish-ment is by far the most perfect and extensive in the world.Address

DR. HENRY A, MARTIN & SON
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.

Detroit Medical College
SESSIONS OF 1881-82.

1 HIS College has for its collegiateyear two sessions.

Regular Session commences Wednesday, September
7th, 1881, and closes March 1st, 1882.

Recitation Terni (optional) commences March 15th,
1882, and closes June 14th, 1882.

Plan of Instruction-By Lectures, Recitations and Clinics,
together with practica/wiork in the Anatomical, Physiological,Chemical and Pharmaceutical Laboratories.

Clinics are held daily.
Clinical Work in Hospitals and Dispensaries is given to

the Senior Class, in smal sections, under the charge of a
Clinical Teacher, in all the departments of Medicine and
Surgery.

7/imte Lar e lositais and two Dispensaries afford un-
limited niaterial for instruction.

FEES- REGULAR SESSION.

Matriculation, $5 ; Lecture Tickets, $50; HospitalTicket, $io ; Examination (final), $25 ; Recitation Term,
$io for those who have attended regular session-all others,
$25, $15 of which will be applied on the .next regular term.

For Catalogue and other particulars, address-

H. 0. WALKER, M.D.,
Secretary.

177 Griswold Street, D)etroit, Mich.

*&310f AUVNOUJAoIG SUAON 3HA.'Qao u niu 'e.uoq .nos joJ lan uju o ue puy'S1VOIGOIN3d UfnOA uOi 30Vld V'"UaIdvdmAN UnOA nOi 3OV1d V
'AUVNOI.oma neA uOi 3ov1d v

DR. R. A. REEVE
MAY BE COsSULTED AT THE

TECUMSEH HOUSE, LONDON,
On the First Saturday of every month.

Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY!

- Flemming's Electro-Medical
BATTERIES

Are considered
The BEST in the Market.

Faradie Batteries.
Galvanic of 10, 20, 30 or 40 cellsFar. and Galv, Batteries combined.
Cautery Batteries.
Stationery Batteries. and all forme of Elec-trodes on hand. Send for Illustrated Catalogue

to OTTO FLEMMll ING,
729 Arch Street, Philaaelphia, Pa.

AN EXCELLENT OPENING.
HE good-will of a practice worth $6,000 a year, in a flourishingown in Western Ontario, together with a property valued at$4,000, is offered for sale. Only fair value of property required. Àoroug troduction given to successor. For address apply to

"CANADA LANCET" OFFICE, TORONTO.
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STs.. TORONTO.

The following prices will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to market fluctuations, quality being of the first import-ance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price quoted includes the bottle. *â Terms Cash; les 5 per cent.

Acid,Carbolic.... .... .... .. OZ.
Sulph. Ar..........8 oz. bot.
Hydrocyan .. .. 4...... .1ather, Nit...............8 oz bot.

Sulph..............
Go ...........

Antim. Pot. Tart........... .
Argenti Nit. fus..........
Balsam Copaib.. ...... ...... 8bot.
Bismuth, Car.. .. .. O..........
Cerii Oxalas................
Chloral H3 rate...........
Chlorodyne ................
Chloroform............ lb.
Cinchon,Sul................ .
Ergot, pulv.... ...........
Emp. Lytt................ b.
Ext. Belladon............... .

Colocynth Co.....
Hyosciam, Ang........
Sarza Co., Ang......
Nucis Vom..........

Gum, Aloes Soc..........
' Acacia, pulv..........

Gly cerine, pure..............lb.
Fer ri, Am. Git...... .. ........

" et Quin. Cit.........."75
Citro,phos............

Ferrum Redact............
Hydrarg, Chlor.............

G Gret,' ..........

8 CI
0 07 Jalapin..................
0 20 Lin. Saponis.. ............ 8 oz. bot.
0 23 Liq.Amnmon..............
0 22 " Arsenic..............
0 33 " Bismuth ...............
0 28 " Donovan.............
0 08 " OpiiSed..............
1 20 Morph. Sul. ................. oz.0 50 " Mur..............
0 20 01. Crotonis..............
0 20 " Jecoris Asselli.......... lb.
0 13 Pil. Aloes .................. gross.
0 15 " " et Ferri.......... 4
1 30 " Assafotid.... .. .. .... "
0 45 " Cath. Co., U. S.. .
( 15 " Hydrarg, Mass.. ....... lb.
1 25 " " Subchlor. Co. gross,
( 20 " Rhei. Co.............. "
0 12 " Podophyllin, Co ........
0 25 Plumbi Acet............... .. b.
0 30 Potass. Acet..............
0 75 " Bicarb............
0 90 "i Bromid...........
0 60 " Iodid.............
0 30 Pulv. Opii.. ................. oz.
0 12 Pulv. Creta Co.............. lb.

to 1 00 " " C Opio..........
0 15 " Ipecac............
Oî15 " " Go..........
0 10 " Jalapa................
0 07 Quinia Sulph, Unbloached... OZ.

* c.
1 75
0 24
0 17
0 20
0 40
0 28
1 20
4 25
4 25
0 25
t 25
0 30
0 30
0 30
0 45
1 00
0 30
0 35
0 40
0 25
0 60
0 35
0 60
5 00
0 75
0 75
1 00
2 60
2 25
1 00
4 00

Rad. Rhei. pulv .. .. .... .. .. lb.
Santonine.................. oz.
Sodæ Bicarb,.. .. .. .. .. .. .... lb.

" Potass. Tart .......... "
Spi r. Ammon. Co .......... 8 oz. bot
Syr. Aurant..............

" Codeia..............
Ferri lod............

' Strych. Phos. Co ......
Hypophos ............
Phosph. €o.. .. .. .. .. ..
Scillæe ................

Tinct. Aconit............
Arnica..............
Camph. Co..........
Cardam. Co ..........
Catechu .. -- -. .... ....
Cinchon Co ...... ....
Colch. Sem..........
Digital..............
Ergot...............
Ferri Perchlor........
Hyosciam...........
" odine..............
Nucis Vom............

"Opii .-..---.--.... .. .. 'Verat Vir ............. or.
Ung. Hyd. Nit ............... ..

" Zinci...............
Vin. Ipecac.................8 oz. bot.

" Antim ................. '

A full assortiment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates.
supply of reliable Vaccine-Scabe, $2 ; lalf-Scabs, 81. Enemas from 75c.

Arrangements have been made fer a constant

Fird Prize Provincial Exhibition, London, 1881.
Bronze Medal Toronto Industrial Exhibition, 1881.

Toronto Artificial

.0 LEG AND ARM
COMPANY.
Manufacturers of

W. H. Swinburn's

Patent Legs & Arms,
Instruments for

Spinal Disease, Lateral and
Angular Curvature, Hlip Dis-
ease, Partial Paralysis of the
Lower Extremities, Anchy-
losis of the Knee Joint,
Chronic Inflammation of the
Knee, Fractured Patella, Un-
united Fractures. Knock
Knees, Bow Legs, Weak
Ankles. Club Foot Shoes,
Trusses, Citches, &c., &c.

AU work guaranteed.
Repairing a speciality.

- Surgical Instruments Sharpened,
Bepaired and made to order.

151 Bay Street,
Toronto.

(Between Richmond & Queeu Sts.)

Reference:
J. FULTON, M.D., M.R.C.S.

3 WetR Dý's p
* the m dic celebrities o ho voeid for ureila.

(Twmours, king's Evi, etc.), the early stage OCOsumption, Constitutionai Weaknes, Poorne.O 9fd lood, and for prosokiiig and regulaing ita periodda course The genuine have a reactive silver eal
attached to the lover part of thé cork, and agreen label on

* the wraper,
0 bearingteac

S simile of the
signature of

Pharuade, rue aprte, 4, aris,whithout which noe are geaine.
BBWARE 0F IMITATIONS

. M. ROSEBRUGH M.D.,
(Surgeon to the Toronto Eye and Bar Dispensary.)

May be consulted at the residence of

Dr. J. W. Rosebrugh, Upper James St. amlilton,
THE

Last Saturday of every Month.

;00
2 80
0 14
0 38
0 24
0 20
0 90
0 54
0 80
0 38
0 35
0 22
0 24
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 20
0 24
0 30
0 20
0 40
0 18
0 20
0 50
0 24
0 55.
0 20
0 60
0 40
0 30
0 0
0 b

ýA
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To the Medical Profession.

LACTOPEPTINEI
We take pleasure in calling the attention of the Profession to LACTOPEPTIN E. After a long series ofeave-ful experiments, we are abie to produce ils various components in an absoIntely pure state, thus removing

ail unpleasant odor and taste, (also shg-htly changing the color). We can confidently claim, that its digestiveproperties are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that it is as perfect a digestive as
can be produced.

LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remedial agent ever presente'i to the Profession for .ndigestion,.Dysppsia, Vmiting in Pregnancy, Choiera Infantum, Constipation, and al diseases arising from
imperfect nutrition. It contains the five active agents of digestion, viz : Pepsin, Pancreatine, Diastase, orVeg. Ptyalin, Lactic and Hyroch/oric Acids, in combination wiith Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE:

Sugar of Milk................... 40 ounces. Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase...........4 drachms.Pepsin ................ .......... 8 ounces. Lactic Acid................. 5 fl. drachms.Pancreatine ..................... 6 ounces. Hydrochloric Acid ............. 5 fl. drachms.

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions, and its almost universal adoption by physiciansis the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic value has been most thoroughly established.

The udersigned having tested LACTOPEPTINE, recommend it to the profession.
ALFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.

Professor of Pathology and Practice of Medicine, University of tMe Ci:y oj .New York.
SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D.

Professor Materia Medica, New York Medical College.
F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Ph. D.

Prof. Chem. Mat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent. ; Prof Chem. & Hyg. in Am. Ve. Col. etc.
JAS. AITKIN MEIGS, M.D., Philadelphla, Pa.

,Prof. the Institutes of Med. and Med. uris. 7eff. Med. College; Phy. to Penni Hos*ital.
W. W. DAWSON, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Prof.| Prin. and Prac. Sur-., Med. Col. of Ohio . Surg. to Good Samaritan Hospital.
ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D.C.

Prof. of Obstetric:, University of Vermont.
D. W. YANDELL, M.D.,

Prof/jof Nie Science and Art. of Surg. and Clinicai Surg., University of Louiseille, Ky.
L. P. YANDELL, M.D.

Prof. of Clin. Med., Disa. of Children, and Dermatology, Universùy of Louisville, Ky.
ROBT. BATTEY, M.D., Rome, Ga.,

Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics, Atlanta Med. Colge, Ex Pres. Med. Association of Ga.
CLAUDE H. MASTIN, M.D., LL.D., Mobile, Ala.

PROF. H. C. BARTLETT, Ph. D., F.C.S., London, England.

THE NEW YORK PHARMACAL ASSOCIATION,
P.O. Box 1574. Nos. 10 & 12 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK.

Lowden, Neill & Co., Toronto, Ont., Wholesale Agents.
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GELATUM VA S E L I N E PETROLEI
GRAND RIEDAL at the Philadelphia Exposition, 1S76.

SILVER NMEDAL at the Paris Exposition, 19.
MEDAL OF PROGRESI by the Aimerican Institute, 1010.

S The attention of physicians, druggists and hospitals, te called to this article, and te Ihtact that it is favourably regarded and extensively used in the United Stateo, on theoontinetand mn England, by the profession and pharmaciots au a base for *0

9 ( OINTMENTS, CERATES, &. 69
d As a dressing for WOUNDS, CUTS, BRUISES, BURNS,

%- SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISM, SKIN DISEASES, a ra,3 c ~ CATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and aIl contused l
ce 2! o and inflamed surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

* In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA,
and of TH ROAT and CH EST complaints. the best results are obtained.

Une Pound Cans, 60cts. Five Pound Cans, $1.50. . C=
Extract from Report cf Dr. Galezowski, the distinguished

cm French Oculist.
I "Vaseline is the best pharmaceutical preparation in the making of Ointments, as It is- completely neutral and unchangeable. I saw it used for tho firet time In London by Dr. Lan-.22 son. I then procured the 'Vaseline' myself, and have experimented with It for tour months CMon over one thousand patients. aud I must declare that the knowledgi acquired by praotice ha

CLJ 0 surp-mLîed miy expectations by far. ****I have also prepared laequantities of eye- omtments with ' Vaseline,' and have employed them on numerous malaes with very greatsuccess, and I can athin that 'Vaseline 'is very preclous in ocular therapentice, and usat= replace all the ointmenuts in use at the present time. * e
.5 O" i In concluion, on account of its unalterability and ite great afinity for perfumes, Ie - believe that 'Vaseline' merits the attention of the scientific and industrial world." 201»
- 2

DR. REUSCHE, of lainburg (translation) says: .C
--In six cases of snall-pox I have used Vaseline with eminent suceen-on a evere cmeof variola vera-a boy sixteen years old, not vaccinated. .
"It developed the disease rapidly, and shortened oonsiderably the duration of it--th-m * ,~time varyig from seven to twenty days, the latter period for the most set3ous case onmy.

g " While the application of Vaseline was regularly menewed, all inflammation and forer werMo kept off, and none of the patients, at any time, suftered any pain or great inonovenewhereas, if neglected, the patient would become irritable and feverish.
"Applied internally, It removed the small-pou in the mouth and throat In a few days. CD
e A few scars remained in only one case, but the patient will outgrow these, as thq arg..e 1 ver>' .ligh,' 

s -. q

Prom the LONDON LANCET, Jan'y 11h, 1878: o
" We have before noticed this preparation of petroleum In terS of warm praim. l as of

*-- the consistency of butter, is perfectly free from odor, and dous nt beome rancid. W. Jaenow before us -everal new preparations made from it, which are soseful as to call for remar.They are a pyna le. a cï!l creain, and a camphor ice, aIl of excellent quality. We have tried%Il of theim w numot a4tisfactory results, having found them greatly superior to 1h. prepara. E.
tions iu conuon uc."

We manufacture the following Standarl Ointinents, according to the United States PharmaopoSia, usingVaseline as a bas. iaua of la
Ung.: Ilydrargyri (2 Mercury) ....................... Ung.: Zinci Oxidi.
Ung.: Ilydrargyri: Nitratis (Citrine Ointment) ...... Cerat.: tesinU .Cerat.: Plumbi Sub-acetatis iGoulards Cerate) ...... Cerat.: SiMpiex.

We recmmend them an vastly superior to anything in use. PRICE 75 OrS. PER POUND. NO OHARGE FOR JAES, smn
Sûr Pamphlet.

Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, New York,
No. 249 NOTRE DAME STREET, MONTREAL.

Pemade Vaseline, Vasline Cold Orcana, Vaseline Camphor Ice, mmd VaselineVeiet Saap, aie al exquisite toilet articles made from pure Vaseline, and excel all similar ones.
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To those Interested ln the

Since the year 1877 we have lost no opportunity to place before the professions ofMedicine and Pharmacy the injury which was resulting to public, professional, and scientificinterests, through the abuse of the laws relative to patents and trade-marks, by certain manu-facturng pharmacists, or patent medicine dealers, working under the title of " ManufacturingPharmacists." We have sought and expected a reply to, or counter-attack upon, our efforts,without satisfaction, until recently one Horatio R. Bigelow, M.D., has appeared as the mouth-piece of the patent medicine ring.
A recent and specially enlarged edition of a journal published in Sandyhook, Conn.,the New England Medical Monthly, contains an article in the interests of the ring, by theabove named physician, severely attacking the reputation and policy of our house. Weunderstand that pecuniary aid. has been given to this undertaking by those interested. Asthis article seems to be the concentrated and final effort of our opposers we desire to callthe attention of physicians and pharmacists to the fact, and to our expressed willingness tosend, Post-paid on application, a Orinted copy of this article and otherprinted matter bearingupon the subject, which we are sure will prove instructive to all who have the interests ofthe public, the profession of medicine, or science, at heart. The personal attack upon our-selves is beneath our notice. The principle at stake is worthy the attention of every one,and this fact is our only apology for giving the above advice.

Tnrough limited space we will here call attention but to one fact-that Dr.Bigelow would convey the idea that we were seeking to destroy that just pro-tection given to inventors by the patent law and to manufacturers by the lawof trade-marks. We tell Dr. Bigelow, and the whole fraternity of quacks, thatthis is a wilful perversion of our position. The patent law secures to an in-ventor any new and useful composition of matter ; but he must disclose thesecret of his invention and show that it is new and useful. The trade-marklaw is only to secure to the maker of a known article of the benefit of anypeculiar skill which he has brought to the making of the article. Hence hemav adopt and own any arbitrary sign to indicate his own manufacture: thisis the whole scope and end of the law of trade marks.
Our war is against the abuse of these laws ; against the practices of thosespurious pharmacists who seek to draw the protection of these laws over secretand unknown Preparations. We also denounce that kindred abuse where thecommon or only name of an article is claimed as a trade-mark. To allow thiswould be to allow the most odious form of monopoly ; a monopoly of an articlethe composition of which is kept secret and unknown. Such a monopoly thepatent law will not permit. Sound medical science will not permit it. It be-longs to the domain of quackery pure and simple.

DETROIT, MIcH., March 1, 1882. PARKE, DAVIS & 00.
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